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DESIGN OF AIRCRAFT.

A. A Itdyagin, S. M. Yeger, V. F. Mishin,' F. 1. Sklyanskiy, No A.

Fouiin.
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Page 2.

4 In the book are presented common/general/total bases and design

concepts of aircraft, is examined the selecticn of diagram, power

plant and basic parameters of aircraft. The second edition includes

the new materials: the methods of optimum design with use of

computers, the method of the gradients of takeoff weight for the

evaluation of the designing solutions and conversion of weight

characteristics, special feature/peculiarity of the design of

aircraft with the shortened and vertical lift, passenger and

aerospace aircraft.

Are considerably expanded and reworked the sections, which

-' relate taking into consideration of the requirements of saving and

for the design of basic aggregate/units.

Application/appendices to the book are supplemented by the

characteristics of aircraft engines, by standard combined weight and

enumeration of standard electronic equipment.

4- The book is intended for the students of aviation VUZ [Institute

of Higher Education] can be usetul for the engineers of the aircraft

industry.

- -- °--
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Tables -30. IllUst.- 393. List of lit. -37 titles.
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Page 3.

PREFACE.

In the years, which passed from the time of the publication of

the textbook of N. A. Fomin "design of aircraft" (1961),

substantially grew the technological level of aviation and. Appeared

supersonic heavy aircraft, including passenger, usual became aircraft

with on the variable in flight sweepback of wing, are introduced VTOL

aircraft.

Questions of the design of aircraft within this time also

obtained substantial development. widely is applied the method of iA

optimum design, system approach, use of computers and so forth.

The authors were aware in the fact that to write stable manual -

on the design of aircraft is extremely difficult. Each decade in

aviation now whole epoch I Therefore in this took in comparison with

the analogous previous textbooKs, considerable attention is given to

the fundamental systematic questions which are not subjected to so

quick ageing. At the same time the authors attempted to give material

of reference character, necessary for license or pre-sketching design

of aircraft.

L
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The proposed manual corresponds to the program of course the

"design of aircraft" for VUZ.

Manual consists of two sections - common/general/total design of

aircraft and design of its parts.

In the first section of a book three parts. In the first part

are presented common/general/total bases and design concepts of

aircraft. Here is given the method of the operation of low increases

in parameters and characteristics of aircraft, which makes it

possible comparatively simple to solve the large circle of tasks.
° 4'

In the second part is examined the selection of diagram, power

• plant and basic parameters of aircraft. Primary attention is here

given to the design jets. Separate chapters are dedicated to the

special feature/peculiarities of the common/general/total design of

passenger aircraft, aircraft with shortened and vertical takeoff and

landing, and also to the design of the aerospace aircraft. A.
AI

In third part one section is examined layout and position of

center of gravity in aircraft.

|:.- i

I
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Page 4.

In the second section of manaal, is given the procedure of

determining dimensions and weight of wing, fuselage, tail assembly

and chassis/landing gear. Here are examined the common/general/total

bases of the design of the aircraft components and basis of the

design of the system of its control.
--

Chapters I, III, IV, V, VI, XiV are written by A. A. Badyagin,

introduction, chapterCV U.i uiar by V. F. Mishin, chapter XVII,

XIX - by F. I. Sklyanskiy. Chapters XVI and XVII are written by A. A.

Badyagin and V. F. Mishin, chapter X is written by N. A. Fomin and N.

K. Liseytsev, Chapter XV - Dy N. A. Fomin and by V. Ye. Rotin.

-•All concrete/specific/actual information on the design of

aircraft and the selection of engine in the period of the preliminary

development of aircraft is published in the open Soviet and foreign

press. The authors with appreciation will accept the observations

about the book, which shoula be guided tc: Mosccw, B-66, 1st

Basmannyy per., 3, publishing house "Mashinostroyeniye".

r
-2

Ltd:
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BASIC DESIGNATIONS AND iAEBREV1&T1ONS

A a -speed of sound, expenditure/consumptions per 1

4 ton-kilometer;

-angle of attac& of wing;

B -track of landing gear;

b -wing chord, basis of chassis/landing gear;

-o root wing chcrd;

,_end wing chczd; -

C -cost/value;

'.-wing chord ratio in root;

Cxthickness ratio at wing tip;
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Caerodynamic coefficient of friction;

~Li ,,,-coefficient of the aerodynamic pitching moment of wing

profile;

~:.icm. coef ficient cmwhen cy-O;

OP- thrust coefficient;

Cp specific hourly consumption of fuel/propellant of TRD

(turbojet engine];

c -specific hourly consumption of fuel/propellant of TVD

3' [turboprop engine];

I cs-drag coefficient;

-drag coef ficient when cy-o;

~~t- the coefficient of induced drag;

cu3 - coefficient of wave drag;

C-up- coefficient cf profile drag;
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I CV-ljft coefficient;

a.,- derivative Cy'accordiny to angle of attack a;

D4,- diameter of fuselage;

I 6 -angl.e of deflection of aily control;

E-modulus of normal elasticity of material;

P area of the washed Dy flow surface;

f -coefficient of friction, safety factor;

G -weight of aircraft;

Go starting (takeoff) weight of aircraftI

Of-structural weighit;

~-the over-all payload ratio of ccnstruction/design;00

V5
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-fuel load;

the over-all payloatd ratio of fuel/propellant;

g -acceleration ci gravity; the weight cf 1 mn2 of the surface

of aggregate/unit;

7-specific gravity/weight;

H-flight altitude;

x x-: sweep angle of wing (on quarter-chord); 3

Xt -sweep angle (on leading wing edge);-i

K-lift-drag ratio;

k-coefficient;

L -flying range, length; '

I- wingspan;

X wing aspect ratio;
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- elongation of any aircraft component;

M- Mach number:

m - mass of the flight venicle: bypass ratio of TVRD;

m, my, n:1-coefficients of tne aerodynamic moment of aircraft (in

body coordinate system);

N - the total power of engines.

Page 6.

No - starting power of eaganes (with V=O; H=O);

No0 starting power of one engine;

INo=N/Go- relative starting power;

flP, n3, n, i, z , U.%, .t - lcad factors;

no. number engine;
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1,1... - passengers' guautit ;

P - gross thrust engine;

Pa - the boost for launching of engines (with V=0; H=O);

Po- the boost fox launching of one engine;

P0=P0/G0 - starting thrust-weight ratic;

- specific thrust of power plant;

p- the specific winy load (Po- with takeoff);

A-o Q- the hourly consumption of fuel/propellant;

q- ram pressure, fuel consumption per kilometer;

- mass air density; o - in the surface of sea;

; =p/p- relative density of air;

Sa
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R -radius of the Earth, radius of bank/turn and so forth;

S -wing area (with subfuselaye part) ;

S- relative area of any aircraft compcnent (referred to wing

area) ;

l-wing taper;

11.,- propeller e f ficiency;

T, K -temperature in degrees Kelvin;

T -the berviceable life of service; resource/lifetime;

t -time, temperature in degrees Celsius;

e -flight path angle to the horizon;

V-flight speed;

V11w orbital velocity;

I/,- the vertical velocity;
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X -aerodynamic drag;

,- position the center of gravity of aircraft from leading

edge/nose of 1"lA6.

Xp- position of the focus oi aircraft from leading edge/nose

22of MAC;A

Y--'aerodynamic lift.

Contractions.

VKS -aerospace aircrait;

VP~fr takeoff and landing strip;

GTD -gas turbine engine;

DTRD -turbofan engine;

ZhRD -liquid propellant rccket engine;
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flgh

LPS -flight personnel;

PVRD - ramjet engine;

PD- piston engine;

PRD - solid propellant rocket engine;

SA - standard atmosphere;

MAC- mean aerodynamic chord;

SPS - supersonic passenger aircraft;

TVD - turboprop engine;

TYRD- turbofan engine;

TRD - turbojet engine;

TRDF- turbojet reheat engine;
3

EV! - electronic ccmputer;

i 'I
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UPS -boundary layer control;

SVVP -VTOL aircraft;

KU4
SUVP -STOL aircraft.

Indices.

v- wave;

vzl. -takeoff (Go takeoff weight);

V.0 vertical tail assembly;

g -nacelle, load, throat;
,41

J g.o -horizontal tajil assemibly;

dv -engine;

i -interference;

k- construction/design.
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Page 7.

kach -rolling;

kon C ommuercial;

kr -wing;

kreys -cruising;

krit -critical (value);

m-midsection;

m.f - idsection of fuselage.

0-initial value of value (or with start);I

n-load;

n.v climb;

n.z -navigational reserve;
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ob.upr - equipment and control;

omyv - the washed surface;

op- tail assembly;

ost - cessation;

otr - breakaway; I

pas -passenger;

p2 - gliding/planning; 9

p.n - payload;

pos - landing;

pot - ceiling;

prerv- interrupted;

priv - given; i

yl-

-
'-
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[ prob -landing run;

pust -empty;

~ Irasch -calculation;

reys -voyaging speed;

razb -takeoff/run-up;

3 ras;h expended;

L rt-control;

rch -knob/stick;

4, A

g the jettisonable load jin flight);

Ak slip;

A.

sluzh -service;

Sn -equipment;
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s.u - power plant;

f- fuselage;

sh- chassis/landing gear;

¢ek

ek -crew.

U: o -~

ii

NAl

5
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INTR~ODUCT ION.

By design of aircraft, usually is understood the process

development of the technical materials (documentation), vhich are

determining its technical flight characteristics, diagram and

construction/design of separate aggregate/units.

Designation/purpose, operating conditions and technical flight

characteristics of the design/projected aircraft are determined by

client and take shape in the form of special requirements.

Designing the aircraft encompasses the development of sketch and

worker of projects. The work on the refinement of requirements for

aircraft and possibility of their accomplishing, done prior to the

beginning of the development of preliminary design, is called,

preliminary (pre-sketching) design.

Sketch design consists in the development of the fundamental

characteristics of aircraft, its atrodynamic and design concepts

which make it possible tc judge tae advisability of further design.

_ i
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Into the sketch design of aircraft, enters:

a) the development of general views and layout cut/sections;

b) the abbreviated development of the construction/design of the

most important parts (aggregate/units);

c) the development of schematic diagrams, systems of eguipment 11
and control, and also power plant;

d) the calculation of the force of gravity (weight) and _

centering;

- e) aerodynamic design, stability analysis and controllability;

f) approximate computation for the strength of the most

important aircraft components.

Simultaneously with the development of preliminary design is

constructed aircraft scale odel full size. For the examination of

mock-up by customer is assigned the board from different specialists,

iacluding crew.

After the conclusice of simulated board, which examines and
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confirms preliminary design and aircraft scale modal, is

realize/accomplished the final connecting/fitting of

construction/design with the arranyement/positicn of control and

equipment, are more precisely iormulated external enclosures. Then

conduct the more complete crews of aircraft on strength, make and

blast in the wind tunnels of model and according to the results of

testings of model in wind tunnel they more precisely formulate

aerodynamic design, statility analysis, spin and flutter. On the

basis of the results of blasting, is more precisely formulated the

airplane design, are performed the refined weight calculations, in

this case, are establish/installia weight limits (greatest values of

the weight of the structure of aircraft and its parts, the

permissible from considerations designs).

Page 9.

Is working design - this is the concluding process of

development of technical documentation. working project gives all

necessary materials about tne technical flight data of future

aircraft, about his strength and reliability; it contains equipment

specifications and all necessary information for developing

technology of the production of aircraft. It must be noted that is

working the design of tae experiumental aircraft usually is terminated

after the constructed s~ecimen/samFle of aircraft passed tests.
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Into working design enters:

a) the development of the assembly and detail drawings of the

construction/design of the separate aggregate/units (parts) of

aircraft;

b) the development of the general view drawings of the

aggregate/units of aircraft;

c) the refinement of calculations for the strength of all

load-bearing elements;

d) the refinement of the calculations of the structural weight;

" e) conducting the research and experimental works, connected

with the implementation of new construction/designs, materials, etc.

Development of the worxing project of contemporary aircraft the

extremely labor-consuming and complicated process whose accomplishing

under force only to the large collective of the jualified

technical-engineering wcrkers of different specialties.

Y I

AN
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With experimental research works deal the laboratories of design

bureaus and scientific research institutes. The final stage of

experimental research works are usually the static and dynamic tests

of construction/design for strength, lifetime, reliability of

separate aggregate/units and systems. Hydraulic systems and other

systems of equipment, system of control and recovery facilities

4I aircrew in necessary order undergo bench tests under conditions,

close to operational ones.

Entire immense volume oi knowledge, necessary for designing the

contemporary aircraft, was accumulated as a result of the more than

half century work scientist different countries - aerodynamicists,

material-strength engineers, metallurgists - and the engineering

i " practice of design, construction and producticn of aircraft.

Accumulation of knowledge and engineering experience contributed

to the perfection of aircraft, which was being accompanied by a

change in the basic parameters and by an imprcvement in its

fundamental flight characteristics.

By fundamental aircraft periomance, is usually understood

maximum speed of level flight Vmax, ceiling HnOT, maximum vertical

velocity Vy,ma and maximum flying distance Lmax. The basic parameters

of aircraft include such parameters whose change substantially is

K:

5aN
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reflected in the characteristics of aircraft, namely: the takeoff

I weight of aircraft Go, uing area S, the specific wing load po=Go/S,

horsepower loading Go/N or thrust-weight ratic P0 =Po/Go .

Tables 0.1 and 0.2 depict the common/general/total picture of a

change in some of these values over the years for heavy and light

aircraft.

It is characteristic that one of the fundamental aircraft

performance (the maximum speed of level flight) inureased

continuously from year to year.

A continuous increase ia the maximum speed of flight became

[ ;possible as a result of decreasiag the aerodynauic drag of aircraft

and decrease of the load, which is necessary on I hp of installed

power.

Page 10.

The decrease of aerodynamic arag can be reached, in the first

place, by the aerodynamic perfection of diagram and forms of

aircraft, in the second place, by decrease to the known limit of

- carrying wing area (in the lattec case the specific wing load Po is

increased).
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The most effective means of the decrease of load on I hp was an

increase in the installed power during the decrease of the value of
1 its specific gravity/weight, i.e., the ratio cf the weight of

I installation toward its Power Gc.ylNmax.

With an increase in the installed power usually grow/rose its

weight, and also fuel lcad, necessary for achievement by given one of

distance or duration of flight. At the same time grow/rose the weight

of transportable ones by the aircraft of loads. All these factors,

and increased requirements for tue structural strength of aircraft,

unavoidably led to an increase in the takeoff weight.

-~ The decrease of the aerodynamic drag of aircraft was achieved to

a considerable degree as a result of the aerodynamic perfection of

I i wings, in particular wing airfoai/profiles.

-I The perfection of wings occurred simultaneously with the

development of airplane design, which in 30-35 years underwent

considerable changes.

J1I
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table 0.1. Change in the fundamental characteristics and parameters

of heavy aircraft over the years.

i si~ei~aiffle > *~) I ' -

-r#, ,4 Z.
C a. 10 

-' c : C -1 '

1910 tra. eA .- l (Pocc")(i 4201 29 14,5 90 35 12,0 - - 1000
1915 1. A.t%'po L. 5600 160 35,0 115 740 7,5 - - 3000++' ;(lPoc 11i) (IZ)

1920 K.MIpoIuii (IIT.L )['r 1 4500 100 45,0 180 600 7,5 - - 4000
1930 TF;-3 (CCCP) 18000 230 78,5 240 2000 9,0 - - 4000B+ •14 oitnr 1-17 (C.[IA)I( 20600 1.30 158,5 450 4000 i 5,2 - - 9000

1950 lBomir B-29 (CilA) Iq 1)47 000 161 292,0 600 8000 5,9 - - 10500
68301950 CTlpaTOa eT B-47 (C A) 84 140 600 960 - - 14000 0,167 13000:."' 19.56 Koopl B-58 (0I11A){ 1&) 6 140 450 200 - - 36000 0 567 -

1965 XB-70 (CWA) 250000 585 427 3200 - - 81500 0,326 20000

Key: (1). Year. (2). Designation of aircraft. (3). kg. (4). m2 . (5).

kgf/m 2 . (6). km/h. (7). hp. (8). kg/hp. (9). kg. (10). kg/kg. 11).

"Gakkel-III" (Russia). (12). "L1'ya uromets" (Russia). (13). Caproni

(Italy). (14). Boeing. (15). Stratojet. (16). Convair.

Table 0.2. Change in the fundamental characteristics and parameters

of light aircraft over the years.

9Z,

j --

a.
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rout Han \eliO:laliie CaMoelG'a I S P VnIa Nn1ax N P I H

KrC M
2  

Krc/..
2 IUJIIJi Krc J] z C() I4) CI I C ) C -  I

. 1910 .ra,(Pocc, .20 29 14,5 1 o90 35 12,0 -. 1000
1915 Hblonop-21 (4paIII II)1 495 15 33,0 '150 80 6,2 - - 5000
1920 Maprmaflj F-4 (Atir- 1113 34,0 32,8 211 300 3,7 - - 6800

• 1 1930 11-5 (CCCI) ,. 1300 19,0 67,0 275 525 2,5 - - 8000
1940 MeccepwMw.T I090') 2600 16,5 159 570 1100 2,3 - - 11000, (repmamm MR )
1950 MHr.15 (CCCP)(IC 4800 20,0 240 1050 - - 2000 0,415 15000
1956 J1oKXIA F-104 (CJA) 6800 17,0 400 2500 - - 9000 1,32 21000

Key: (1). year. (2). Designation of aircraft. (3). kg. (4). m2. (5).

kgf/m 2. (6). km/h. (7). hp. (8). kg/hp. (9). kg. (10). "Gakkel-III"

(Russia). (11). Nieuport (France). (12). Martinside (England). (13).

Messerschmidt (14). Germany. (15). MiG (USSB). (16). LockheedA(VOSA).

Page 11.

The applied previously extremely widely diagram of biplane

already since 1925 began to De displaced by the aerodynamically more

advanced diagram of cantilever monoplane with the thick wing profile

(of type of N. Ye. Zhukovskiy's aizfoil/profiles), which had

thickness ratio E=0.20-0,24.

Subsequently the development of wings follcwed already by means

of the gradual decrease of the thickness ratic of their

airfoil/profiles (Fig. 0.1). Tendency toward decrease of of wing

rMaw=
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profile is explained by the fact that with decrease of c decreases

profile and wave wing drag. figures 0.2 show a change in the total

coefficient of profile and wave drag c, (when c1=0) wing in

dependence on c. Especially sharply change c in the airfoil/profile

affects the value of wave wing drag, which appears with speeds, close

to the speed of sound (curve 1=1).

Transfer/transition from tne diagram of wing in the form of

multi-stand biplane cell (Fig. 0.3a) to the cantilever wing of first

thick (Fig. 0.3b), and then Liae/thin airfoil/profile (Fig. 0.3c)

contributed to the aerodynamic Eeriection of wing and decreased its

overall height h. A change in the overall height substantially

affects by weight of wing. With the decrease of the overall height of

wing h, increase the fcrces, received with bending by the

cell/elements of longitudinal wing skeleton, and thereiore increases

the weight of its structure. The application/use of fine/thinner

airfoil/profiles must be it was lead to a considerable increase in

the over-all payload ratio of winy constructicn, i.e., relation G, p/Go.

-I
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1 ~ ~20- --

Fig. 0.1. Change in thickness ratio cof the fonoplane cantilever

wing over the years.

K:l(1) . yr.

0M01

0M«0

4812 1 20 .;Y

NFig. 0.2. Change in coefficient of profile and wave drag cxp+, in

dependence on thickness ratio with M<<1 and with 11=1 (c,-=_o)

Fig. 0.3. Diagrams of wings: a) ikulti-stand biplane; b) cantilever

monoplane with thick wing (ratio of overall height toward semispan
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H h/l=0.06) c) cantilever monoplaie with fine/thin wing (rAVio of

overall height toward semispan h/*(=0.035).

#1
Page 12.

In actuality, as shows statistics, the over-all payload ratio of

the cantilever wings nor ony laid not increase, but, on the contrary,

it acquired tendency tcward cc ,rain decrease. This fact is explained

by the following reasons:

1) by the increase in the specific wing load Po, which occurred

in the development of aircrart construction:

2) by a gradual increase in tue specific strength of the

NNI materials, used in the construction of the aircraft;

3) by transfer/transition to the more rational structural

load-bearing diagrams oz iings, and also by perfection of the methods

of the stress analyses of aircratt.

An increase in the load on wing Po sufficiently substantially

affects a reduction/descent in tue over-all payload ratio of wing.

A Figures 0.11 show tat curved Gp/Go=r(pI),oItained as a result of
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processing of statistical data on Lighters with approximately equal

by the values of elongation X, taickness ratio E and load factor tA.

The mechanical properties of the materials, which were being

applied in aircraft construction, with years improved. The

characteristic (criterion), waica defines in the first approximation,

advantages of material in ratio Dy weight, it can be, as is known,

its specific strength a/-,.

FOOTNOTE 1. Specific strength dizii elongation characterizes the

j' degree of the advantage of tne application/use of material for

aircraft construction. UsuaIly auring ths determination of the value

of specific strength, accept uimensionality o in kg/mm2 and y in

G/cM3 . ENDFOOTNOTE.

The greater the specific strengtn, the more favorable material for

application/use in constructaon/design. The specific strength of

aviation materials steadiy is increased.

As a result of an increase in the specific wing load, increases

in the specific strength of mater.als, perfection of the design

concepts of wings, methoai tor calculations and testing for designers

it was possible during a considerasle reducticn/descent in

aerodynamic wing drag to preserve its over-all payload ratio
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approximately at one and the same ievel.

L The decrease of aerodynamic wing drag in the total resistance of

aircraft was achieved not only as a result of transfer/transition to

the diagram of monoplare and aecrease of thickness ratio of wing, but
AA

also as a result of the contiauuus perfection of the form of wing

airfoil/profi les.

Large role in the aecrease of aerodynamic wing drag played

different means of its meciian±zation/high-lift devices (flaps, flaps,

etc.), which made it possivle to substantially increase the specific

wing load without a consideraDle increase in the landing speed of
7A

auto/self-ku by wing without a considerable increase in the landing

speed of aircraft. One should ncte also that an increase in the

specific wing load became possirle because of the perfection cf the

landing equipment of aircraft (application/use of wheel brakes,

diagrams of nose-wheel landing jear, etc.), with which wasF= allow/assumed certain increase ia the landing speed.

L' -,4
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Lgo-

.0 40 150 P. WPM c/7

Fig. 0.4. Dependence of the over-all payload ratio of wing

construction dGplGo on tne specific wing Icad Po of

fighter-monoplanes, obtained as a result of treating the statistical

data.

Key: (1). kgf/m2 .

Page 13.

" Fight for the decrease of tae aerodynamic drag of aircraft was

conducted not only acccrdiny to the line of a reduction/descent in

wing drag, but also along tue line of a reduction/descent in the drag

of other aircraft components (iuseiage, engine nacelles,

chassis/landing gear, lamp/canopues, superstructures) . Especially

great work conducted on rae decrease of drag of power plants. Won

acceptance the cowlings of air-cooied engines with improved

aerodynamics, the ducte3d radia.ors for cooling water and oil,

arrange/l ocated in fuselage or in wing.

A
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Inc 1931rio th e gners neyn tof utechn ivly rfetractfale

of aircraft, became possiD.la an improvement in the quality of

finishing its ext ernal suriacas. For the laminarized enclosures this

gave considerable effect in a redIuction/descent in the frictional

resistance.

Measures described doove wiade it possible to considerably lower

the drag coefficient of entiLre aiLrcraft Cxo (Fig. O.5)despite the

11 fact -"-'-at its value witn an increase in the specific wing load Pa

must grow/risel.

FOOTNOTE 1*Change pa differently dffects the resistance of aircraft

and drag coefficient cnamely Lncrease Pa always conducts to

increase cr, whereas X with increase Pa at first decreases, and then

at sufficiently large values pa it begins to increase. EibDFOOTNOTE.

From 1915 through 1950, i.e., in J5 yearr, the value of this

Coefficient was lowered trow 0. Oi3 to 0.015 (at subsonic flight

speeds) . I

N11
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A In parallel with the perz"ction of aircraft itself occurred the

perfection of aircraft engi.ne. For an improvement in the aircraft

performance, it was necessary to iuacrease the power of engine, to

decrease its specific gravity/weignt, to increase height, i.e., to

retain power up to possibie the nigh altitudes, and to decrease the

specific fuel consuinpticn.

An increase in the power or piston engine is connected with a

gain in weight of the power plant of aircraft2.

FOOTNOTE 2~Into the power plant ul aircraft, enter: enyines with

attachment and screw/prcjpeliers, tarottle circuit, of lubrication

sysemard 2elfed vi-azs olrs, owings. ENDFOOTNOTE.

If the power which t-hey want to ootain, it is very great, then the

weight of power plant so increases that the application/use of a

4 ~piston engine proves to be inexpeal~ent. 
-

In order to avoid this, stiouid be created more light power

y~ plants (SU), than instailazion wa.ta piston engines (PD). As a result

of investigations and deVaiopment. aork, such a SU was created on the

basis of turbine jet engines ('JRiD).
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4A

I; The weight advantages oz power plants with TRD in comparison

with installations with PD become are especially clear during the

comparison of the specific yrdvity/weight of these installatiois,

i.e., weight on 1 kg of the engine thrust under conditions for flight

in the earth/ground at different speeds (fable 0.3).

Large specific gravity/wegnt of power plants with PD and

adverse characteristic ci tnis type of engine on speed and

height/altitude conditicned the pzactical limit of the maximum speed

of "piston" aircraft apFjroxuiateiy into 750 km/h.

"4  4

N

U4
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0,02 AICI

1, 1 7320 1930 7.940 1S;,

Fig. 0. 5. change in the value ci .rag coefficient without induced

drag c~o(cW'.6) over the years.

Page 14.

Considerably sinaller spac.itc gravity/weight of power plants

with TRD (it is at presEnt eqjuai to 0.25-0.35) and special _

feature/peculiarity of tlie caicteristics of the thrust, of these

engines on speed and heiynt/a.Ltituue they allowed aircraft not only

to overcome sound barrier., out also to re-ach high supersonic speeds.

ZI
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Table 0.3. Specific gravity/weiynt of SU with TRD and PD under

conditions for flight in the earth/ground at the speeds, which

correspond to different Mach numbers.

I .el, iea lli BeC CY Yf '. e fbI,,ii BeC

v C' rIj) vKircTrI

II1 TPJL (19,16 r.) I i[ TP 191-

09 00,5 720 0,9 3,0 0,5
360 0,3 1,5 0, 900 0,74 3,9 0,5 1

Key: (1). km/h. (2). Specific yzrvty/weight of SU kg/kg of thrust.

gg

(3) a3

-:
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Page 26.

Chapter II.

Basic and relative parameters ot aircraft, equatioi of relative

weights. The effect of tn. miost amportant parameter.- of aircraft on

its f light characteristics.

Most important tasK of tae design of aircraft - determination of

its basic parameters: taKeuff weigt G.; wing area S; thrust PC) or

power No of the power plant, requied for obtaining the

assigned/prescribed fligilt c iracteristics. These parameters serve as

.;,Ni initial values for developing entrge project of aircraft, and their

correct selection causes optimum technical indices andtI
S-. flight-performance data of aircraft.

Page 27.

In certain cases during uesign to more conveniently use the

L relative parameters: the specific load on wing area po=Go/S; ty

thrust-weight ratio Po=PO/Go; Dy the thrust, in reference to wing

''0 ll1-
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area Pe/S; by load on power GO/N o .

§1. Equation of the over-all payload ratios of aircraft.

The complete (takecti) weight of aircraft is composed of several

differing in their speciai eature/peculiarities parts

G)O=K+ OC-y+OT+G.3r

where G,- a weight of tae structure of aircraft; Gc- weight of

power plant; C, - fuel loaa; G.q.r-- weight of equipment, equipment,

crew and cargos.

Value (7 depends cn tae row/series of the parameters of

aircraft and its parts, mainly, trom the specific wing load pa, fromtA
wing aspect ratio X, frcm the coefticient of calculated overload ,*,

from the weight of aircraft, etc. Value Gc.y depends on weight per

horsepower, on the thrust levei ot aircraft, on the weight of tanks

and so forth; 6, - from zne specitic consumption of fuel, distance

of aircraft, from its cruisi.n speed, from the weight of aircraft,

etc. Value Gc.r it is direct wir with the parameters and the

characteristics of aircraft dnar wirh its weight it is not connected

and is determined depending on the aircraft type and its

desig nati on/p ur pose.

If we divide both karts or u-ne given equality to Go, then will
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be the obtained equatioa

'I + G. Y U 7C .

called the equation of the~ over-all payload ratios of aircraft or the

equation of the weighit balance ol aircraft. In this case, the -

relationship/ratios

G GC. o

are respectively the oveiL-ali payload ratios of the

construction/design of aircraft, power plant, r.eserve of fuel,

equipment, crew and loaus.iec equation of over-all payload ratios,

as itl will he- shown below, plays considerable role in the

expansion/disclosure of tne depeadence between the parameters and the

aircraft performance.

94

§2. Dependence of fundamentai a.rclaft performance on the separate

parameters.

Maximum speed.

The maximum speed of ievai jzet flight (when it is not limited toA

heating construction/design, ro fiqht safety, etc.) at

height/altitude H, can re ueteoriuined according to the formula

Viiax /ENE 7 (2.1) -

7a
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where P - a full thrust of tue power plant of aircraft at the given

height/altitude H at sFeed Vmax;

LI
S - a wing area;

I ¢,- the coefficient ot riue arag of aircraft at speed Vmax;

P=P/G0 - available thrust-weight ratio of aircraft with flight at

height/altitude H with a speed of Vmax;

i A=p/po - relative density or air at height/altitude i.

Page 28.

The thrust of jet enyi~(TRi and PVPD) depends on speed and

-, flight altitude. During an increase in the velocity of flight V and

of the corresponding to it Mldch number (V=a,1, where a - speed of

sound), the thrust of engines P at speeds M<0.5 somewhat decreases,

and then, in dependence oa tane adrameters of engine, it grow/rises,

after which on large Mach numoexrs sufficiently sharply it falls. In

the initial stage of the design of aircraft, it is convenient a

change in the thrust to juage Dy tjkC curve/graph of coefficientF=P/Po, where P0 - the stairting (iii work on the spot) thrust (for TRD

- with M=O). The exempla.y/apprcximate curve/graph of change E in M

U:
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for H>11 O Orn is given ii Fig. 2.1. Thus, the thrust of all

engines at any speed with i=0 caa be expressed thus:

A change in the thrust of T o in height/altitude H occurs in

accordance with the foruula

~. PH=POA,

where the exponent e at neignts H<1 1 (O3CO m somewhat lesser than

unity (e=0,85-0.9), and at heiynts H> I1000m it is equal to unity.

Subsequently presentatici, wiil ye oy larger part examined the tasks,

connected with flight at aeIght/dltitudes H>11 000. Consequently,

expression for the engine thrust at any speed and at any

height/altitude 1>11 00 it is possible to write thus:

P= MW0&,

where m- the numerical coefticient, determined by the

N change-in-thrust pattern at neigtn/altitudes 11<11000 m, an4 e=f (M)

it will have identical cliaraczer tor engines with the similar

parameters.

After dividing both parts oi this equality to G. and after

accepting e=0,85 and m=1.2, we will obtain

AJz H < 11000 m P=tA0'po; (2.2)

tsH > 1 1000 m P=1,2taP0 , (2.2')

Key: (1). for.

where P 0 = P/G .

NAli
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3-

2 -2

g : -1

0 1 2 3M

Fig. 2.1. Dependence (ratio of thrust level in flight P toward

thrust in work on the spot Po) from speed for TRD (degree of an

increase of the pressure in compressor a.-6, the temperature of the

gases before turbine T 3=1200 0 , height H>110 0 0 -,'1)* 1 - without

taking into account entzy loss; 2 - taking into account entry loss.

, J,

Page 29.

After substituting into zowmula (2.1) obtained expression (2.2'), let

us be able to write for heiylat/dlrtudes H I1000M

Vmax 15,7 [ 1M/1, ;J (2.3)

Key: (1). km/h.

or _

Mm.x=O,0148 I oPo (2.3')

for height/altitudes H<11000M
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Vmsxz= 14,4 17pPe (2.4)1

Mai 1 P (2.4'"a Cxj
O'01

Key: (1) km/h.

where a - speed of sound at heinas H<II0M. .

In this case, cx=cxo+cx.j=co+DC" 2 "

where
Do= Cxi

" 2

Ceiling.

For aircraft with I-, stat.c ceiling Hno, is determined by the

value of relative density on cdi±ing, which can be obtained according

to the formula

. 1,66'Doc.o , (2.5)

of that escape/ensuing from oDvious equality P= .- Utilizing (2.2')' -' /max

and setting O O,51YDocx.. we will obtain formula (2.5).

Vertical rate of climb.

% n

-s
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The maximum vertical velocity approximately can be expressed so

[5]: 2[P ___-

P 2P

Set/assuming for H=0 p=1/8; PI/GG= o: P/S=Poo,

we will obtain

V ,.P 1,53 ./ 0(Poe) , (2.6)max 1,x- 453

A'A

k "'i;or for an engine with azterburniag /;( ) :

where F0€ - a thrust-weiyuz ratio with afterburning. I

Maximum range at speed Vuec -A

The work, produced by the eagine thrust in flight of aircraft to

distance of L, can be exprussac thus:

U= 153 P-L,

where P - average thrust on way of L.

Page 30.

This same work, exi.ressed tnrough mechanical heat equivalent of

g- _:)
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the burned down fuel/prcpella-1a, is determined by the expression

U - 427 0, H -,0.

where H,.- fuel heating vaiue;

G, - weight of the iurnea down fuel/propellant;

- overall efficiency oz power plant.

After equating the Ligat lots of the obtained expressions, let

us findV

L --. ( ,H,,, (2.7)

whence, in particular, is visibie the dependence of distance L on

calorific value H,. Fornula (z.7), however, cannot serve as basis for

the examination of the eirect of aifferent parameters of aircraft on

its distance and therefcre iez us turn to the detailed analysis of

following formula [13] for aircrdrr with jet engines (TRD and PVRD):

GoG

-. 3,6 (2.8)

where V - a speed in m/s.

-p specific hourly co11suwpt-Lion of fuel/propellant in kg per 1

kgof thrust;f
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G- weight of aircraft at the end of the way; it we consider

that in way the weight chaznges ciiy due to the fuel consumption, then

O1 =o -G

During the design ot airc~aft large interest is of the maximum

flying distance. It is cbv3ous tndt for achievement of maximum range

it is necessary that in the assigned/prescribed ratio G,/G 0 product

!, - in formula (2.8) wou.L nave maximum value. Let us explain,

under what conditions expression LILuV h-s a maximum. Let us

examine for this the factors, wnica affect the entering it values.

From theory of TRD, it is Kijown that the specific fuel
consumption depends on iligii sjeed V, height/altitudes H (or A) and

3i ]the degree of throttling/coKLkyg engine (or number of revolutions n).

Graphically these leoenouenct- Le represented in Fig. 2.2. As can be

seen from this curve/grdin, Cp with increase V increases (see Fig.

2.2a), with an increase il the he.Lght/altitude to H=11000M- it

is gradually decreised, at neignts H>I1000 M cp it remains the

constant (see Fig. 2.2b).

During throttling/choKing oi engine, i.e., during gear down n,
\

cp noticeably it changes, a±t ±irst decreasing, in this case minimum

value cp it is reached at the smdil degree of throttling/choking on

the so-called cruise setting o£ engine, and then rapidly increasing

(see Fig. 2.2c).

'N
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CP" 0p V=comst Cp Rcos

10 V 0 it11 0

Fig. 2.2. Dependence cp on speed V (a) height/altitude H (b) and

number of revolutions of Taiv a (c) for single-flow engines.

Page 31.

The value of relation c./c. depends on flight conditions, i.e.,

from coefficient cy on whica as accomplished the flight. The

expression, which is determuinv.nyg cy, can be obtained from the

relationship/ratios

C P

whence c,=C

2Replacing in tchis equaiity ex by its expression through cx, a nd
DOC. we will obtain

whence DPc

P 2 c,

-y (2.8'
rD0I D Do
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After substituting expressions for (2.2) and (2.2') into formula

(2.81), we will obtain

0 ,85  P 2 e2117VY 0A (H <1000Om);
2D0  Do~

C11 06po A (H6'~A >~ (1>1000 m).

These formulas show that c. depends on 70, height/altitudes 11 (or A)

and from the flight speeda V, a.roui which in turn, depend E, c~xo, and at

supersonic speeds and Do.

Figure 2.3 depicts tne curve, which gives the representation of

the character of change cy in the level flight in height/altitudes

in cruise setting of TRO. It is ouvious, cy cn ceiling HtlOT Will A

achieve greatest value CYUO0T=CyO,,t, i~s value w~hen Kmax. With the

'5 decrease of height/altituae ii, coefficient c. decreases and

respectively decreases quality cy/cx.

71

A, ____ ____J
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PC

15-

I 10

2 ,throttle/choke of TRD in dependence on height/altitude H (H,,, -the

/ most advantageous height/altitudz:).

II

I

Fig. 2.3. Change c hange en aximum speed in dependence on

height/atitu e I: 1 i rason3c rcraft; 2 - tsupersonic aircraft.

N 1

Key (1)./ (m/h

Page 32.

Id
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H
The speed of level flight Vmax at given height/altitude for an

aircraft with TRD, as noted, can be expressed by formulas (2.3) and

(2.4)

After using values cx of aircraft in blasting or approximate

computation and by the curves of the dependence of coefficient on

speed, it is possible tc jrdphicaiiy determine the speeds of level

flight at difterent height/alzitudes.

In this case for the row/stries of the selected height/altitudes

in the range from H=0 tc ti=11O0 m, being assigned the value of

speeds V3aA. we determine coresponaing to them values cx and and,

- substituting in formula (2.4), we zind values V11CrTthrough which we

plot a curve in coordinates VMA allu VICT. Then, utilizing formula

(2.3) , let us perform the same operation for heights H>11 060 Ni

For each selected height/itirruae we will obtain curve/graph in

coordinates V~aA and VHCT. After ccnducting on each curve/graph fron the

origin of coordinates ray/DaedM at an angle of 450, we will obtain in

the point of intersection or ray/ueam and curve V value of speeds V

at the selected heiqht/dItitudei d.

Figures 2.4 give tyi.icai cuLved changes in the height/altitude

A
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of maximum speed for sucsonac (1) and supersonic (2) aircraft. For

both aircraft types characteristic is an increase in the speed in the

height/alti + udes to H=1I000M.

On the basis of afcresaia nigner for aircraft with TRD are valid

the following conclusicis:

a) the specific ccnsumption oi fuel cp with an increase in

altitude to H=11000 M decreases and at heights ff1fovc M

becomes the constant (see Fig. z.2);

b) coefficient c., waicn corresponds tc level flight, with an

increase in height/altituae H increases to Cyopt (see Fig. 2.3),

reaching this value on tne sdrtic ceiling. Together with cy with an

increase in altitude, increases aircraft quality/fineness ratio c,

which on ceiling takes the UmdximuW valuei

c) the speed of the level ri.ght V with an increase in altitude

to H=11 000 m increases.

Taking into account 1ne given conclusicn/derivations, it is

possible to confirm that proauct ..L±PV, flying range reach maximump. cp cx

value at heights H>11000M.

M
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Assuming that the speci£rc consumption of fuel Cp for heights

-H<11 000 U can be expressed taus:

-, i where iP =1.05+0.1M+0.051A2 is considered approximately the effect of

Mach number of flight in tne raige from 0.8 tc 3.0 on specific hourly

consumption;

A - relative density ot air;

, , k=0,12;

cpo- starting speciiic exp=nuI;ure/consumption (M=O; H=O), we can

for H>11 000 in write

Pc4=0,863 Cpo,

i.e., at heights H>11 f Uu0 tn, specific expenditure/consumption does

not depend on height/altitude.

Formula (2.8) now cau De obtained in the following form:

~L 4,17 VCoc M (2.9)o

Page 33.

Keeping in mind that on a cnange in weight G does not depend,

let us integrate this exression, Dy assuming that G=G-0 -G,, V=const:
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L -4,17--.L . V In GO
or +CPO C Go 0-0?I

L;: !L 4,17 -L -L, V In 1(2.9')
+'CPO CX 1G

The maximum value cr disranci Lm. will cccur at maximum value

(9Z Vmax*

Substituting for V expiressioua (2.3), we will obtain

C- 15,7 - Ipoot,
CX cz5

whence it follows that, since value p.Po for this aircraft can be

accepted constant/invariaole V it will cccur when cis

$ Consequently, for obtainan, hiaxiuum range Lmax aircraft with TRD must

fly under the conditions uuriny which (0€. .

Let us determine cy, which corresponds tc this conditions/mode.

SIt is obvious, maximum zane will ue obtained when - After

elevating this fraction into uegree of 2/3 and utilizing an

analytical expression or tne polar

c C.o + Doc0 , (2.10)

we will obtain
1.5 _ ,, D o. (2.11)
eye ,5 2/30lEa /

For a subsonic aircraft tn co izicienz in speed varies little anid

it is possible in the first dpproximation, to accept --1, and

Do=--=consi and cx depends onily on C¢. Let us differentiate

.,?,4
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[I
expression (2.11) on ce, wili a(ire equal to zero and we will obtain

advantageous value cy11 zor conaiLions/mode Lmax:

cy,,--- 1,252 .c .

Value Cyopt, which corresponas ro uiaximum quality, as is known, it will

be equal to
cV ;t= "l/',.= 1,773 V.9 iC.. (2.12)

Consequently,

1,252cm opt
CYR,= 0,7 1c/,t

1,773

Thus, goal flight cr subsonic aircraft must be conducted under

the conditions, by which CY. 9=0,71 cyopt, but height/altitude H.. is

somewhat less HOT (see Fi . 2.j La the engine operation in cruise

setting.

N1  Page 34.

Substituting (2.12) inTo rne theoretical expression of polar

(2. 10), we will obtain atter siuple conversions value cXII for the

conditions/mode of maximum range
"" :Cx HO 1,5Cxo.

In transonic rate or sveed (M-0.8-1.3) the coefficient E

noticeably changes. Furthermore, in this range cxo and Do depending

on speed undergo considerable cua.ajes: therefore for a transonic

aircraft the determinaticn or value cy of the conditions/mode of
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maximum range, i.e., conuations/mode V it can be carried out' ax

in a following simple graphic wanner. Having a polar of aircraft on

blasting or according to tne data of approximate computations for

speeds in the range M--U.d-1.3, we plot a curve c,=cx(M) for the

row/series of heights H>11000M i (Fig. 2.5). Then to this same

curve/graph it is applied curve cp=cp(M) for 1>11 000 m, calculated by

the formula
P 19,2p oE (2.13)

C Sq (M)

Curve CP~cp(M) we construct tor this value of thrust-weight

ratio P0 so that it would izitersect curves c.=cM(M) in transonic

speed range. Values we find tromu curve/graph =k(M), then the

points of intersection ol curves c=-c,(M) and cp=c(M) will correspond

-to flight speed m at differeaL nei!ht/altitudes H. Now, knowing M, it

is possible for each of the uaaErtaken height/altitudes to find

7 values cy from the foruuia

Y 16,po
A A(4M)2

and, therefore, to determ.Lne corresponding to them qualities it
C r

Further let us calculate tor Lhe row/series of values c, of

value -V and let us ccusruct curve -- V depending on cY I(Fig.

2.6)1.

A

FOOTNOTE * Figuree 2.6 as an example give curve for a hypothetical

transonic aircraft. ENDiCOTNuTE.
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:: :::0,5 1,0 M

:,z Fig. 2.5. Determination of depenaeace ¢== on II from different

; height/altitudes for of an ass.Lgnea/prescrihed engine (auxiliary

: construction for obtaiJninj t-ne dep=ndence, given in Fig. 2.6).
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- OO - ,KV

20-

LI 010

0,1 07 . 005 ,6C

Fig. 2.6. Dependence on c, tor determination c, corresponding

eighto most advantageous flight conaieons to maximum range.

z Page 35.

With the aid of this cuvez lat Js determine coefficient to which

.- A-

'0 0--

I 7,t

0 01070_. 0 S0, c
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it corresponds

and in this case let us ascertain that Cvnmj&=icopt-

Consequently, in transonic zone the most advantageous

conditions/mode for flight (wit~h ii/const) will be the conditicns/mode

of maximum quality, i.e., ior acuievement L,,,flight must occur with '

C =CY opt,

if the flight of transonic aircraft occurs at the speed, at

which appears sufficiently nozjcadle wave drag, then conditicns/mode

when Cyopt with the comletely oj:.en throttlechoke due to a sharp

increase in the wave dray Decomes unfavorable and maximum range is

obtained during certain throttiiiig/choking of engines, greater than

in cruise setting.

For supersonic zone cyn. it is possible to find by graphic

method so, as this is descriDed anove.

The results of determination .Lrom this method cvHB show that
maiAU ccr wt

maxiraum cy, (iV)ocuswt

i.e., it is possible tc approxim~ately consider that the

conditions/mode of maxirium ranyc ALor a superscnic aircraikt is
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analogous to the conditions/mou= ot the maximnum range of subsonic

aircraft. Allow/assuming certain unessential inaccuracy, it is

possible during determination Lrnax of supersonic aircraft in the

~, first approximation to accept

CM me -O, 7 1cy opt.

Thus, let us assumE tidt Lite conditions/mode of maximum range is

characterized both for tiie subsonic ones anid for supersonic aircraft

with TRD by coefficients c4y=O,71 Cyopt and c.".=1,5 cO To these

values cy, and cxnem'ortGspoflus tne value

( y 0,472

CLJ~~~pt-F ccycoptq 214

or, since Cyot C'.

N Page 36.

Substituting (2.14) in (L.9), we will ottain

VIC.

either ~V.D ~ip~

Lmax ---7.O 0 P 0  _ o

LmaxS8 4  CI)CXO 0 115 TrZ.Rpcc

or
-ma 584 (2.15')

1/fl 1
xQ X

L~4 q
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where cruising speed A

Vkje, 12,8 PO 1 CM/Iq (2.16)
C

and the corresponding to it number

M,.-A-=,0. (2.16')

Xo

Formulas (2.16) ana J2.1b') can be obtained via substitution in

(2.3) and (2.3') values cxiul, 5C 0.

Utilizing calculated or =xperimental data for V,cpo,cxo and Do

for of assignel/prescrirea value UT.H 1 e it is possible with the aid

of formula (2.15) to obtain aependence L, cn M ¢ (Fig. 2.7).

Distance of takeoff/run-up Lpa3  with takeoff.

The distance of taKeoL£/uj-u. Lpa36 is expressed by follcwing

formula r 13]:

"dV (2.17)

OT'In

If we accet thrust-we.ynt ra'io P on the takeoff/run-up of the

constant/invariable and pia± stirting thrust-weight ratio P=P,, and
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expression C.-fc.=O in view oj. its smiallness, then integral (2. 17)

caa be calculated analytically iu the formu

Since the value of veiccity nead with the breakaway i~

qof P 2 16

~ and

orhwth afer2Tin 0
.2 Po

or Cp

' and

4-36

-A
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1 Ot0 - -I

0 1 2 Mits

Fig. 2.7. Dependence of zalative daxstance Lma, on number Mns

Page 37.

Dependence ot light characteristics on the parameters of aircraft

CX CX,'o P0 , Pa and E.

Examining formulas (2.3) , (2.3'), (2.4), (2.4'), (2.5), (2.7),

(2. 16), (2. 16') (2. 17), (2.17'), we can make the conclusion that the

Nvalues of fundamental fIighr- ch dracteri stics

Vmax; Vupeftc; Lmax; Vy; HIIOT; LIDB 3O depena un of the following parameters and

coefficients c., and c.o; DO; 'pool and F.

Let us examine each ot tine jiven parameters and we will attempt

) ~ to establish/install, on wilat LaCtorS d.- pends their value and how

~-' 'they a Iect f undamental1 aircraitt erformance.

Drag coefficient c, corresponds to total aerodynamic drag of

if
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aircraft X and can be expressea as follows: -

X x X+ Xn.K+ X, + X.,+ X+Xn. + Xr + X.r + XI+ X

>qS qS

where q -velocity head of r-na incadent flow;

-P shape drag and trictiun oz wing;

X -x wave wing drag;

Xo. shape drag and rrictiun uL tail assem~bly;

X9o wave drag of taii assemuiy;

4-shape drag and irictioII ot fuselage;

Xr- hapedrag and fixctiun ot the engine nacelles of, those of

the gear; fcasi/daiyjaradsofrh

Xi induced drag, i.e., tale reitne hc eed nangle
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X- the interferenct aaq, wiich appears as a result of mutual

wing influence, fuselage, tail assembly, engine nacelles during flow.

Using the appropriate aimensionless coefficients, let us write

the coefficient of the totdi dzaIj of aircraft in the following form:

-+(.=C"0 p+ c). +3.kp+(c. o,, + c +,X S

where co,; c,,.o - the dray coeizicients, in reference to the area of

tail assembly
:4

cXi,; Cr..; C,, c.r - the dray coetiicients, in reference to the

appropriate areas of the miusectio of fuselage Sw. and nacelles

SM.r.

It is convenient fcr anaysis to present the coefficient of the

total drag of aircraft cx in ttue iorm of the sum of two coefficients

cxo and ci, from which

:C.ro C,,--.. C o . c ,,i + C.x,.0,)- +

+(c.,p+C.,...i) +(Cx.+cx.,r) "" +C-, it

corresponds to the drag cz aiLrazt which it has when cv=O, and

cxf=Doc, 2 corresponds to the dcllt.ofLal drag of the wing which is added

s t -
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when c.00 in this case, it is considered that supplementary

resistance, that appears an tail dssembly, fuselage, nacelles as a

result of changing the dn ie u. attack, is negligibly small.

Thus, the drag coefticieat of aircraft Cx can be with

sufficient approach/approximatiun examined by that consisting of two

parts cx=cxo+cx,.

Page 38.

From aerodynamics it is xkncwn that total frontal aerodynamic

drag of aircraft changes accoraing to Mach number both in its total

quantity and on the relationsuai/Latio between compcnents of the

separate means of the es.Lstd nce: Lorm, friction, wave, interference

and inductive.

On the curve/graph of Fig. 2.8, is shown the character of a

change of coefficient c, in dejulaence on Mach number in aircraft

with various forms (on curve/grapn to each value c, it corresponds

its value cy-LO. Entire sj ed range of contempcrary aircraft in
q

dependence on the character o, cuange cx can be broken into three

zones: the first (from Lj=J to M =MIHT,) - subsonic, the second (from

MI(PT to M--1.2) - transciuc, tne third (from M=1.2 to M=5) -

supersonic.

L- _ _ _
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Let us examine how canges tne relationship/ratio between

components ex in each ot tne azove-mentioned zcnes.

In the first, subsonic, to zone the drag, which does not depend

on the angle of attack c- tne wing to which corresponds coefficient

CX0, is encompassed: the snape dragj, friction, interference drag. To

this resistance is added tue resistance inductive, which depends on

the angle of attack (from cy), to which corresponds coefficient c.i:

D12 p 2 256p2

2 (aM)2 AUX

From this formula it is evidnt rtat with assigned magnitudes p, X

and A with decrease of M C... consiuerably it increases (Fig. 2.9).

From resistance, to which corresonds co, large value in this zone

resistive of friction. Inetizore tor the low-speed aircraft, which

possess the maximum speea in tn. tirst zone, for decrease c,, should

be to apply wings with sufzicientiy great lengthening X and accepted

the moderate specific winy Loads. For decreasing the frictional

resistance for similar aircrat, is expedient the application/use of

such forms of its pacts, witn which would be provided the low value

of accelerating pressure Ldd±ets on the surfaces, streamlined with

flow. Last/latter circumstance contributes to the

preservation/retention/miaritinlny of a laminar boundary layer in the

Mv!
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large sections of the surface or tie streamlined bodies and,

therefore, it brings in to tne aecrease of frictional resistance.

H

.' Ii

gJ.I

zI
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5 2

0, 5 OMICPflT 1,5 2,3 M4

Fig. 2.8. Change c. of tne airorart in. dependence on mach number: 1

subsonic aircraft; 2 -superscnic aircraft uith the rounded wing

leading edge:. 3 -supersonic dizcLaft with the pointed wing leading

edge.I

Key: (1). zon e.

S_ CXI
Fig 29.Chaacerof hd~g incopoent o ceff~cen0toaldrg5

of arcrft n dpanenc~oi~~cnnumer or wdiu alitues H~ J

00 "N' 5  g/n, ~i2:1-~nue dawihdpnso

sprad/cop; 2- hap dr~j wae rag 3 frctinaXI
0102S

0 , ,
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resistance.

Page 39.

For this, is necessary tne application/use of the laminarized wing

profiles and laminarizea eauclosures of fuselages and nacelles.

However, one should remember thaz for the laminarized
" airfoil/profiles are characeristic lowered/reduced values Ct max,

therefore the gain in frictiondi resistance can be considerably
lowered as a result of tne need roi increase S for the satisfaction

of the requirements, presentea to takeoff and landing

V; characteristics. I

The secondly, transonic, to zone the resistance, to which

corresponds coefficient c., upon rcaching of ach number, called

critical M ,T as a result or emergence and viclent increase in the

wave drag sharply increases (see Fig. 2.8). Fcr a subsonic aircraft

with the subsonic forms oL wing, uselage, nacelles and tail

assemblies, this increask can De ii ten cr more times. An increase in

the resistance occurs su£tr.caeiixt sharply; therefore the phenomenon
was called chavacteristicdlly ndue "1sund barrier". For the aircraft,
the value of maximum sFeki oi wnicn is located in the second zone, is

expedient the applicaticn/use or rorms, which facilitate the decrease

of an increase in the wave ardy (Fig. 2.10), i.e., the sweptback
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wings and tail assemblies, wings anld tail assemblies of low

elongation (with M>1), especially triangular Flanform, and also

application/use for wings and tail assembly of airfloil/profiles with

smal thcknes rtio ~= 0.0o) and with the low concavity also

of fuselages with great lanyt~neang.

The application/use oz taneskz iorms can ensure a comparatively

small value of increase Acma (see Fig. 2. 8) .

In the third, supersonic, to zone the wave drag, called by bow

shocks, comprises consideaDl: portion in tota drgofteNicrf

to which corresponds c,,=cxo+C.xi. Imparting. to aircraft components - to

wing, fuselage, to tail assi-w~y did so forth - especially supersonic

forms, which ensure ths eiuezq~nce of oblique bow waves, i.e., the

application/use of fine/tnia wing rofiles and tail assembly

(Z=0.03-0.05) with the jEciced ieading edges, the enclosures of

fuselages with the pcinted, 6srcngiy elongated nose section and great4

lengthening and the like (Fig. /-.11) substantially decreases the wave

drag of aircraft.

4W
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a) b)6ff 0-) $

Fig. 2.10. Wing planforn, its airLoil/profile and the form of

fuselage, that are applied on transonic aircraft (,101.O) a) the

sweptback wing-, b) trapezoiuaal iow-aspect-ratio winy; c) delta f-

low-aspect-ratio wing; u) fuselayiz with great lengthening; e) wing

§profile (laminar), thickniess ratio ' =0.10.

a)

Fig. 2.11. Forms of wins protiles (a, b anI c) and fuselage (d)

-~advisable for superson~ic 6peeds (M>,1. 5)

Page 40.*

However, one should consi~der tnat the wing profiles with acute/sharp

leading edges posse4ss UDSatIitaCtOry properties in the relation to
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the landing data of aircratt aua tiierefore their to apply without the

special high-lift device or w.Lng (drooped noses) does not follow. In

supersonic zone is relatively qri:at the frictional resistance to

value of which, as is known, a.Ltects the smoothness of the fairing of

body and therefore wings dRU su~ersonic fuselage must have least

possible surface roughness. F~or supersonic aircraft is expedient the

application/use of low-aspect-ratio wings (x<2. 5), since the latter

on supersonic aircraft j.Iays Lu Lincrease cxi insignificant role. on

the other hand, the wings or suca type make it possible in supersonic

range to lower wave dray. Takingj into account during design effect on

value cx and Cxo of the eXauhifled above factors, designer must

remember also -that value cxo depends on the specific wing lcad pa).

Let us assume that are desiqna=u cuutpletely simi;:lar aircraft of one

and of the same weight Go, c~ut witil different in the area of wings

(G0=const; S~p=var). The areis oz kdximum crcss sections of fuselage

and engine nacelles (Sm.(b aud SM:) will be identical, but the ratios

of the areas of tail assemuly ani area of tCheir wings are permanent

S,,IS =const.

it is possible alsc to consiaer that

Cxofl+ Cffl 0fl =i1 =eonst
C1 S + CX a.KP

adc 1 ,P+Cx.s Cx r+ Cxa.r.

Furthermore, for similar aircraft is correct the equality
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SM.4, + S.r P P
S S OJ 7ES ,

where XSm sum of the areas oi maximum cross sections of fuselage

and engine nacelles

is,

Then, set/assuming

S
_ I

and disregarding the cceffacienz cm, we can write

C-=(c.,+c,349 ) k+(c1, +exs,*o) PO

For subsonic speeds (cXv.,P=0; c,,.O=0) will be used the following

formula:

c,0=ko,., +co Po (2.18)

FOOTNOTE * In the practice oi preliminary (sketch) design cao it is

determined either by calcuiatior dccording to approximation methods,

or from the blasting ot simi±ar by airplane design. ENDFOOTNOTE.

£I
and for supersonic speeas cdn be used the approximation formula

. Ag., (2.18')

where cC,=Cx,4.

Vt

(L
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Page 41.

on the basis of formulas (z.1b) and (2.181) it is possible to

judge the effect on c.,, the specific wing icad po. Formula (2.18')

gives the representation of consiaerable effect on value c'0 at

supersonic speeds of thickne~ss ratio of- wing E, which e-nters into

formula in square.j

The second coefficient, waica characterizes the aerodynamic

properties of aircraft, is cofticient Do, entering the formula,

sufficiently Precise for the iliyuz speed range of the aircraft

c,=~OC c±c= C.0+ I).Ep2

Value D. depends on lifferent ractors depending on that, what zone

includes the speed of the aesign/projected aircraft. In the first -

zone (subsonic) coefficient Do L is equal to-

where k2=1.02 for the tapezed wings with elongation X>3; k,,=1.6 for

delta wings with elongation kx/-.

FOOTNOTE 1*Let us recall tnat Do=Ifc. ENDFOCTNOTE.
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aosendlg as was aireda~oted above, o the aicatwhose

important the application/use ot ldrge ones X for aircraft with large

fligrange. ,
in supersonic, the taira., to zone coefficient Do can be

expressed t%-hus:

DO0 ,25B0 V/M2- 1.

Coefficient B, is expressea iDy tuie following formulas:

for the direct/straiguit td~ert--d wing

X1- l AI

for a delta wing witn the 4upersonic leading qdges

for a delta wing wita tare suosonic edg--s

X 211,8 )M1
Thus, Do at subsonic and anoi- pes M1 is expressed the

dependence of aerodynamic drdaq wielm c,=O on wing planform (X and

nj). and at supersonic sj~eads - tron wing plal~form and speed (M).

Consequently, designer can attax.. aecrE-ase cxo and Dc) by the final

a'I justment of the aero~yaic snape of wing, fuselage, tail assembly
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of ircaft Inthis case, ts we swabove, for each speed range,

were characteristic speciai sna~ts of airfoil/profles, wing in

plan/layo ut, fuselage, etc. Decrease c,0 and En (at the constant

values of other parametizis) , as i.t follows ftrcm the examination of

f o rmulIa s (2. 3); (2. 3) ;25);zb (2 .15); (2. 1~' (2. 16)

(2. 16') ,leads to an improvzmntn iL the aircraft perf ormance

Vmax (Almax); Vx'eac (lK-elc) fI10 VY~~ mx

Page 42.

The following parauieter, wni.ca consideratly affects all

fundamental flight charactrristics, is the thrust-weigiit ratic
-P

or the in question during aesign starting (for ~TRD) or initial (PVRD)

~ thrust-weight ratio
73 -2. (2.19)

'K G0

It is easy to see thdit extpression (2.19) has the definite

meaning only in such a ca-a whei1 are de-terriined P0 and Go. During

the design of aircraft, tuese vatue,; must b.o found, moreover task is

V - ; 'comp.-.cated by the fact tm.at Go ruv's to be the value, dependent on

P0 , and P., aD its turii, it J, znds on Go. Thus, for the

design/projected aircrazt L.,) detevittine '-6c by formula (2.19) is

impossible. If we express P0 , attez using formtulas (2.3') and

(2.16'), then
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4650M-SXCX: iPo, =(2.20)

PoPo

- .695O.2M~ iCCX (2.20')

they will determine those values o£ thrust-weight ratio which are

required for obtaining i.espectiveLy given ones Mmax and Miieac with

given ones cx; eo; Po and . lne tnrst-weight ratio, expressed (2.20)

and (2.201), let us call requiLed thrust-weight ratio. After

determining the value cl rquireu thrust-weight ratio P0,, of that

ensuring assigned magnitudeMmax or Mi(epcg, designer it must kncw well

the ways which lead to e.uaiiy P0,, and thrust-weight ratio of "that

arrange/locatei." Pop, t ale tarust-weight ratio which it is

possible to virtually ensaze at tam values of the parameters of

aircraft and power plant accepteu dnd during the assign/prescribed to

structural strength. The quadraitee of eguality value Pop to value

P0, is one of the basic tasts of tne design of aircraft, which the

designer to final sum nust solve in design. In order to know, how it

is possible to influence value.Pop, it is necessary to explain the

dependence of available tnrust-wight ratio Pop on different

parameters, for which wE will use the equation cf the over-all

payload ratios of the azrczaLt

We will obtain for taz secona and third members of the left side

of equation Uc.y and 6, tae expressions, establishing their

74.
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dependence on different jaratieers.

For . it follows trow tuae determination

- Gc. yPor (2.21)
, G o  OPo

0
CY . 0P

where r- the specitic jravity/weight cf the power plant of
PO

aircraft (referred to bcosr Lor launching PO).

For the over-al. payload racio of fuel/propellant 6T it is

possible to obtain dependence un tne parameters as follows.

Page 43. 4

The complete fuel reserve on the arcraft to which corresponds

over-all payload ratio UT, it ccniissts: of the fuel/propellant,

expended in cruise GT.RPCftC, o tue tuel/propellant, required for

taxiing, takeoff/run-up, tKeof i, .ift and landing G n, of the

fuel/propellant, requirta to acceieration/disFersal 3,.p and
navigational reserve G,,o Conseyu~nzlyr the complete reserve

GT.1.3 CT~ntpa-c ± tI'tly'

Transfer/converting to over-aii edyload ratios, let us have

,T
0 T-vPLAC + OT-11 + ' T.H 3

For aircraft with TRD and PVAD tue over-all payload ratio of the

fuel/propellant, expend-d to tue ci:uise (with given one Lmax), *we will

obtain, solving eluation (2. 15) Le.Latively UT.,,P0Ctc: 0C.T-<=I-e - - -

NI.
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where 1 584M Pe C

A =7,0 i 1 84Mpet

or according to the linearized tormula (replacement of logarithmic

curve by two straight lines)

G.I"pc = R 'c;0  M pe U,

V where u - the coefficient, auOeuuznq on values C,.RPCOC; R=0,00145 and

u=0 when UT.Mpe0<0,3; R=0,00100 ai 1d u=0.09 when 0,5 >GT.,,pec>0,3. With

given one of duration cr flgnt t', will be real the formula (for H,

which corresponds A) 5T.'f =..00AI," Knowing it is possibleL to determine further G... CT dnu G O. 0009H ,whe

HPV, they determine, arter finding

With large ones to umbs >z the over-all payload ratio of the

fuel reserve, required Ly acceieration/dispersai GT.p, is determined

from the formula

OT;= CpoPot , where t' = _L } a u

and A corresponds to tht a:igat/a.tituda of acceleration/dispersal.

For the aircraft of subsonic ada rcansonic ones, 6.r.p very little can

be disregarded.

Tha over-all paylcda ratio oi the navigational fuel reserve is
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determined from approxiataion formula ( 30]

G..=,O (for military aircraft), G; t U(, 15 0,20) (for

passenger aircraft).

Thus, for the over-a.U payloai ratio of fuel/propellant on

aircraft 6T can be writtan fo.lodjng of formula.

If is assigp/prescriuea tlyiny radige, thenI

U, (2.22)
where S= 1,1; u=,0009H , (erni MP;,c5C 2, 0);

S= 1,15-i ,2: u =0,0009IH,,,, (ec.1i MP.~l < 2,0).

4NKey: (1) .if.

7 Page 44I.

I f ZYT. pe c <0,5, :hen Lix~D

UT =SR-,CP Lnjx VXD U,(2.23)
where S 1, 1; u OT=S00 HPecP ~ Ke~ ~s~cO M >,)

,!,(-'~t G, ',nc0,3 MP Ac 2,0) ,

+=,09~~,+ -P6t40,09 (eciAH 0i-eAc > 0,3 H M,PC> 2,O);
u O,009HpA + 0,09 (e 4CnC > 0,3 'i MKpeAc < 2,0).Pa
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Key: (1). if. (2). and.

If is assign/prescribed duration of flight t', then

GT=S'}'It &c' .'+t, (2.23')

where S=1.1; u=0.0009 H,(2.2c

;N

For aircraft with TVy, it is possible to apply the formula

[7-
Or ,O0057SLmaxC, (2.23")

where S=1.15-1.2.

fUtilizing formulas (2.zl), (2.23) and (2.23') and the equation

of over-all payload ratios, we will obtain following of formula for

available thrust-weight iatio Pop:

if task is duration or riiynt t', then
f- up, ~op = - I - - ,;r (2.24)

-r 0 + S~tc~oAt'
and if is assign/prescrueu ly±nyt range Lmax, ther

I-G- Uc.?.r I [oSR4poLmax 1/C - Ul. (2.24')
Po Mp

These formulas give the clear re~rasentation cf the dependence of

available thrust-weight Lat1o Pop- of the row/seeries of design

parameters.

For determining the 4uaiititadrve effect cf a change in one or

the other parameter to avaiiacie tirust-weight ratio Pop can be used

vj
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following of the formula:

-:"~~~T, i 0TD'',, ;= ?

whereI e CLp0  Lm4 r0
CpO Lmax r0

Po- new value Po, obtainea, it we Ot increase on AO,.

If we increase thrust-weijng ratio P0 hy installation on the

- aircraft of two engines instead oz one, then when Lma.-const

- 1(GIIGT
-' A~p= - '

0, 5 ,c...

+ rOE4

Page 45.

The formulas given aoove easi±y can be ottained from the

equation of over-all payloaL .at:os, which we will write in the

abstract/removed form Gif we increase G, on AG,, thenvi G2 ; G 3 and G4 will be cnangea aba equation will be written as

follows:
Ct' -3-, -

u 1 ~Aul- O+O3--O41
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Then

-GIA

and G G,,

Assumning that PI=P, we will ontaia

or generally 3

Examining formulas (2414) dau (2.24'), it is possible to make

the conclusion that the e~uaiity ot the thrust-weight ratio of thatI

arrange/locate-d Pop and trie tarust-weight ratio of required Pon a t

these values of all othar idramaers, entering the formulas

7indicated, possibly only at one specific rE-quired value of the

over-all payload ratio cr thne ccastruction/design of aircraft Cu -A

expression for which we will obtain from formulas (2.24) and (2.241):

or

=1 G,,.. - ~r 0 - SRc;0 Lmaxl'xO ,

If an aircraft witn tznes%- parameters and characteristics to

carry out is possible, then will De satisfied the equality

According to formulas (L./U) aiia (.e.201) we can find the value of the
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over-all payload ratio cr construction/design U..., required for

guaranteeing assigned magnitudesMmax, M and Lmax in

assigned/prescribed parameters cxo, Po,C po and other,

k - __4650M.ax (ro+ S,'Ecot'); (2.25)

with preset time t' of lignt or

.,1- 6950M~pCx" r0 -Sc;~o Lmax V-.Do -u (2.25')
-V .9r _1E 0rP -Co u (2.5'

with given one Lma.

Page 46.

$ The available over-all payioaa ratio of construction/design GU.p

can be expressed approximdzey Dy iormula (2.26) for aircraft with

- the direct/straight or swepzDack ting of the large or average/mean

elongation

(0, 027, ±nt | (1.E-L+,L) + + ?2), 0,065 (2.26)P C L Po Po

or for delta-wings airplane or Lfa low elongation

- (0,049 i~n,,0 2 i12) (1 .- 0¢, ±i ) +0,065. (2.26')

Here +2 ( (zl,- )  - coefficient of discharging the wing

where "I - wing taper; 1

e - portion of the fuel/propkIidLt, arrange/lccated in wing.

I
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- relative, in the pcrtions of semispan, coordinate of the center

V (of gravity of fuel/propeliant in wing (relative to the axis of the

symmetry of aircraft).

2 - portion of the weignt of power plant in wing.

z2 relative coordinate in tile portions of semispan the center of

gravity cf p6wer plant.

coefticient ot the weight increase of the

construction of the airciart as a result of the account of kinetic -6

heating.

- the ratio of the wegut oil tne load-bearing loaded in flight

elements toward the weigtit of an entire structure of aircraft (in the

first approximation, can De accepred e=0,5);

' - relation of yield points cdt normal temperature and during

kinetic heating.

n.%- coefficient of calculactu 9-zorce.
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Go  gross weight of aiLc.aft in t.

,,=0.07-0.09 - for supersonic aircraft.

01=0.065-0.08 - for heavy subsonic and transonic aircraft.

V_ ", =0o08-0.115 - for transonc crdnsport aircraft.

m=1 - for supersonic aircrdzt.

m=1.2-1.3- for subsonic anu near-sonic aircraft.

p2=0.27 - for supersonic drcCEart.

.z=O.15 - for subsonic and transonic aircraft.

- fineness ratio of LuseLdye.

For aircraft of the spec.tiac type and with the known discharging

of wing can be used apprcximatir-a simplified formula (2.26',)

112 5- +o ,065, (2.26w)

where Go - in t. po'2 Po

p=1.6- for fighters.
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p=0.7-0.8 - for passenger a.rcrart with two TVD with discharging of

wing.

0=0.4-0.5 for passengt aircrart with four TVD with the large

discharging ot wing'.

i-'4
FOOTNOTE 1. Large discharing - discharging wing by a large quantity

of loads (engines, fuel/propellant). To large discharging corresponds

the low value of the coerticieut oL discharging 0. ENDFCOTNOTE.

Page 47.

0=0.55 - for passenger aircraiL wizh two TED with discharging of wing

only by fuel/propellant.

0=0.35 - for passenger aircrart with four TED with the large

discharging of wing.

0=0.35 - for carriers wita tour Tgo with the large discharging of

wing.

It is obvious, designe .n Laiesign, selecting these or other the

I't
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values of the parameters, elitering formulas (2.26), (2.261), it can

attain the equality of tue avdilabie over-ali payload ratio of

construct ion/dqsign 6.. to requireai value U.u, thereby having

successfully solved the Lasic tasK of design.

Let us examine as it ati, ccs an increase in thrust-weight ratio

PO by fundamental flight cnaracteristics

Vmax(Mmax); VKP(MKP) /41 ko; Lmax; VyMaz a nd LPR36-

We will use formula (1_2u)) for graphing cf dependence MmaxonP 0

Since during increase F( coefficients c.% ar~d I' as a result of change

M will change, then, being assiyiiea by graphic or computed values

Mmai, f or each valu wmx Let us cotaip cx and . Substittigths

values in (2. 20) , let us find zae appropriatCe values TO~ and as a

result will construct tne grQni/aiagram of dependence Mmax on P30

according to formula (2.12). We see that during increase P0 value

Mmax steadily grows. The satme can Lie obtained, also, for Mvprtc.

Utilizing formula (2.5) , ttia aiipenaence of relative density of air on

we cn cnstuctthe graj.a/dia~jraI of dependence !H,, on P0 . For this,

after writing formula (z2v £01 the case of flight at velocity,

which corresponds to Macn- auffuer on ceiling,
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2 X

ePo

are assigned by the row/series oi values M, determining for eachV value by calculation or accordiny Lo the curve/graphs

C. 0 f (M); =f (M) a a d Do f (M)

and, after substituting thiese values into formula (2.5) , we will

obtain data for the curve/gzaph

1..= (1%),

from which evident that witn ani increase P0 ceiling HnOT of aircraft

increases (Fig. 2.13) .

--



A:
10000 -~ ,

~ ~0. 0,25 0,5 0, 75 1,0]T00

Fig. 2. 12. Change in the max;iiuu speed of flight, which corresponds

to nmber of aircraft watn TE~D in dependence on the startingI Li
thrust-weight ratio P0 (H=110J00 wi)

AFig. 2.13. Dependence of ceiling HnOT On starting thrust-weight ratio

P0.

Page 48.AN

Value L,,, thrust-weignt ratio P0 affects through M~ec--
Substituting in formula (z. 150) of value Mi,ecf(Po) and corresponding

values c~o, Do and iiit is possa.Dle to obtain curve/graph Lm~x~f(P0)

(see Fig. 2.7) , from whicn it is evident that distance Lm,, first

increases, and then durii tnif appearance of wave drag (at transonic

speeds) it begins sharply to decrease, with further increase P0,

again it begins to grow to somne .irnit.

I2 I

r4
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In a similar manner it is easy to arrive at the conclusion that

Vy max with an increase 'P grows, and takeoff run length Lpa36 during

increase P0 decreases. Parameter value designer usually selects in

the beginning of design on the dasis of common/general/total

considerations or special calculations. This dimensional-weight A

parameter has complicated efrect on fundamental flight

characteristics both directly, entering intc formula which is

determining the value c£ cadracter.'stic, and through other Farameters

(P0 and c~o)

Let us examine, first, wnat erfect exerts directly change pa to

the given above aircraft perrormance without taking into account the

effect of this change tc its otner parameters (P0, co).

On the basis of the uependences, expressed by formulas (2.18)

and (2.19), it is possible to write

C= koc,., + C.' A + Do.~2 (2.27)

After dividing both parts (2.27) on c. we will obtain
q

-& - expression for the reguired thnrus;-weight ratio

P- = k,., + '- + Do J__. (2.28)
A k

w ox onr + C. i.on
wheek=1+ ; ¥= + C

whence q0+ cX 4b -o ¢xp
Do 47 jo Do xpo

-A
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PO or I(

-D (T - k= 4cD " -b D=o.(.9

Using formula (2.29), it is possible to construct the

graph/diagram of dependence q or M on Po under the condition of

independence P0 on Po (i.e. when 6u=const with change P.) (see Fig.

2.14*, 2.15). Curves give the possioility to make the following

conclusions:

1) increase Po conducts to time of ripening M (or q) 1, but to

certain limit Po, which increases with an increase Po;

: ;' 2) with increase P. the intensity of increase M( i.e. dM/dpa) or

g decreases; with an increase P0 dL'i/dpo, it grows.

FOOTNOTE * Besides the specialiy stipulated cases, everywhere has in

mind increase Po during deciease of S and co=const. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 49.

3) increase Pa to iazge vaiues, the close P. (with given one of

thrust-weight ratio Po), is irrd ional, since in this case increase M
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U iis small, and the exaggerated values p0 can lead to the inadmissible

increase in landing speed V., ania distances cf take-off and landing

Lrun.

Effect Po 4thrust-weight ratio P0 affects as follows. During

increase Po, available cver-ail payload ratio 61 (see (2.26),

(2.26'), (2.26'') decreases, avdilable thrust-weight ratio Pop (see

(2.24) and (2.241')] it increases, and Po is shift/sheared to large

values and intensity of increase M (or q) increases. Over-all payload

ratio . during change , on -A?; will increase cn

&c-9r= - c.s-r- A

4A

To ceiling Hn.o or on relative density AHoT, corresponding to

ceiling HWl0 , specific lcao Po affects through cx [see (2.27) 1 and
through p [see (2. 24) and (2. .4' ] as a result of effect p. on Mct

entering expressions (2.26) and (2.26'1). Having this in form and

analyzing formula (2.5)

1,66 V

it is possible to make the rolicwiag conclusicns:

1) increase P. leads to increase cxo, since

S= koc 4 + PO

Consequently, in subsonic and transonic aircraft ceiling Ho? with
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increase Po will descend. Since duLing increase do the over-all I
payload ratio of construcrion/esyn . decreases and respectively

increases available thrust-weignt ratio P0 , then the intensity of the

decrease of ceiling during increase P. will be small;

2) increase po for supersonac aircraft leads in certain cases to _A

an increase in static cealinq HoT, Occurs this cn following reason.

Speed on ceiling, i.e., when is equal to
( Cx)max,

OTr M,, O,=0,0104 -

-- It

A

4



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __0 I-- O. 75
, qIcM - -~; o oo oci

III0
3000- 2,515

4 2000t7#1 -L27 0
0 400 800 1200 c0 1700 p.xrct ,

Fig. 2.14. The effect of velocity nead on value p with different

values of thrust-weight Lario [ under conditicns when wave drag is

absent (X=4; c.p=0.007)

Key: (1). kgf/m2 .

Fig. 2.15. Effect Po on value N at different values of thrust-weight

ratio P of aircraft (11=10000 iu)

Key: (1). kgf/m2.

Page 50.

Consequently, increase p. witn the constant/invariable thrust-weight

ratio Po and at the spees, wnich ccrrespond M>1.5, will lead to an

increase in the speed cn ceilLng VnoT Or MIOT (effect on VnOT increases

c-o, as show calculations, ir as Less than the effect of increase Po).

But with an increase in the speea (with M>1.5) will increase to

x A
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certain limit the coefficient r of the dependence of the engine

thrust in speed. This increase with M=1.5-2.5 (but with boosting TRD

and on the large ones M) will De so/such perceptibly, which

1,66 Vc.Do

WpoI
during increase Pa and, therefore, increase co will nevertheless

decrease, ceiling Ho0 wali in Lhi = case increase. During increase Pa,

the available over-all payloaa ratio of construction/design 6,, will,

as we already saw, decrease, available Pop will increase, and Anor

will be they decrease, i.e., Hor will increase.

With increase P., increases Vmax- the maximum vertical velocity

in the earth/ground. This is easy to see from the formula

V ,. nax 1,53

Since C=koCx +C,.-p, that -o it is possible to write thus: ko C-A

from which it is ciear tnat during increase Pa fraction

PoICx- increases, i.e., Vyx - increases. Vmax increases and because

decreases in this case U and, snerefore, grows available

thrust-weight ratio

Increase Pa contributes to iacrease LnRAX. In this case, increase

Ln0 . will occur to certain surfLciently large value Pa, after which

the distance will begin to uecrcase. For subsonic and transonic

* 
--

u
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aircraft in the formula

L-ma-5790 'Po'o, -It

of value t, iP and Do, it is jossivle to accept being independent of

2 the speed (change they dt transcnic: speed little) , then, oviously,

La, achieves the greatest value with similar po, with which l/polcx-

will achieve its maximum value, and -a minimum value. After

making first-order derivative OF. equal to zero and

ut ilizing f ormula (2. 18) , we wi4. obtain

P~ &. ko (2.30)

However, this solution does not- consider effect Po on ~,and, as a

result, to available thrust-weiyit ratio Pop,. Applying graphic

methods, it is possible to find Poua taking into account effect Pa onl

Po.

Page 51.

For a supersonic aircrazft vaiue pous in flight to maximum range

let us find graphically, after constructing the curve of function

Lmax:

La= 584MKpenc 1

+~C'0 V'cxDO 1 G

of argument Po. in this case, one should consider that entering the

formula values MqCpet CX01 GT dre iunctions Pa, and ijCxo, Do change in
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dependence on 1.

A fter assigning Po, Mmac and co let us determine, utilizing

formulas (2.26'') and (2. Zu'), arrange/located '.p

V . __o J70 +0,065,
p0

2  P0 C

required thrust-weight ratio e 695 AcCro
Poe

Do 0 O,25B0 I/'M2_ I
and

During the satisfactory solution ot the task of design, available

~thrust-weight ratio Nop will be eqlual to reguired thrust-weight ratio

Po, the available over-all paylca tio of fuel/propellant will be

58 4 MKpeAc ____

where by value 0 er we are assLyned. Then Lmax= i,..... In

and Po will serve as the coordinates of the first Point of curve Lmx4

on Po- We are further assigned cy the new value P'o and, utilizing

the taken and calculated anove values for P0; 0 ; 0, let us find

( ) 1 5
d --G , P

MPene 0,0 12

Po P o

where Io O

!R I M
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M;,€M we find graphically, arter constructing curve

Mkr.mcr--/f(MK m..SA) and rdy/beam from the crigin of coordinates at

an angle of 450 to axle/axes. in tnis case, Mx'peaeC3 - Mach number,

by which we are assigned, selectaag values E and c.. and MK Ac. NC?

- !ach number, which we obtain according to fcrmula for

MKRc=',0,012

FOOTNOTE * According tc curves r=r(M) and c'of(M), which are

assiqn/prescribed or calculated. ENDFCOTNOTE.

A

Knowing M.pe~c and after uetermining Do , and T from

GT=O (-- ~§~) ,let us fand tor p'o

584M' IR

Page 52.

Figures 2.16 give the curve, constructed thus. In this case, was j
considered increase U on tne jLre Mach numbers, which was being

obtained as a result of Kinet-Ic neating.

As can be seen on fig. 2.1b, aistance with an increase Po always

%-k

....-+ + "- " :; " ...2 : : : " 1- : " -- I1 + i " '" | I ' : r +I
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grows up to very large values Pa (popt==90o kgf/m2). The decrease of

distance during further increase pa is connected with an

incidence/drop in the coefficieut e.

Note. In the practice oi Lae aesign of Icng-range aircraft, such

large values Pa (po=90 0 kgi/m2) are not applied on following the

considerations:

1) maximum L-.x=1Upo) iLs very flat, i e . grows near Popt ~t

is weak.

2) very large values Pa makae takeoff and landing characterisl,-ics

worse of aircraft.

During increase Pa, tne taxectf run length Lpn increases.

Examining formoula (; .17t)

it is possible to say following. During increase Po, increases thatL

arrange/located Po as a result of the decrease of that

arrange/located Cv. Drag coefficient

CX = koc,± + . Do(AO) 2

during increase p0 increasts, sance po/k 1  increases, and po/q=cu

remains constant/invariatie, since the angle of attack of aircraft on
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takeoff/run-up depends only on tue geometric parameters of

chassis/landing gear and remains constant/invariable.

7Comparing formulas (2.17'), (2.26) and (2.25'), it is not

difficult to draw the conclusion that during increase Po the

denominator of fraction (2.171) yrows more slcwly than numerator and,

therefore, Lpaa,,, increases withi incraase DPo,

coefficients F and Vpj cnaiacrerizing the dependence of thrust

and specific consumption oz ruel or engine on the speed of flight are

~, }determined by the selected pdarameters of engine and virtually, during

the design of aircraft under the existing engine, they are located

out of the effect of thE designez of aircraft.

From f ormulas (2. 3) ;(2. 5) ; z6) ;(2. 15' it is evident that an '

increase in the coefficient e at, Lae constant valuas of other

parameters leads to incleast Amuz; Mpenc; IlUOT; VvInaz; Lmax. However, it is

necessary to keep in mind ttuat tne rational value will be such,

which with given ones Mma or Mmxc will be determined from the

formula

465OM'a~ __________X

Poo o
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LMQX K"

8000

60000 600 800 1000 pokrc/M

2
Fiq. 2.16. Dependence of uiax.imuuj range Lmxcn specific load Pa taking

into account effect pa cn tae over-all paylcad ratio of

const ructi on/des ign OH (po-var; OK-var)

~ Key: (1). kgf/rn2.

Page 53.

In this case, must be cbserved the condition

S 0,82po + LPA3 6CII OTpf
TO L

where t4,=-coefficient of afterburning.
Tp,0

JB4- thrust-weight ratio on taieorf i'ith afterburning.

Lp, 36 -assiqned/prescrioea distance of ta ke cff/run- up.

f -coefficient of friction.

After conducting ccnverstons in expressions (2.25) and (2.25'),41
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it is possible to write !or or assigned/prescribed duration of flight

to
4OMmaxC, (ro + StC~j) po (.1 0 .. (2.31)46 S'M ~ ) Q=

and for of assigned/prescribed distance I-.az

6950MPACCx 0 - M;np (AP O k C.N.r -u

+ SRcPdRPLmaz VcxDo=0. (2.31')

Equations (2.31) and (2.311) give the demonstrative

representation of the dependLence or the most important aircraft

performance M on different parameters and they make it possible to

determine the value Mm&, or Mxpefc. which virtually possibly for an

aircraft in assigned/prescri~ed parameters d&xv,.g,po,clo,cp0,ro,Lmm,t

and so forth.

Solving f irst equatl.ion. (2.3j1), we will obtain for Amax with

mission time t'

V465Ocex (r0 + S EAcP') (.2

Note. For determining value Mmal it is possible to use this

graphiic procedure. After assigning several values of M, they

determine the cooresponaing to thiemn c., a nd V. Last/latter values

substitute in formula (i.3z) and calculate values Mma:. In terms of

the selected values of V, and tne corresponding to them values M,

calculated according tc zozmula, is plotted a curve in coordinates

and m, (Fig. 2.17), intersection with which with the straight
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line, carried out frcm the origin of coordinates at an angle of 4~50,

will give unknown value MMix, M3&A and MUCT (all values must be

undertaken on one scale).

Value M,pft can be touna also, using by graphical solution

(Fig. 2.18), after taking as runctions for Flctting of curves

following:

MKeA~P(I0 O.9r I (2.33)
-SR4tLmaxC.oPo 1-cD=

42
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I

M3&A e,e02  -I
<I o - I

400-- - --1 02

200

1 2 4 Mix 0 2 3MI

Jl1
Fig. 2.17. Example of gtaphical solution of equations (2.29).

Fig. 2.18. Example of qtaphacai solution of equations (2.29').

Page 54.-

The point of intersection oil these curves on curve/graph in

coordinates M and 01 and 02 wiii determine unkncwn value Alujoel. At

some values of values, cdn ce oLtained three values M.peic. In this

case, to each of them will correspond its value of thrust-weight

ratio P0, determined on -

P0  A -4 . ,Po -

The presence of several solutions is explained by the ccmplexity of

the functions -

=f (M); =f (M); c 0 f (M). -

Examining equations (Z.j1) and (2.31'), it is not difficult to

draw the important conclusion that assigned magnitude Ml can be

t
4 .%

• -'< )
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obtained only during the specific combinaticns of the parameters,

entering these equations. If the parameters at assigned magnitudes

MHPefc and Lmnax or t' satisty equations (2.31) and (2.31'), then the

' I real realization of this aircraft is possible. But if equations are

not satisfied, then the desigii/jrojected aircraft virtually it is not

possible to carry out. Besides in addition to this, the named

equations reveal/detect uirect effect on M cf such parameters of

aircraft as Gic,ro,cp0 etc. All tnis tells about the large value of the

@ equation of the over-all payioad ratios of aircraft for setting o-

the regular dependences between tne flight characteristics and the

most important parameters of aircraft.

Subsequently we will cali eiuations (2.31) and (2.31') the

fundamental equations ci the design/projected aircraft.

On the basis of entire of that presented in this chapter, it is

possible to make following conclusions.

1. Speeds Viax and VN1c lor number Mmax and M,1m) increase, I
if Po in constant/invariaole other parameters increases. The

available thrust-weight ratio increases with:

a) the decrease of specific gravity/weight of the power plant

ro.

R
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b) the decrease cf tue over-all payload ratio of the

construction/design of aircrafrt , (arrange/located).

C) the decrease of the specific fuel consumpticn by engine cpo

(substantially for long-range aircraft).

One should, however, remember that the maximum speed of aircraft

Vmis sometimes limited to not available thrust-weight ratio Po' but

permissible for reasons or szren Lh by velocity head or temperature

j. - of kinetic heating.

2. Speeds Vmax and V . can be increased (, other conditions

being equal,) as a result of increase in specific wing load Po, but

in this case, it is necessary to consider that with an increase Po

intensity of increase in speed V (or Mach number) sufficiently

sharply descends, and at value p; , increase V ceases. At the same

time with very large Po substdatially deteriorate takeoff and landing

characteristics of aircaft(Vno, Vj, LPa3 and Lpo6).

3. Speeds Vm.k and V1,pe can be increased during decrease of

drag coefficient c,. The metnotis of decrease co change in dependence

on rate of speed (subsonic , transonic, superscnic)
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4. Static ceiling of aircraft HoT increases (A. - it

decreases), if as a result o indicated in . measures

thrust-weight ratio P0 increases.

5. Static ceiling H.,,, oz suiosonic aircraft decreases, if

specific load Po increases (in this case c. increases). For a

supersonic aircraft witn TRD, increase Po in certain cases leads to

increase H.OT. Decrease c, at L"e constant values of other parameters

leads to certain control H,,,.

Page 55.

6. Vertical velocity V... intensely increases during increase

Pa. Decrease co at the constint values of cther parameters increases

VY MIX.

/. Maximum range Lma witnh increase in cruising values in

subsonic range increases [see Lor'mula (2.15) and Fig. 2.7); with

further increase M, ei (witu pxeservation/retention/niaintaining of

other conditions) in neat-sonic range Lna. it sharply decreases, but

during further increase AA1 p,,1  in supersonic rangeL.,a gradually it

grows. An increase in the specific wing load po, which leads to



increase M.efc decrease 6, and, therefore, to increase ~,in

V subsonic and supersonic range (M<1 and M>1.5) to certain value

POWp (see Fig. 2. 16) ledds tu increaseLm.

8. Distance of takeofi/::un-up Lpa36 increases with increase p0

and decreases with increase P0.

7 9. Fundamental equations oi aircraft show~ that between flight

character istics and most important parameters of aircraft there areV

laws, analyzing which it is possible to find rational solutions.
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Page 69. -

Chapter IV.

APPROXIMATE METHODS OF THE OPTIMIZATION OF TIE PARAMETERS OF

AI RCR AFT.

- In the preceding/previous chapter were examined the methods of-,

the simultaneous optimization of the basic parameters and

characteristics of aircraft, based on use of computers. However,

- ;during design are encountered the cases when there is not

possibilities to utilize computers and it is necessary to select thek;

basic parameters of aircraft, applying the approximation methods of

I: -~optimization. Most commonly used from these methods are exam.ned in

present chapter.

Page 70.

§ 1. Determination of the particular optima of the parameters of

aircraft.

.r~tI

! 1:-',
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To task it is placed as follows. Are known

r. - the designation/purpose of aircraft and its diagram;

- type and engine characteristic;

. value of payload and fundamental flight characteristics,

provided for by requirements for aircraft.

It is required to determine the particular optima of any which

interest designer parameters, tor example the par- - .rs of wing,

fuselage or power plant. During finding of the particular optimum of

any of the parameters, the remaining parameters are considered known

from statistics or previous approximate computations and are

considered as constant values. This method, called the method of the

"freezing" of the parameters, is applied during optimization of one

of them.

If is defined the optimum of any of the parameters at the given

values of payload, distance and flight mach number, then by the

approximate criterion of optimization, as was noted in chaptei. I, can

be the value of the takeoff weight of aircraft. In this case the
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optimum of the parameter will correspond to the minimuw . takeoff

weight.

When known values are payload and takeoff weight

(assign/prescribed or found in the first apprcximation,), then the

criterion of optimization can be fiying range and the optimum of the

parameters will correspond in this case to the maximum of distance.

Are possible other more complicated criteria, which consider the

cost-effectiveness/efficiency of aircraft, for example, the prime

cost of transportation.

F ]During the determination oi optima, one should consider the

limitations, placed on paramaeters dnd characteristics of the aircraft

~~; (see Chapter III).

The algorithms, given in chapter III, especially when is

averaged coefficient cro (Go), tney can be utilized it goes without

saying and for the optimization of several parameters of aircraft on

L the basis of calculations without use of computers.

Is of interest the emergence of the optima of the separate

F parameters of aircraft components.
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As examples let us examine the emergence and approximate

grapho-analytic determination of Lae particular optima of the

following parameters of aircraft:

- wing aspect ratio x;

- wing chord ratio ; 
,

- sweep angle of wing x;

- load on 1 m2 of wing with takeoff po;

- fineness ratio of fuselage A,;

. bypass ratio of 'IVRD a.

Optimum wing aspect ratio. On wing aspect ratio, depend, in 4,;

essence, two values - weight of wing and fuel load. With an increase
in elongation (X>3) grows the weight of wing in other

constant/invariable parameters (including wing area), since increase

the bending and torsional moments, 
and also the shearing forces. 

If 4

as the criterion of optimization to accept takeoff weight, then

increase X adversely will atiect this criterion (takeoff weight will

increase).

, I
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On the other hand, with an increase X inductive wing drag [17],

required thrust of engines and weight of required fuel/propellant

will decrease. The weight of power plant it is possible to

approximately consider Deing independent of wing aspect ratio. Thus,

the optimum of wing aspect raLo approximately can be determined by

the minimum of the sum of the weigats of wing and fuel/propellant.

Page 71.

Graphical solution of tue task of selection .opt is given in Fig.

4. 1 and does not require special explanation.

The obtained optimum X oi wing is, as a rule, moderated in

sharpness, and change in the evaluation criteria to lo/o in

comparison with its outer limit gives the possibility to step back

from ,pt to 8-100/0.

Besides graphic, and possiule the approximate analytical

solution, determined zrcm the condition of extremum with4i/f(Xk)

- =0. (4.1)

For example, for subsonic nonaneuverable jets, taking into account

satisfaction of condition (4.1), it is possible to obtain the

r-
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following equation:
X~pt[1 +(0,018±0,14X a)X P] =

i0F)m " x) Cp + 'L
3( 0 (Po Cos b0) ac =E, (4.2)

87O L T (VKPeg~c -50) ~+

Iwhere xPA and X -a sweepback of wing along 1/14 chords in radians and

in degrees respectively; o lgttm pcfchul

V e{Cje~g/Ien)c;=(0,9 2 O- ,94) (cp),ja orfih-iespcfchul

consumption of fuel/pro~eillant in xg/kg~h;

0 coefficient of discharging win~g;

~ jb=1.05-1.20 -coefficient, dapending on aircraft type (with the

9 decrease of tonnage values b decrease; approximately b:51.05+G0.10 3

where G0) in t).

7%?
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Fig. 4.1. Diagram of the emergence of optimum wing aspect ratio.

E!

30 -ef

20

Fig. 4.2. Curve/graph for determining optimum wing aspect ratio of

subsonic nonmaneuverable aircraft.

Page 72.
_'A

Curve/graph for determination xptfrom formula (4.2) is given in

Fig. 4.2.

The analysis of formula (4.2) makes it possible to make the __R

'- following conclusions:1 
- '.-

~~;--
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- with an increase in the calculated flying range Lp~cq and the

specific hourly consumption of fuel/propellant cD grows optimum wing

aspect ratio. For subsonic aircraft the marked trend in development

of TYRD. foreseen reduction/descent cp, entails decrease Xopt in other

constant/invariable parameters of aircraft;

- during increase Cxmin in the aircraft (or c,, in the absence of

the twist of wing) optimum aspect ratio of wing increases;

with an increase in calculated cruising speed Xopt descends;

- increase when Lpac, =coast takeoff weight (GO) as a result of

increasing the payload decreases optimum wing aspect ratio;

- with an increase in the values of such parameters as Po, a0, q, and 3

also with the decrease of angle x value %opt increases. Generally, if

a change in any parameter leads to the decrease of the over-all

payload ratio of wing, then this change increases Xopt, and vice versa;

- great effect on ot exert load on wing Po and its sweepback x.

As show the results of calculations, the accuracy/precision of

E4

I -7
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determination ?.opt from approximation formula (4.2) composes +-l0o/o. 1

optimum wing chord ratio. Let us examine how affects

average/mean on spread/scope wing chord ratio Fep the of payload and

flying range. Let us consider that the law of a change in the wing

chord ratios in spread/scope is known *

FOOTNOTE 1. The solution or the task of the optimum law of change c I
in the wingspan is given in g 3 of this chapter. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Change jap has effect mainly by weight of wing and its

aerodynamic resistance. With increase 6ep the weight of the wings of

contemporary aircraft in its other constant/invariable parameters I

decreases as a result of an increase in the overall height h of wing.

N.- In by increase h at the constant value of bending moment M. axial I
forces P=Miarf/h, applied to bean flanges (or to the panels of caisson) ,

decrease and respectively decrease required cross sections and weight

of longitudinal load-bearing elements 2.

FOOTNOTE 2 For some wing constructions, increase - entails an

increase in the weight of ribs. However, this fact does not have

vital importance, since the over-all payload ratio of the

longitudinal structural assewbly of contemporary wings is

considerably more than the over-all payload ratio of ribs.
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ENDFOOTNOTE.

Thus, increase jrp leads to the decrease of the takeoff weight of

aircraft.

On the other hand, with increase ap grows profile and wave wing

drag, which increases required thrust and fuel consumption with

assigned/prescribed flight mach number.

Consequently, at some values of parameters and characteristics

of aircraft is possible the existence of optimum value aQp (Fig. 4.3).

Having dependences GK,(cp) and O,(P.0.;), where P.o,;-G LX and c..= (c*;), it

is possible graphically to find (P;)ot.

The solution of this task leads to following results (, -

everywhere along flow):

for supersonic aircraft
.. oj. t_ (2j5 --3,5)% ; (c)pt= (3--4)°% ;

for subsonic aircraft with TViD

!- { ~(c,)o. = (9-12)%; (co)o,,t= I0 --13%. i

al

K

= ,,
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Optimum of wing is usually not strong. Change in the

evaluation criteria to 1o/o gives the possibility to step back from

(cp)optto 10-12o/o. 4

During the design of slasonlc aircraft, determination Eopt

somewhat becomes complicated by that fact that the flight speed,

which corresponds usually M,,T, depends on jcp or on ca. In particular,

with increase c0 in the wing flight speed is necessary to decrease.

Therefore, if flight speed enters into evaluation criteria of

aircraft as, for example, into prime cost t-km, then during

determination (Fo)opt must be also taken into account dependence Vpe*c(jcp).

Optimum sweepback of wing. Tue sweepback of wing of subsonic

aircraft affects, first of all, the weight of wing, fuselage and

power plant. Increase X in tue constant/invariable remaining

parameters leads to the weight increase of wing due to an increase in-

the structural/design spread/scope (in the direction of 1/4 chords)

and the torsional moment in root cross sections. End wing sections it

is also necessary to amplify for torsion in order to avoid the

reversal of ailerons. Furthermore, if the longitudinal structural

assembly of the sweptback wing approaches at angle the former/frames
1A

of fuselage, then the part of the bending moment from wing is

transferred by fuselage, increasing its weight Z, and is greater, the

greater x. -

q:. , 1
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FOOTNOTE 1. The weight of fuselage increases also in connection with

an increase in the length of its tail section, the caused increase in

the sweepback of wing. 2NDFOOTNOTE.

Finally, with increase z decrease values ; and CVOTP, which leads to

an increase in the required starting thrust-weight ratio of aircraft.

However, despite all the enumerated deficiency/lacks increase in

the sweepback of the wing of subsonic aircraft gives the important

advantage: appears the possibility to increase flight speed due to an
J01

increase in number M".T and reduction/descent c,, which favorably

affects the cost-effectiveness/afficiency of aircraft. Appears as if

counterweight to the adverse effect of an increase in the sweepback

of wing by the weight characteristics of aircraft. Therefore possibly

the existence of the optimum sweepback of wing along 1/4 chords, the

corresponding to the minimum prime costs t-km (Fig. 4.4).

If we solve the task of (X)opt graphically, taking into account all

contradictory dependences, it is possible to obtain approximately

-A following of value (X)Qpt for the subsonic jets:

the aircraft of the low and average/mean distance (1500 kin) -

F-
k:
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20-250;

~ 4 the aircraft of average/mean distance (2000-3000 kcm) - Q350;

the aircraft of the iarye distance (>,5000 kmn) -35-370.
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a ronlr-Ril

GKP 1 Gxp+G

0 (tWept

Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.3. Diagram of emergence of optimum average/mean wing chord

ratio.

Fig. 4.4. Diagram of emergence or optimum sweepback of wing:

1 -effect of flight speed; 2 gravity effect of

construction/design and power plant; 3 -total effect on prime cost

N-I of transportation.

Key: (1). a, kopecks/ton-kiiomerer.

Page 74.

one should consider that the optimum values of sweepback depend

also on other parameters of wing, mainly, from co, x, pas With
41

increase po and '6 value (7)hptthey grow, while from an increase X-
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they fall. Respectively are selected values (X)opt in the recommended

limits.

low-aspect-ratio wing, effect of sweepback on front/leading stern ,,.

by weight of wing and fuselaye sore complicated than in the subsonic

aircraft (sweepback of the wing of supersonic aircraft is measured

according to leading edge). laczease Z,. in the delta wing, for

exanple, always leads to a gain in weight of wing and fuselage, but

beginning with the specific sweepnack it leads even to a

reduction/descent in the weigat of these aggregate/units. Stronger

effect has value xi.. on lift-drag ratio and fuel load. Approximately

it is possible to consider tnat tue optimum sweepback of wing on

SMpaccorresponds to the saximum of lift-drag ratio and is equal (see

the Table).
. pac, 2,01 2,3 2,5 2,7 3,0

(Yu1.. 0 0p 65 69 72 75

If sweepback on leading edge changes on spread/scope, then the

given data should be accepted as average values.

The optimum of the sweepbacx of wing is, as a rule, very strong.

Change in the evaluatica criteria to 1o/o gives the possibility to

step back frou Xopt in all on 3-40 .

2a
,e ~ ~ m ,- ___ _ .. . ,, .,_ _ .. . . ° .'-" ' . . . .. . . . . -- .,..,., . ... .. ..... . . ... __
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Optimum load on 1 m2 of wing with takeoff. Load on 1 M2 of wing

with takeoff (po=Go/S) most strongly affects by weight of wing andLA
power plant, and also by weight of fuel/propellant. Schematically

SI this effect is shown in Fig. 4.5.

During increase po, decreases the wing area, which leads in

other constant/invariable paramneters to a reduction/descent in its

weight. At the same time with increase Po, it is necessary to

increase the starting thrust-weight ratio of aircraft Po)in order to

fulfill requirements along the length of takeoff/run-up or length VPP
A4

(accelerate-stop distance). increase P0 leads to the weight increase

of power plant.

Effect P. by weight of fuel/propellant is more complicated, but

4 relatively weak. Occurs optimum po by fuel load, which corresponds to

the minimum of its expenditure/consumption (pcint 1 in Fig. 4.5).
:=- 4

Thus, the contradictory effect po on Gp, Ge., and G, leads to the

existence of the optimum of Load on 1 mz of wing.

Possibly analytical determination (P0)opt in the first and second

approach/approximations. 4

In the first approximation, tne rational value of load on 1 M 2

V=

r 5I
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SI can be obtained from the considerations of similarity in dependence

on takeoff weight. Really/actually, wing area is proportional to the

square of the linear dimensions

S =a12,

and takeoff weight in the first approximation, it is possible to

consider proportional to the cube of the size/dimensions:

01 3 W, (4.3)

where (a, b)=const.

-

3

N~4

if
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'1'

G~Gp

0 (fdopt 'Fe

thFing : .The diagram of the emergence of optimum load on the m2 of

1 -optimum according to Per-KcI1oweter expenditure/consumption.

Page 75.

Consequen tly, p=oS i 44

I Substituting from (4.3) 1d/0G01b in (4.4), e viii obtain9

P0 (4.5)

J where E=const.

For subsonic nonmaneuveraole aircraft coefficient e-10, if Go in

kg, and Pa in kgf/a2 (Fig. 4.o).

From the curve/graphi of Fig. 4.6, it is evident that the curve

p0=10 ~ very satisfactorily reflect/represents statistics Pa (GO).
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However, it does not explain tiie spread of values Po with Go=const.

For example, with G0=43-44 t there is range p,=315-505 kgf/m2. The

spread of values Po with Go=const can be explained, if to consider

the dependence of load on I m2 oi wing on the conditions for takeoff

and landing - assigned/pzascripea length of VPP, c. with breakaway

and during landing. With Go=const there are aircraft, designed on VPP

of different length, differenut speed with landing approach and

different degree of the high-lift device of wing (c,,,p or cunoc).

DependencePo(Lnn,, 0 ,,) or. transport aircraft is described, for

example, by the followin9 equatioa, obtained from the coincidence of

the conditions of the interrupted and continued takeoff with given

one by the climb angle (sin OOT) in the case of the failure of one engine

[3]:po= kjgpocy., opLnn +L KflB) r- L+ sin 0..,.) f",. + IcM 2, (4.6)
k2  OTp k

where k,10.86-0.01 a;

k,,=0.83-0.017 m;

m - bypass ratio of "VRD;

KoTP- lift-drag ratio with breakaway;

g=9,81; Po=0,114 "AH i/,=+30 0 C, p,,,=730

SLxnr,- length of clear zone (250-400 a);

7 - 1

~ -
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ba rolling friction coeffici.ent of wheels;

p-average/mean air resistance in the section of the final

takeoff,~ in reference to tdi~euff weight (pZO.03-0.O5).

Values sifloo,, depend on ai number of engines and are given by the

technical requirements (see the Taiile).

nAR 2 3 4
sin 0 1 0,025 0,0271 0,030

If design conditions is takeoff run length with K1SA, then

formula for determining the Loaca on 1 M2 of wing takes the form

Po0 -'-gpocl,, OPLp, 36 (k3 P0,-f.. - I. ircbi%2 , (4.7)

-~ where k3 pO.92-O.95.

A'
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'Vo'PP M CIM'

0100 200 GoreC

Fig.4.6 Chngeof the load on the m2 of wing in dependence on the

takeoff weight of subsoni~c aircraft.

Key: (1). kgf/m2. -

Page 76.

~ -- j

From the condition of given speed with landing approach or

landing speed PJ.(4)

oll,

~r ~Here cy, and V are taken wita landing approach or during landing; k4

coefficient, that consider~s tue uecrease of landing weight in
~i A

comparison with takeoff (i4,$1).

Forula (L.6-(4~.8) can be used for determining the optimum

(rational) load on 1 m2 oi wing in the second approach/approximation.

In third approach/approxiination (Po)opt it is determined takingVh
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into account effect Po by weigit of wing, power plant and

fuel/propellant (see Fig. 4.5) and differs frcm the calculation of

the second approach/approximation insignificantly (to 3-5o/o),

moreoier the parameters whose increase leads to a gain in weight of

wing (Go, X, X), cause also increase (P0)opt and, on the contrary, the

parameters whose increase leads to the reduction of the weight of

wing (Fo, q), they contribute to an incLdonce/drop in value (Po)opt.

The optimum of load on 1 m2 of wing is, as a rule, strong.

Change in the evaluation criteria to 1o/o of cuter limit gives the

possibility to step back from (po)opt in all to 4-6o/o.

Optimum fineness rauto or fuselage. Fineness ratio of fuselage

, , i.e. the ratio of the length of fuselage toward diameter on

midsection 1, affects, first of all, by weight of fuselage itself,

and also by weight of chassis/landing gear, tail assembly and

fuel/propellant. The discrepancy of effect Xs by weight of these

components leads to formation (Xp)o (Fig. 4.7).

The graphical solution of the task of (Xb)ot is conducted either

at a constant volume of fuselage vo, when, for example, is known the

quantity of fuel/propellant, whica must be placed in fuselage or in

permanent floor space Soon - in the case of transport or commercial

airplanes when are known dimensions and composition of loads or
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number of passengers and condition of their arrangement/position -

(level of comfort). In each of these cases, the diameter of fuselage,

from condition vp =coast

from condition Sao, =coast

Here (a, b)=const -coefficients.

Formulas for determxining the over-all payload ratio of the

fuselage and other aggregate/units, necessary fcr graphic

determination ()4),t, are given in chapter XVI-XVIII.

N In the first apprcxijation, it is possible to utilize also

formulas for U.Xo and 07.(X0), giver, below.

It
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'-2 G011
(Xqopt A0~

Fig. 4.7. Diagram of the formation of optimum fineness ratio of

fuselage in of assigned/prescriA.bad volume or assigned/prescribed

floor space.

Page 77.

The over-all payload ratio ot chassis/landing gear is connected

with fineness ratio of fuselage with the dependence of the

height/altitude of struts on XA, (Fig. 4.8)

wher cl c2 c3 coefioents, which depend on designation/purpose

and airplane design.

For example, for ccamercidl airplanes:

Ci =0,024-0,026; c2 -0,0018-0,0019; cs 3,5 .10-5--3,6 .10-5.

The over-all payload ratio of tail assembly is the function of

fineness ratio of fuselage in connection with the fact that the area T

of tail assembly is propcrtiona. to the length of the fuselage

Go, _Lo- 0 C4  (4.12)po ()
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where gon - weight of 1 W2 of tal assembly in kgf/m 2 ;

Pa - load on 1 m2 cf wing;

c4=10-15 - for transport aircraft.

The over-all paylcad ratio of fuel/propellant also depends on

fineness ratio of fuselage (see Fig. 4.7) as a result of the

dependence of the aerodynaamic drag of fuselage and engine thrust on

X. In subsonic zone, fcr axampie, the coefficient of the aerodynamic

drag of fuselage in the first approximation, can be calculated from

following the formula:

c-.,,O08X±+-0. - (4.13)

Investigations show that the optimum of fineness ratio of

fuselage is not too acute/snarp. if we consider permissible a change

in the evaluation criteria to lo/o of outer limit, then appears the

possibility to step back xrom (X*)ovt to 1-1.5 (to 10-150/0).

optimum bypass ratio of TVRD. The bypass ratio of turbofan

engines m, equal to the ratio ot the air flow rate through the fan

toward the air flow rate through the gas-prcducing part, affects,

first of all, the specitic hourly consumption and fuel load, by
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aerodynamic pod drag (as a result -also by weight of

fuel/propellant) and weight of TYRHD themselves. schematically this

effect with A<i is shown in Fig. 4.9.

In the first approximation, it is possible to consider that for

subsonic aircraft mopt =4-6, moreover with an increase in the flying

range (or the over-all payload ratio, of f ue1/ propellant) value mopt

grows.

Al
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Fig. 4.8. Dependence of the height/altitude of chassis/landing gear

on the length (elongaticn) of fuselage (h2>h1 ).

GO

4

i I

0 op~tm

Fig. 4.9. Dependence of takeoff weight on bypass ratio of TVRD:

p

1 - during change in specific hourly consumption of fuel/propellant;

2 - during change in pcd drag; 3 - during change in weight of

engines; 4 - total change.

Page 78.

§ 2. Consecutive optimization of several parameters.

With the aid of computers it is possible to carry out a

simultaneous optimizaticn of a large quantity of parameters.

"1

- -- - W . j
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Without the application/use of computers, is possible the

consecutive approximate optimization only of several parameters of

aircraft. For this purpose is utilized the particular optimization of

the parameters, examined in the preceding/previous paragraph.

At first is found the particular optimum of any from the

parameters at other ,frzen,, parameters, knwn from statistics or
from approximate computations. Then it is optimized by the second of

the assigned parameters. in this case, is accepted the obtained

earlier optimum value of the first parameter. The optimization of the

k. third parameter is conducted dt the values of the particular cptima,

found earlier. Thus are located the optima of the remaining

parameters and characteristics.

This procedure of consecutive optimization is undoubtedly

approximated, since after the particular optimization of each of the

subsequent parameters tie optima or the preceding/previous parameters

must somewhat be changed (ou tue basis of the solution of the

equation of weight balance, which connects all parameters and

characteristics of aircraft). Therefore after the first cycle of

calculations according to tne optimization of the parameters, should

be, generally speaking, calculatea the second approach/approximation,

during which are accepted the values of the parameters, obtained .n

the first approximation, (in the first cycle of calculations). It is
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usually completely sufficiently two-three cycles of calculations, the

optima of the parameters were stabilized at the specific level of

values.

§ 3. Variational Froblems. Optimum distribution of wing chord

ratios according to spread/scope.

During the soluticn of series of problems when it is required to

find not the only outer limit oi the parameter, but the optimum law

of its change (i.e. to optimize functional), are applied the methods

of the calculus of variations. As a classical example of the use of

: 4 the calculus of variations serves the task cf optimum trajectory, for

example of the law of a change in the speed of aircraft in

height/altitude during lift or reduction/descent. The optimum law

V(H) corresponds to the extremuw of any functional - the fuel load or

duration of ascent to base altitude, etc.

As another example of the use of an apparatus of the calculus of

variations during the design of aircraft serves the determination of

the optimum law of bending (twist) of median surface of the wing of

supersonic aircraft for obtaining the maximum lift-drag ratio.

In many of these tasks, in final form it is possible to obtain

with the specific assumptions of expression for optimum laws of a

-" I
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r 'change in the functions.

Let us examine as an example of the use ef a classical method of

- variation problem calculus ci the optimum law of a change in the wing

chord ratios in spread/scope. As the subject of investigation, let us

take subsonic aircraft with trapezoidal (x O0 ) wing.

Task is placed as follows.

j,# With some known parameters or wing and aircraft (GO, 5, X., ,DD,)

and assigned/prescribed flignt conditions (V, H, L) to find the

optimum law of a change in the winy chord ratios in spread/scope,

i. e. to find [az(.z)ASt.

Page 79.

Evaluation criteria of laws j,(z)with (V, H, Ll=const will be

incremental value in the takeofi weight. Optimum law E,(z) corresponds

tc the minimum of increase in tne takeoff weight or to the minimum of

quite takeoff weight under given conditions. The variation character

of the task in question escape/ensues from physica] considerations.

In fact, if, for example, thickness ratio a, remains constant on

spread/scope (with S, X, i) =const), then the weight of wing will be

2g41
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less than in the case when 6, decreases from cne root to with

co=const. However, the aerodynamic drag of "thick" wing with e,=0o

=const is more than wing drag with decreasing value 6. on

spread/scope. It is also xnown that on the value of aerodynamic drag

~ depends the takeoff weight oL aircraft, i.e. there is a completely

specific weight equivalent, resistance (see Chapter V), the change in

the aerodynamic drag consideranly more strongly affecting Go than the

same in value change in the weight of wing. From these considerations

it is evident that version 6,(z) =const, apparently, will not be best

L" 1

On the other hand, it we inteDsely attenuate of wing on

spread/scope, then aercdynamic resistance decreases, and the weight

of wing, on the contrary, will increase with Eo=const. It is obvious,

must exist the optimum law of caaage er(z),under which the takeoff

weight will be minimum.

Let us compose the functional of task, on the basis of the

calculation of wing to Lending and the calculation of its profile

drag when M-Mp,,M,.

FAir loads we consider pzoportional to chords. As a result of the

smallness of the over-all payload zatios of the spar webs

(conditional beam) and ribs., and aLso due to the smallness of the

effect of dependence j,(z) 1y weigt of walls and ribs during the

L
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solution of task we will not consider their weight. We consider also

that material, worker to tne common/general/total bending of wing,

together with walls forms the caisson, sufficient for the perception

I of the torsional moments.

Thus, during the coupilation of functional let us consider only

the weight of material, working zo common/general/total bending wing,

and also component of aerodynamic drag, which depends on j, i.e.

profile drag (when M M P7 ).Tae calculation grcss weight wing cr

common/general/total aerodynamic resistance (taking into account

inductive) is not necessary.

We will use communication/connection between a change in weight

and aerodynamic wing drag, on one hand, and change in the takeoff

weight- with another:
AG O AG 0 K.~ , a 0  =...Aa ".0 +O AXK P np)tF',-XoI

G P . i + X P. Poo

where AG, - change in the takeoff weight of aircraft;

x- derivative of takecff weigt in connecticn with a change in the

weight of aircraft components (see Chapter V), - weight of wing

N= dGIdO1 I 00 tGOG,);

xx.- the derivative of takeoff weight in connection with a change in

the parasitic aerodynaric drag of aircraft components (see Chapter

_Al'
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V),,- the profile drag of wiAg (xx.---GoX.P.,1 ,4 ).

.A(p.
"H3r :=Gmp.3r 0 - Gp.1,rt; AY.P X.p..po.+0 0 - XKP.Ipo, l;

SGtt 0 and X.poo - weight of material, working to bending wing, and

the profile drag of initial wing respectively;

6 ,P.H.ri and Xx.pot - the same for a wing, the differing from initial by

dependence (z).

. , Page 80.

; : n this case

Pag . : (G.H.. o, XKp.j,, o) =CoIISt. :(.

? ") Let us designate 4

: -': xo~cGgp.snro--= N j const; xx.X,,p.,,po,,o =- N2= MoIAst

;:- Then we have

- A0 Go aGKp.,3r i 4- .-1 ,.,po4, N, N7. (4.14)

The eight of the flanges of longeron/spars (panels), receiving

the bending of wing, taking into account discharging will be [22]

47-?

-GKp.Sr I dz, (4.15)

where c, - the greatest profile thickness of wing in cross section z;

X - the specific gravity/weight of material;

I

L - k _ __ __ _
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0 coefficient of discharging;

-coefficient, which conasiders the effective height/altitude of

flanges (panels) in comparison with maximum;

f -coefficient, which consi.ders the decrease of average/mean

voltage/stress in comparison with maximum;

c- average/mean voltage/stress in upper and lower regiment (panel),

determined from the relationship./ratio

Here ap -ultimate tension;

cac-allowable stress during comp.ression.

In formula (4.15) M1  the bending moment in the current cross

section z:
Gonp I 2b + b 2,(4.16)

3 1 6 + bu

where b, end wing chord; 
,4

-o wing chord along the axis of aircraft;

-,current wing chord;

fa-;
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Jr~2 .z -coordinate on spread/scope irom wing tip.

After placing M, (4.16) izito formula (4.15) and simple

conversions from condition acp (z)=const, iie wiii obtain

L-D -D,

3ep~z(~+ i - + ~ ~ (4.17)

-~ bo

Let us manufacture iii (4. 17) the replacement of variables, after

designating z'=dzda,.

Page 81.

Then

-~~ C,, ~ 2z2z' I zz
-~ -+- zz dci 4.8

J czbz bK Cz

where c. wing chord ratio along side fuselage 'without taking into 7ZQ

account overflows;

N3 = !?.=const.
3eCfP1IQ+ 1)

FOOTNOTE 1*Is assumed that to tua side of fuselage from the

9 axle/axis of aircraft wing chord ratio it does not vary. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Here I is accepted in A /m3; G - in kg; acp in kgf/a2; Ae=0.85-0.90;

f=0.8o-0.85.

The variable part of aerodynamic wing drag Xpop0 entering

equation (4.14), can be found as follows:

XKP.UPO , =cXPSq. (4.19)

For determining the coefficient of profile drag of wing when

M .M1T we will use known forwula A. A. Dorcdnitsyn - L. G.

Loytsyanskiy [15]

c., =2c,'fnj, (4.20)

where c1 - coefficient of the friction of plate;

nt  empirical coefficient n1z1.485);

- relative coordinate of the transfer/transition of laminar

boundary layer into turbulent (in chord from leading edge/nose).

For values Yt =0.25-0.30:

qc I +1-3,3 c,

EValue 2cf we take according to Schlichting (15]:

0,91
(Ig Re)2 ,58

Substituting the value of coefficients into formula (4.20), we

will obtain for wing ca,=coast
1,35 ( + 3,c2)

SP (Ig Re)
2 ,58

Lii
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__hee___ag/_ana__c (4f e) al

Substituting (14.21) and (4.22), in (4.19). after conversions we will

] " obtain

"" X~p.,,por =Sq . 8,9 ( z -c . ,,35[ :(Ig Re) 2'58 (I -D 1) . 2  (IgRc)2 ,5  . (4.23)

" Page 82.

: Formula (4.14) taking into account (4.18) and (4.23) will take

| the form

., +zx°N I c/ac. -- IxN--N--N dc..24

Co -7

'K

4where N 4  8,9Sq ==const;

', (l -D e) (tg Re)2 '68
1. 1,35Sq c onst.

-xp(Ig Re)2,58

eIt is combined firstly and secondl term in (4.24)

0[ A

+ xo-- ,-C-d+ (4.25)

e Here(×x0, Ns, N 1 , N) = cOnst -

LL e) I j
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Finally the functional of this task takes the form
F= 2%,9N 3z~z'2 Z N3 z 2Z'

+ b 2  bK + xx.N 4CZ'. (4.26)

The condition of optimum j,(z)is the equation of Euler [35],

which in the expanded/scanned form is record/written as follows:

z+ F Z' =0. (4.27)(Oz') 2  O'8z oz'8 8z

After calculating the derivatives, provided for (4.27), we will

obtain
-2xN. j 2 - 0 Z +xxoN 4=0. (4.28)

(" )2bz b, (c) 2

Since functional (4.2b) is linear relative to first-order

derivative z', the solution (L. zd) is degenerated and it takes the

form of the usual algebraic equation where b, - known function from

From (4. 28) we have unknown optimum law c (z)

(cz)(, z +6') (4.29)

it is more convenient, however, to deal not concerning the

absolute values of coordinate z, nut concerning relative ones

t -D,

2

Page 83.

[: -Let us replace in formula (4.29) the appropriate. Besides in

:+ ++ _ • • - _ It - -~ - +++ .
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addition to this, let us take bx and b the fcrm:

b 2 S 2v _

1~+1 1 1+ J pok ' q +1I POX

and in coefficient of N. let us take air density according to the

formula of Vetchinkin V. P.

-~ ~20- H

S20+H1

where H in km.

Then solution (4.29) aiter conversions will take the form

--pt - D(0 21/1 (4.30)

where(cop= P0 V L1 +i-

8 0 3 -ppo (20 + H) 1o % -N6 =8  2(0H / 0  u[gRJ' 8  (4.31)

In formulas (4~.30) and (4.31) spread/scope 1=V o

a ,ICA" P0 i mfi2, H- 21' cm, V 4G (

In the limits of one class of aircraft (Ig Re) 4s6 it changes

insignificantly and it is possible to take as its equal to: 180 -for

the aircraft of short distance; 200 - for the aircraft of

average/muean distance; 220 -for the aircraft of large distance.

with 1=1 we have (co)00t:

From formulas (4.32) and (4.31) it is evident that with increase 0,

, cH, X. the optimum wing chord ratio in root (along side fuselage)

increases; with increase V, xx,,D* values (Eo) ()t decrease; with increase

?c v17Ille (Vo)opt decrpef ith -1cnrease Go in value (jo),pt they increase.
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Thus, if an increase iu the parameter leads to an increase in

the weight of wing, then tnis increase it leads also to increase of

( 0)opt and vice versa.

A It must be noted that solution (4.30) does not depend on the

sweepback of wing, since area S when (b,, )=const does not depend on

X, if chords are taken aloay flow.

The characteristic feature of the obtained solution is the fact

that with izO (at wing tip) tae optimum thickness ratio also must be

equal to zero. This is explained Dy the fact that the bending moment

at wing tip is equal to zero. By tAe way, if we consider not only

bending strength of wing, uut also for torsion, then the indicated

special feature/peculiarity of the solution will not be changed,

since the torsional moment at wing tip is also equal to zero.

Virtually, however, it cannot be made =0=O, since will not be

reached the necessary rigidity of end cross sections for the torsion

(is feasible the reversal of ailerons and wing flutter). Besides in "A

addition to this, when p: <0.08 the lift effectiveness of

airfoil/profiles sharply fall, hinders the high-lift device of wing,

appear other structural/design difficulties. Taking into account the

-A
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V satisfaction of these all requirements is selected value .

= •Page 84.

Thus, formula (4.30) can be virtually used only in root wing

sections, to 30-35o/o of spread/scope, and for the remaining part of

the wing should be accepted either j,=E, =0.08-0.09=const or law,

close to linear 1, in this case, at wing tip, it is necessary to

ensure 4 =0.08-0.09.

FOOTNOTE * Since it is necessary to consider the required volume of

wing for the arrangement/positicn of fuel/propellant. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Examples of theoretical optimum law ) the constructed

according to formula (4.30), and practical optimum law where in end

and wing center sections Z= , =const, they are given in Fig. 4.10.

Besides the examined aoove case, when average/mean design

stresses acp =const on tne wingspan, is of also interest the case,

characteristic for the sweptoack wings when ( ' )* =const=d on

spread/scope. The solution in this case does not differ in principle

from (4.29)-(4.30) and it takes the form

/22 2 + 1~A
4jTGnp%0 =con st;

where E8  ---- %dl (o + )

%N const.
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Comparison shows that under condition (a )zIcs =const optimum values

- on the average on (5-7)o/o are more than under condition (acp)z=const.

II

+4

4..

A

+ i
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(Fz)opt

(CZ optop I]e~p

0

I7Jpa,-muq1ecxw2

P'iTeopemuivxua

Xopda nepe,7ona

Fig. 4.10. Diagram of a chiange in the optitmum values of the relative

and greatest absolute thickness oi the tapered wing in the

is spread/scope:

-------------theoretical optimum tak~ing aato account the bending strength of

wing;

- practical optimum takiag into account the rigidity of wing to K

- torsion and bending.

Key: (1). Wing tip. (2). ilreak or thicknesses. (3). Side of fuselage.

(4). Practical optimum. (5). Theoretical optium. (6) *Chord of

tn
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break.

Page 85.

Thus, the examined variational problem gives the possibility to

base to theoretically and ootain virtually (with correction for the

guarantee of rigidity of wing) the optimum law of a change in the

wing chord ratio in spread/scope.

Analogous variational proDlews can be solved and in connection

with supersonic aircraft duzing the determination of optimum laws

i3z(z)of wing, sectional areas oi iuselage along the length and the

like taking into account a cnange in the aerodynamic, weight and

rigid characteristics of aggregate/units with some assigned

magnitudes, for example, wita assigned/prescribed volume for the

arrangement/position of fuei/propellant.

)-3

a4

I
E -I- - - - -
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Section II.

SELECTION OF SCHEME, POWER PLANT AND BASIC PARAMETERS OF AIRCRAFT.

Chapter VI.

AIRPLANE DESIGN. ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF DIAGRAM.

Airplane design is determined by relative position, form and

-. :'u quantity of basic aggregate/units of aircraft - wing, fuselage, tail

assembly and engines.

By a quantity of aggregate/units, are distinguished follcwing of

the diagram: biplane and monopiaue (Fig. 6. la, b); with one or two

fuselages (Fig. 6.1c, d); with one or two surfaces of horizontal or

vertical tail assembly (Iig. 6. l ; with one cr several engines. Are

possible airplane designs without wing (the "flying fuselage") 1,

without fuselage (" the flying w.Ln") , and also without horizontal

-: :A

)-I

. . . . . .m l " ' " I i ' I 4
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Vtail assembly ("bobtailed aircratt").

FOOTNOTE A At the speeds, which correspond M>5, the fuselage little

is inferior to wing according to lift effectiveness. At low speeds

the lift can be created by the thrust of special engines.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 98.

These diagrams are given in Fig. o.1f, g, n, C, t.

The form of aggregate/units can change in flight (transformed

diagrams, Fig. 6.1h, I, j).

Let us incidentally note that the aircraft, designed by diagram

"bobtailed aircraft",, in the world was for the first time created in

our country (aircraft BICh-4, 1926, designer E. I. Cheranovskiy).

V .k

The characteristic feature of diagram is created by wing

planform - aircraft wita direct/straight, swept, delta wings, with

the wing of variable on the spzead/scope of sweepback (Fig. 6.1k-m).

-f4
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The distinctive special tedtare/peculiarity of the diagram z.-eites

* wing arrangement relative to ±uselage on height/altitude (Fig. 6.1ip,

q, r) -low wing monoplane, uuidwiag monoplane, high wing monoplane.

Mlost important differences according to aerodynamic, weight and

operating characteristics creates mutual wing arrangement and

horizontal tail assembly aJ.oa- ttue length of fuselage - diagram

normal, or classical (fig. 6.1s), "bobtailed aircraft" (Fig. 6.1t)

and the diagram of "weft" (±F.y. 6.1u) .

FOOTN4OTE 1~The role of horizoaital tail assembly here perform elevons

on rear the lump of wing. 8NOiFQGINOTE.

Less important sign/criterion of diagram is the arrangement of

engines on the aircraft (see 4).

How to explain this (Livers1i.y of diagrams? Basic reason -in the

diversity of requirements for dirciaaft, in the continuous development

of the possibilities of tne2ir sat-ofaction. Each of the diagrams

reflects designer's tendency to ini the best way satisfy operational

requirements in this state; of development of aviation and technology.
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! I This tendency it leads souetimes to the solutions, which do not

I justify itself in practice. As dn example of this solution can serve

the diagram of the unsvimetric aircraft BV-141 (firm Blom and Foss),

constructed in Germany into 1938 (Fig. 6.2)

. By interesting in this diagram is represented the idea to

radically improve pilot's survey/coverage on single-engine

reconaisance airrcraft.

From entire diversity of tkie questions, connected with the

selection of airplane design, let us examine further following most

important and actual/urgent ones:

- analysis and selection of the diagram of supersonic aircraft;
%

- analysis and selection of the diagram cf subsonic aircraft;

- airplane design to Dy the wing of the variable in flight

sweepback;

' :W

- arrangement of engines on aircraft.

4 4U
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i * . .. *- es u .. . . . .. ..
.A.

Fig. 6.2. tnsymmetric aircraft BV-141 of firm Blom and Foss. Basic

-data: GO=4400 kg; O1.T-570 kg; S=5J.1 m2 ; =17.46 m; Viax- 45 ku/h;

VKpCACp-SO km/h; motor 6NW-801; No=IbO0- hp.

Page 100.

The formulation of the proD.lem of the selection of diagram and

parameters of aircraft is examined in § 1 of chapter III. Let us

recall only that during tue assigned/prescribed operational

I. requirements and other limira.t-ons, placed by the stress standards,

rigidity and operation, it is necessary among entire diversity of

IZ
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diagrams and parameters of aircraft to select such, which they would

lead to the outer limit of evaluation criteria of aircraft. As

evaluation criteria, are considered: the ap e
2 : cost--effectiveness/efficiancy of operation (ccmmercial airplanes), .

~combat effectiveness or cosr./valua of accomplishing operation. The :

- approximate criterion is the value of takeoff weight. The best i

..... "airplane design of any designation/purpose in the first

approximation, -o..responds to the minimum of takeoff weight 1 during

all assigned/prescribed limitations [4, 25]. '

FOOTNOTE 1. During more detailed ccmparison should be considered also

the effect of diagram on maufacturability and the maintainability of

construction/design, ccnvenience in the operation and comfort of the

crew and passengers. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Among many diagrams, at first are take/selected (on the basis of

precomputations and exptriwdnt) several most interesting ones, which

compete. Then they are in detail investigated quantitatively (on

evaluation criteria) and it is qualitative (according to the

sign/criteria, which did aot eater the algorithm cf optimization).

4:

§ . Analysis and selection ok tne diagram of supersonic aircraft.

Let us examine nonmaneuveraole long-range aircraft with the

1

- N-
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fixed/recorded wing 2, and also aircraft of maneuverable class.

FOOTNOTE 2. Airplane design witn the variable sweepback of wing is

examined in § 3 of this chapter. ENDFOOTNOTE.

ii "I Let us consider that the aircraft have a usual running take-off and

running landing 3.

FOOTNOTE 3. The diagrams of VTOL aircraft and STOL are examined in

chapter X, the diagram air space aircraft - in chapter XI.

I ENDFOOTNOTE.

When selecting of the diagram of nonmaneuverable long-range

aircraft, considerable attention is given to the value of maximum
lift-drag ratio Kmax in cruise, since from it directly depends either

flying range with known relative all fuel/propellants (i-=const), or

value Z T and Go with L=coast.

Maximum lift-drag ratio can ne increased, for example, due to

the decrease of the midsectioa or the noncarrying parts, decrease of

the washed surface of aircratt, and also by a reduction/descent in

the so-called trim drag. The tirst two methods do not require special

explanations. Let us pause in mcre detail at the dependence of

lift-drag ratio on trim drag, which depends substantially on airplane

-i



design.

Let us examine the classical (normal) diagram and the diagram of

"weft '

From the trimmed conditions of aircraft, we will obtain:

2' - for a classical diagram (Fig. 6.3a)

YKP Xr.o -XT

-for the diagram ot "weft" (Fig. 6.3b)
Yr.0  XxI- XT

'. Xr.o + XT

Assuming that XA XT AX,

x. xTLro (for a classical didyram);

Xr.o+X=Lro (for the diagram ot "weft"), and relating values Ax and

Lr.o to bcAx, we wiii obtain

Yr., iX

YKP Lr-o

Page 101.

At supersonic speeds, as is xaown, the airfoil center of

pressure is considerably maoved b~ackc/ago and Ax it increases, and

relation Yr.OIYp can ret-h value by 0. 15-0. 20 (in subsonic
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conditions/mode 0.03-0.05). Hence it follows that the balance in

supersonic conditions/cdes leads to an essential increase in the

resistance, connected with horizontal tail lift.

The total drag of aircraft taking into account balance is equal

X=Xo +X, ; +XdB,.=Xo+X ,P-+ Xi..

After dividing both parts of the e4uation to qS (we consider that

qjp=qr.o and (c,),=(c6)r.o], we will obtain

: lCx u Cxo0+ C ,+CXa=+ Cx + Cxi. r o,

or, since for classical diagram Cy CuKp+C.Sr.', and for the diagram
of "weft" Cy C that respectively

C " cxo + Do(cp,+ uyr o'r.o)2 + Doc,.oS.,, (6.1)

Cx C0+oo( +- D- 4 ..,..-, (6.1')

where Do=--1/c.

From Fig. 6.3 it follows that

(0)(CyKP Yr. 0 r o)Ax cl r oSr.o0 -o ,JIl .acc;iqecicof cxesiw;

(cm CvP- cr.O )AX y Cvr. 0or.oSr.o "-11 cxem , yT!a'.

Key: (1). for a classical aiagraw. (2). for diagram of "weft".

&
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X A F -

@ , ,Fig. 6.3. The longitudinal baance of the aircraft of classical
' (normal) diagram (a) and diagram oi "weft" (b) : F - focus of

-- Iaircraft.

L-

CY A

F-j. 4

S,~.0 l-r'oA

Page 102. -

... From these expressions we wiII ontain

C y P A X

For a classical diagram ia denominator, is taken minus, for the

diagram of "weft"- plus.

Let us substitute value cy. in (6.1) and (6.1'). After

conversion we will obtain tor the classical diagram

2 [ X2 / _ __.=c. ,-- .- Docv ,14-- • i 4- 1+ (6.2)KI', " ( 3X.o )2\ Sr -o . o Ax

-' ? 3
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for the diagram of "weft"

CX CQ +DoK [i I+-. 6.';.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ C Sr" c'Co+Df~~ (r~ -r.. + U"-

Thus* Cx=Cxo+Do6a., C2 where Do6a.=(1+w)Do,' moreover ' -

coefficient, which considers tae effect of balance on the resistance

of aircraft. For the classical diagram

No, + 42 E , (6.3)
(L,,.o - X)

2  Yr.. "Lr.o AX

for the diagram of "weft"

4 o, ( ---- 1-+ 2 --~ - (6.3')

(L..o + Ax) 2  Sr., Lr.o + AX

Maximum aerodynamic aircraft quality/fineness ratio, as is

known, it is equal

Taking into account the trim drag

-. A' 117
-2 V CxthD) 6a A

or

The given above forualas make it possible to draw a conclusion

about the considerable efiect oz value w on aerodynamics of aircraft.

Is than more w, the greater the trim drag and the greater the loss of

lift-drag ratio.

At
g4
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During the analysis of trim drag, it is convenient to utilize a

concept of the focus of aircraft. As is known, Xp-,-- m4,, where

my. - derivative of the coefficient of the pitching moment of

aircrdft in c, (reserve of longitudinal static stability);

Xp =X//bckx; Xr=XIbCAX.

Page 103.

The greater the maryin or stability ,n'y, the more and the

balancing losses of lift-drag ratio, since increases

XF-XT.(X " 8rUl r. (nere in brackets plus sign it corresponds

to normal diagram, and minus - to a diagram of "weft',).

N For the stabilization ot supersonic eircraft in subsonic

conditions/mode value m' is selected in limits 0.02-0.05, but in

supersonic conditions/modes as a result of the movement of focus,

back/ago longitudinal static stability considerably increases (if we

do not take the special measures, indicated below), especially on the

aircraft of normal diagraw. Aircraft "bobtailed aircraft" occupies

certain mid-position according to the greatest shift/shear of focus

back/ago upon transfer from ONE 4<1 toM>I (Fig. 6.4). For the

aircraft of this diagram with iI . /plane wing (the flat surface of

IF
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wing chords) iF=0,3 5 and X,- 0,3 with M0, but with M>>I1 Yp=,5.

Thus, "bobtailed aircraft" with i1at/plane wing has with M>>1

ry =-0,1 5 , if X.:=0,30.

Effect "'v on relative maximum lift-drag ratio

: Km..=Knax(K.ax) me= 0  of the aircraft of two diagrams is shown in

Fig. 6.5. These curve/gzapas are constructed at typical values 7-r,

and S..,. the aircraft of normal diagram and diagram of "weft". It is

evident that the aircraft of classical diagram (with flat/plane wing)

has the large losses of maximum aerodynamic quality, than the

aircraft of the diagram ot "weft".

This fact brought recently to thought abeut the advisability of

- applying the diagram of "weft" for heavy long-range aircraft (for

example, the aircraftXB-7U "Valkyrie", USA). Then it was explained
. j, -

that losses K,x from balance can be substantially decreased or even

eliminated for the diagrams in question, if we use the following

constructive solutions:

1) the "floating" or removed with M<1 horizontal tail assembly

in forepart/nose aircraft component.

1an

F
-::
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0. 0I,1j0,

Y 2T0 01 02 -Y

r-b. 'X

Fig. 6.4 ChneiRh oyrdnlsaiiyfco ftearrf

Page 104.

org as4 Ceahrane is h intdid steroit oracetain perane poitivef

agof rattdacka and degra ot wefzth" toin flthepostineofth

Focgs of5 aircraft.nTe ofrlatv oftediag rati o degtee fo

eApleonith thisd thi ail ssenly ither< aid reoved ino fuselg

or~ as weterae isisale___eoocranpemnn pstv
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actually, "bobtailed aircraft". At. supersonic speed the tail assembly

is jammed at the specific angle of attack and it displaces the focus

of aircraft forward to value Ai,'=Sr.oLr.o (here Sr.o and Lr.o are

, Irelated to tail assembly - destabilizer). In this case n", with M<1

and with M>>1 it can have tne iuentical values of order 0.03-0.05,

that also requires (Fig. 6.6),

i

-r 2) root overflows on wing tFxg. 6.7) before the center of

gravity of aircraft. Witn >i1 the effectiveness of overflows due to

increase (cz.as,,) increases. Tnerefore with an increase in Mach number

of flight, the focus of aircraft is moved forward and with the

calculated Mach number the longitudinal stability factor decreases to
44

acceptable size/dimensicnse

3) the strain of meaian surface of wing (surface of chords).

Wing seemingly is adjusted to basic conditions/mode (cy, M) of the

flight, by which the losses to balance are brcught to the minimum

(Fig. 6.8);

4) the deflect/diverted with >>I1 ends of the swept or delta

wing; wing tips are converted into supplemerfary fins and do not

participate in lift formation.
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Fig. 6.7. Application/use or therflow ing broot ta oai wing.l o
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focus of aircraft with this operation is shift/sheared forward to

value xFS,, ,,, where t-h- tie relation to the area of the

deflect/diverted part of the wing toward gross wing area;

L LX /bc x: - - distance from tae center of gravity of aircraft to

the center of pressure of the deflect/diverted part of the wing

(along the axis of aircraft).

All examined higher metuods ot decreasing the longitudinal

stability factor of aircrdft at supersonic speed the basic during

limitation displacements of focus with the aid of an additional

increase (creation) in the lift uefore the crater of gravity of

[;' Naircraft or with the aid of its decrease after the center of gravity.

Besides these methods, it is possible to utilize some more, in

principle different from pcecediug/previous, given in p. 5;

5) the displacement oack/ago of the center of gravity of

aircraft (following by the displacement of focus) via the pumping of

fuel/propellant from front./leading tanks into rear balancing tank.

This solution is utilizea usudily in combination with those

enumerated above. Its deficieucy/i4ck lies in the fact. that for the

rapid pumping of fuel/propeilant are required the very powerful/thick

(usually - several ten kilowatts) and heavy pumps, and also the fuel
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lines of large productivity. Wneu after the pumping of

fuel/propellant it is back/ago necessary to specially decrease the

flight speed prior to M<1. i.t is necessary to apply the emergency

~~ I discharge of tne transferrea .rue.l/jropellant to avoid the pitch

instability in subsonic zone (Figy. 6.9)

The presented methods allow to a greater or lesser extent to

solve the problem of lift-drag rart.o taking intc account balance. For

the diagrams of "weft" and "bosatailed aircraft" it is solved more

successfully, for a normal diagram -it is less successfully in

connection with the large snitt/saaar of the focus of aircraft

back/ago.

Let us examine now tnree diagrams of nonmaneuverable supersonic -

aircraft ("weft", "tailless# and normal) from other point of view.

On the safety of operation, the aircraft of the diagram of

"weft" is inferior to tkhe a.-.rCrdt Of other diagrams, Reasons for

this following.2

34
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* Key: (1). instability. (2). stability.

Page 106.

1. From condition (, /)6r.o==(A1/) for diagram of 'weft" we have:1r

if i'then C c 
(" 

>-," - • I -(, .o)2 - %

At typical values , 1,1,2 we have >if

S,, < 0, " 5 < 2 if~

,-0..,o46.i Usually in the diagram of "weft" when M<1 -- mnY>0,046.

Therefore loss of lift at high angles of attack begins, as a rule,

first on tail assembly (ciro'.>cYP) • n this case Yg<G (at

equilibrium ',,-=G-Yr,,) and the aircraft of the diagram of "weft"

together with peck (torque/aoent .,. to dive relative to the center

of gravity of aircraft, see Fig. 6.3) it loses altitude (it sags).

~ -A-

2. Spinning properties of aircraft of diagram of "weft" are

worse than aircraft of cther diagrams.

3. Aircraft of diagram of "weft" pcssesses insufficient dynamic

stability (it is difficult to extinguish short-period vibrations).

It would seem that wing ared on this aircraft it is possible to

select less than on the aircrazt of other diagrams, since horizontal

tail assembly creates pcsitive lait. However, of this advantage the

I
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aircraft of the diagram or "weft" is deprived. The fact is that the

possibility of the high-lift device of wing is here limited by the

trimmed conditions and flow separation from tail assembly. Moreover,

the lift of wing as a result ot downwash from tail assembly decreases

by 10-15o/o. Therefore acceptable takeoff and landing characteristics

*[. of the aircraft of the diagram of "weft" are achieved by an increase

V.- in the wing area

FOOTNOTE * Is possible also tue "super-mechanization/high-lift

device" of horizontal tail assembly (UPS). However, in this case,

grow/rises taper after tail assembly, falls Y,, p it appears stability 4

problem of flow at the engine inlet, etc. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In any case of the gain of area and weight of wing in ccmparison with

normal diagram, this diagram does aot give.

Aircraft "bobtailed aircraft" (and also the "flying wing") has

following ol the advantage:

- is lesser than the loss cf lift-drag ratio from balance with

M>1.2 than in the aircrait of noradl diagram;

- the smaller cost/value oL construction/design (to 10-15o/o)

due to the absence of hcrizonitdl tail assembly as independent

-42
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aggregate/unit. A

It should be noted that generally horizontal tail assembly it is

necessary to nonmaneuveranle supersonic aircraft mainly at high

angles of attack (takeoft, landing, output/yield from

disruption/separation, etc.). in Tne cruising flight of the function

of horizontal tail assembly successfully they can fulfill flaps (in

the diagram "bobtailed aircraft" - elevon.*.

However, during takeui ana landing, of diagram "bobtailed

aircraft" is inferior tc tue aircraft of normal diagram, since the

wing of tailless aircrait uoes not allow/assume

mechanization/high-lift device 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. For the longituainal balance of aircraft elevons it is

necessary to deflect/divert upwara, to the side, opposite to the flap

deflection. ENDFOOTNOTE.

For an improvement in the taxeoff and landing characteristics of the

aircraft of diagram "bottailed aircraft" (Lpa3i, L1,p 6p VoTp, Vm) it is

necessary to increase winy area (due to low values cv, Fig. 6.10).

Certain positive ertect it is possible tc attain, if on the

aircraft of diagram "bottailed aircraft" to use advanced in nose

4
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section during takeoff and landing small wing (the so-called "pen",

Fig. 6.1j). Its area usually does not exceed 1.5-2o/o of wing area.

When selecting of the diagzaw of supersonic nonmaneuverable

aircrhft the important value acquires the sum of the weight of wing,

fuselage, tail assembly ana fuel/propellant.

1 Page 107.

Son the aircraft of normal diagram, it is possible to obtain gain in

the weight of wing due to its smaller area (if allow/assumes volume

for the arrangement/posltion of fuel/propellant), but at the same

time it is possible to lose in t ne weight of fuselage and

I fuel/propellant (decreases lift-arag ratio as a result of losses to

balance), and also in tne weight of tail assembly.

On aircraft "bobtailed aiLcraft", on the contrary, is obtained

the smaller fuel load and fuselage (there are no loads on fuselage

A from horizontal tail assemrly), uut larger weight of wing.

In each specific case tue Ddlance of these weights can be either

on the side of normal diagram or on the side of diagram "bobtailed

aircraft". Everything depends on tne concrete/specific/actual

limitations: values of aistance ana Mach number of flight, length of

-
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VPP and the like. To give aay final recommendations regarding this

- !question is not impossible. It is at present clear only, that the

diagram of "weft" on the aircraft of the class in question did not

justify those hopes which for it were laid.

When selecting of the position of wing relative to fuselage on

height/altitude on supersonic ancnaneuverable aircraft one should

consider that the low wing monoplane has a row/series of

structural/design and o~erational advantages Lefore the high wing

monoplane:

- more conveniently to fasten and to retract the landing gear;

- increases coefficient c, during takeoff and landing as a

result of more effective yround ezfect (Ac,,0,1);

- is provided buoyancy during ditching.

If the conditions for load and unloading (jettisoning)

purposeful load do not dictate unambiguously high wing arrangement,

then one should approach tue diayx'am of low wing moroplane or

semi-low-wing monoplane especially because coefficient c ,o of

supersonic aircraft - lcw winy wonoplane virtually does not differ

from cxo high wing monoplane.

$V
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Maneuverable supersonic aircraft * must satisfy following basic

requirements.

FOOTNOTE . Here are examined aircraft with usual takeoff and landing

and fixed/recorded geometry of wing. ENDFOOTNOTE.

- maximum reserve thrust ioc guaranteeing of rapid

2. acceleration/dispersal and necessary vertical velocity;

- the high-lift device of wiug in entire speed range for

guaranteeing of a rapid turn ana cnange in altitude;

- the velocity of landing approach with poor visibility must not

require too high a qualification oi the pilots.

When selecting of the liagram of maneuverable supersonic

aircraft, should be consiaerea these requirements.

L ---g- - --
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Fig. 6.10. Lift coefficient with takeoff (without taking into account

ground ef fect) .

Key: (1) . Limitation on tiie height/altitude of chassis/landing gear,
YA

on survey/coverage, on the contact by tail of VPP. (2). Angle of 7

attack of wing.

N Fig. 6.11. Standard diagrams of~ maneuverable supersonic aircraft (to

Table 6.1).

Page 108.

For a comparison let us take two diagrams -normal and

"bobtailed aircraft" (Fig. b.11) with the following initial data: the

calculated number M=2.2; the radius of action 550 kmn; takeoff run

length -not more than 750 mn; aikroach speed not more than 280 km/h;
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crew 1 man/person; purposeful load 1500 kg; pcwer plant - one TRD

Sturbojet engine].

I The results of comparison are given in Lable 6.1. Table 6.1

shows the advantage of normal diagram by takecff weight (in essence,

due to smaller wing area). This advantage is reached as a result of

the fact that the wing of the aiLcraft of normal diagram

allow/assumes powerful/thick mecuanization/high-lift device (for

example, double-slotted extension flaps and deflected leading

edge/nose), whereas the winy of ,,oobtailed aircraft" does not

allow/assume mechanization/high-lift device.

Parameter po/cyo,., the characteristic radius of turn (here

VAo,, - permissible from the conaition of stalling or buffeting lift

N coefficient), is virtualiy iaentical with respect to value for both

N diagrams. The characteristic parameter of acceleration/dispersal -

P-X
- .og-force - - is more in normal diagram due to smaller wing

area. Calculations show that tne time of climt with simultaneous

acceleration/dispersal to Mpacq (H=15 kin; Mpacq= 2 ,2 ) aircraft "bobtailed

aircraft" has to 25o/o more than the aircraft of normal diagram.

Due to comparatively small load on the m2 of wing the aircraft

"bobtailed aircraft" is more sensitive to the vertical gusts of air

(it is more g-force ny irom gusts, than in the aircraft of normal
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diagram), which impedes piloting, tires the pilot and decreases the

resource/lifetime of construction/design (especially in flight at low

altitudes).

The advantage of diagram "bobtailed aircraft" - somewhat smaller

takeoff run length I - cannot change the advantage of normal diagram.

FOOTNOTE t Upon this setting of the task where Va.-const. ENDFCOTNOTE.

One should emphasize tnat the obtained ccnclusion/derivations

are not the consequence of initial data accepted, faster they reflect

an organic deficiency/lacx in tne "bobtailed aircraft" - the

unresolved problem of the hign-lift device of wing.

Conclusion/derivations are sufficiently common/general/total for the

formulation of the problem accepted of the comparison of the aircraft

of different diagrams with the identical degree of the safety of

operation, determined tc a considerable extent by approach speed.

54

::1

gI
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Table 6.1. Comparison of two diagrams of maneuverable supersonic

aircraft.

, : Cxeaa

C7M1opMJIbHaf 13850 23,5 10300 585 0,745 280 1,35 1,2 750 0,58 585 0,610

qBeCXBoCT- 14400 50,5 11500 285 0,800 280 0,66 0,66 610 0,48 570 0,618

Key: (1) . Parameters. (i1. Diagram. (3). in kg. (4( in m2. (5) in

kgf/m2. (6). km/h. (7) • m. (8) . Normal. (9). Eobtailed aircraft.

§ 2. Analysis and selection of tae schematic cf subsonic aircraft.

For the lifetime of aviation, is known numerous attempts to use

diagrams "bobtailed aircralt" and "weft,, for subsonic aircraft £241.

However, these attempt, as a rule, concluded with the experimental

models or the short runs of dircrart.

Page 109.

The normal diagram of subsonic aircraft maintained testing by

time and by practice it is now classical.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The basic reasons ior the failures of the aircraft of diagrams

i"bobtailed aircraft" and "weft" were connected with insufficient

stability and controllabili.ty, wlzn impossibility or limitedness of

the high-lift device of wing. Flint safety on such aircraft was

r worse, but drag and weight - are not less (due to an increase in the

wing area), than in the aircraft of normal diagram.

A

Let us examine following of the variety of the normal diagrams:

a) the diagrams, created by wing arrangement on the

-"4 , height/altitude of the iuselaje isee Fig. 6 a1F, q, r);

b) diagram with the application/use of a twin-boom fuselage

instead of the usual single-Dea, (see Fig. 6.15)

FOOTNOTE * The diagrams of the arrangement/pcsition of engines onV subsonic aircraft are exaained in 4 I. ENDFOOINOTE.

To the advantageE of diagram with nigh wing arrangement they are

related:

- decrease of aerodyaamic arag from interference, especially for

a circular fuselage (Fig. 6.12)
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- the decrease of distance from fuselage to the earth/ground,

which creates the row/series of operational ccnveniencesi

- good survey/coverage of the earth/ground from passenger

compartment,

- a reduction/descent in the probability of breakdown of the

engines, arrange/located on wing, as a result of the

incidence/impingement ot solid particles with VPP during takeoff and

landing (Fig. 6.13).

For decreasing the harmful wing-root interference effect,

usually are installed the fillets. And the nevertheless lift-drag

ratio of high wing monoplane with circular fuselage to 4-5o/o is more

than in low wing monoplane (, other conditions being equal,). In the

case of the rectangular cross section of fuselage and on midwing

monoplane fillets it is possible not to install.

In spite of the aerodynamic advantages of average/mean wing

arrangement, this diagram rarely is applied fcr contemporary subsonic

aircraft for layout reasons: wing usually is passed to the zone of

pilot's, passenger or cargo compartment.

Z
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Fig. 6.12. Polars of aircraft in different position of wing on the

height/altitude of fuselage.

j Key: (1). Fillet. (2). Without fillet.

Fig. 6.13. Percentage ot beiora the appointed time removed engines

(TRD) depending on their distance to VPP.

Page 110.

4

is most acceptable from~ an operational point of view, it gives theA

possibility to substantially decrease the distance from the sex/floor A

of cargo compartment tc the earth/ground and to facilitate loading

t7i-
'~~~~r - - - -
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and unloading.

The diagram of winy arrangement on the height/altitude of

fuselage affects, as can be seen from Fig. 6.13, to the

resource/lifetime of engines, if they are arrange/located on wing.

This effect can be approximately estimated according to the formula

7'*~ T ( 100n(.4
100 '

Yhere T - average/mean resource/lifetime of the engines,

establish/installed on aircraft, in hours;

T ..eT eu,- average/mean resource/lifetime, establish/installed on

stand, in hours;
1 2

- is taken from curve/graph (Fig. 6.13) in terms of the -4

average/mean value of height/altitude Hgj, for all engines,

establish/installed on aircralt, in percentages.

*;, ,Calculations according tc formula (6.4) show that the service life of

engines on high-wing moncplane can be to 10-15o/o more than on low

wing monoplane. Therefore the prime cost of transportation, which I

depends on T, (see Chapter 1), on high-wing monoplane descends. A

However, in absolute value the cost-effectiveness/efficiency of the I

operation of high-wing monoplane in the majority of the cases is A

obtained somewhat worse than low wing monoplane, due to weight
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losses. These losses are explained by the following reasons:

- on high-wing monoplane is necessary to specially amplify the

lower part of the fuselage in the case of crash landing without

chassis/landing gear;

- increases the weight of the load-bearing elements

(former/frames) of fuselage, receiving loads from wing and

chassis/landing gear (if basic landing gear struts are connected to

fuselage);

- by 30-50o/o increases required fin-and-rudder area in 1
connection with a deterioration in the lateral stability of high-wing

monoplane at high angles of amtacx, when tail assembly falls into

wake from wing (Fig. 6.14).

In sum the weight of the structure of high-wing

monoplane-aircraft increases by 2.5-3o/o of takeoff weight, if all

landing gear struts are iastened to fuselage, and to 0.7-1.0o/o, if

basic struts are fastened to wing. ;Z

When in the case of emergency alighting it is required to ensure

the buoyancy (which the high-wing monoplane in contrast to low wing

monoplane does not possess) , tneu is necessary to install special

NA

I
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7J pneumatic floats which also increase the weight of high-wing

monoplane.

During the final solution of a question of wing arrangement

concerning the height/altitude of fuselage, it is necessary to

consider, thus, the row/series ci the contradictory factors: high

wing monoplane has the Dest aerodynamic and operating

characteristics, but it is inferior to low wing monoplane by theVt ,structural weight. Therefore it is necessary to make the detailed

calculation of weight ana cost-erfectiveness/efficiency of aircraft

of both diagrams. But if speeca occurs about the design of military

-A.
transport or cargo aircraft, then for layout and operational reasons

4Ashould be given preference to high wing arrangement.

4

!~ 4-n
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20 60 100 140 T rC

Fig. 6.14. The relative fin-and-cudder area of high-wing monoplane

and aircraft-low wing monoplane: o - aircraft-low wing monoplanes;

- - high-wing monoplanes; - military transport high-wing

monoplanes.

Page 111.

During the design ci muiltipurpose (for national economy) and F
cargo aircraft, appears the need for estimating advantages and

N[ deficiency/lacks in the twin-booz design of fuselage (with nacelle)

instead of the usual fuselage (Fig. 6.15).

The advantage of twin-boum dasign is ccnvenience in load and

unloading of nacelle. However, the realization of such, is at first

glance, tempting diagram it is striked into the row/series of the

difficulties, connected with a deterioration in aerodynamics and a

gain in weight of construction/design.

-A
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Calculations show that tiie aerodynamic drag of aircraft with

twin-boom fuselage to 10-15o/o is more than usual due to the larger

washed surface and the oblique airflow of beams by flow from

-Iscrew/propellers (on aircraft with PD and TVD). If we decrease the

washed surface of beams, after reducing the size/dimensions of their

cross section, then appears the problem of the rigidity of the

attachment of horizontal tail assembly and weight of beams

themselves.

From the condition of equal sagging/deflection at the end of the

usual and twin-boom fuselage (i.e. with equal flexural rigidity) it

is possible to obtain in zne first approximation, the following

relationship/ratio:

where Gi - weight of the tail section (to wing spar) of usual

- fuselage;

On - weight of beams;

hi- height/altitude cf the cross section of usual fuselage in

bearing edge (in wing siar)-

hi - height/altitude of structural section in bearing edge of its on

wing.

30h r'ovinr, to the weight of the eni-,re 'u-eln-e i.re have:

MOIL=,"
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[h2

Here (O4,), w eight of usual Euselage; A

(O)i-weight of girder iuselage (together with nacelle) ;

01-ratio of the weight of tche tail section of the usual fuselage

towrdits gross weight

towardG I iGa'11

~i
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a)N

Fig. 6.15. Usual (a) and twin-boom~ (b) airplane designs with TVD.

Page 112.

In aircraft in weight to 6-83 t FI=0?25-O,3: If, for example,

hi/hil =l,5, then the weigat oi twin-boom fuselage, as it follows frem

formula (6.5) , there will be to 3 1-370/0 greater than usual fuselage

(with equal flexural rigidity).

Besides a gain in weight and aerodynamic drag, the aircraft with

twin-boom fuselage has cther deficiency/lacks:V_
-cost/value of fuselage i.s more (tc 1O-15o/o) due to special

equipment for manufacture and assembly of beaus;

- -- -- - - - - ---
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-beam occupy the part of tise spread/scope of the high-lift

device of wing; therefore wing area is necessary to increase by

5-7o/o for achievement of identical takeoff and landing

characteristics with usual auxcraft;

-weight of control line grow/rises by 20-25o/o.

As a result it is possible to draw a ccnclusion about the

inexpediency of the appiication/use of a twin-boom fuselage, on the

basis of weight and aerodynamic characteristics.

§3. Airplane desig. -h the wing of the variable in flight 4

sweepback. A

.44

The variable in flight sweepback of wing is a special case of

the alternating..variable geometry of aircraft. Idea this is not new.

Even at the glow of aviation French designer Clement Ader constructed A

the model airplane (1904), in which changed the sweepback of wing and

horizontal tail assembly "for the regulation of speed".

Aircraft mono- biplane (see Fig, 6.1h) was constructed in us

into 194*0 (designers V. V. Nlkitini V. V. Shevchenko) . In 1931 near

A

- , . ..'- y .&k • ,.- t.,,, - ' ' • • - A
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Paris, tested the aircraft oi the construction/design of Makhonin

with the variable wing area by aeans of the advancement of arms. The

wingspan varied from 13 to 21.1 a, wing area increased from 21 m " to

33 mz. The weight of the mechanization/high-lift device, connected

with the telescopic seFaration of this wing, was 850 kg (17o/o of

. " ,design take-off weight).

Already in forties in many countries started work according to

the creation of aircraft with the wing of variable in flight

sweepback.

At present this idea Decame the same customary as the idea of

retractable landing gear or extension flaps.

S- How do we expai.n, however, that throu-holt the enttre histor,
of the develonment or' avttion attennts have been ",ade to create

an aircravt geometry thch is chan.eab .e in 4 l.rht? The cause o4,

this nhenonenon Ies in the cont-nd4ction bet,,een the unchanrerble

nature o-' the fo-rn or' the -irc-,. t and the chanr-4n .!A-ht

conditions 'i.!.th -esnect to sneerd -nn! -nltftl. eo.

-,1

A
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Fig. 6.16. Dependence w ,ith landing approach on the sweepback of

wing on leading edge (mechanization/high-lift device: Two-slot flaps

and slats; a=120).

Fig. 6.17. Character change c; of aircraft in dependence on

sweepback wing (M<).

Page 113.

1

Diagram of aircraft with the fixed/recorded geometry is designed for

\ "the narrow flight envelcie, and output/yield frcm this range makes

aircraft far not optimum. The tendency to adapt the geometry of

4 € aircraft toward the changing flight conditions led to the creation of

the diagrams of the variable geometry (the "managed diagrams").

The rapid development of tais idea is recently explained by the

practical requirements fox aircraft with the very large flight

envelope (multimode aircraft).

Aircraft with the wing or the variable in flight sweepback has

following of advantage.
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1. On supersonic aircraft it is possible to considerably improve

takeoff and landing characteristics due to increase in elongation and

:J c, and also effect of high-lift device of wing at minimum sweep

angle (Fig. 6.16). So, when Xu.mL= 20, X=6-7, utilized coefficients cy

2-2.5 times more than on aircraft with ° X=2.3. increase CV

gives the possibility to decrease Vo, and V... by 40-60o/o and Lpa3o and

Ln.oo - 2-2.5 times.

2. More average/mean during flight lift-drag ratio substantially

grow/rises in connection with increase K.. in subsonic

conditions/modes

L

Z LK<, -+Km> L> (6.6)
0

If, for example, on long-range aircraft with

Xn.u=var, Kt<i =15, KM>i=8,Lm<j/L=0,2, Lm>I/L=0,8, then according to formula

(6.6) &D = 9,4.

On aircraft with the lixed/recorded low-aspect-ratio wing when

Km<i =10, KAI>t =8 we have under the same conditions Kcp=8,4', i.e.

per unit it is less.

Increase Kcp (when X.=30-35°) gives the possibility either to

increase flying range with Go=coUst or to decrease the takeoff weight

with L=const due to a reduction/descent in the fuel load.
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3. G-force from vertical gusts of air with M=0.9-1.2 (near

earth/ground) can be lowered on An,=,0-,5 because of decrease c,

with increase in sweepbacK of wing (with 45-500 on aircraft with

Sx. =coonst to 70-750 and more on aircraft with Xn.H=var, Fig. 6.17).

Let us recall that Anytc;pVW o--, where e=const, W. - the

speed of gust.

The decrease of g-force from gusts, as noted above, favorably

affects the accuracy/precision of piloting, is decreased pilot's

enervation and it contritutes to an increase in the resource/lifetime

of construction/design.

4. With increase in sweepback of wing to 75-900, decreases its

effective thickness ratio along flow, which leads to certain

reduction/descent in coefficient co, to decrease of booster duration

of aircraft and weight of corresponding fuel/propellant.

All enumerated advantages of aircraft with variable sweep wing

it is possible to obtain only at a cost of gains in weight of the

construction/design: due to hinge joint, rotary part of the wing

(less favorable to structure diagram in area of hinge joint), due to

A

-,a.2
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L). drives and high-lift device of wing. In sum these weight expenditures

compose 3.5-4.5o/o of takeoff weigut.

When selecting of airplane design with variable sweep wing, is

of interest such diagram when wing in the position of the greatest

sweepback with the aid of special flaps completely "pours" with

horizontal tail assembly, creating with it single steady

airfoil/profile. Aircraft becomes "bobtailed aircraft". In this

diagram it is possible to increase the true altitude of

airfoil/profile due to the summation of the wing chords and tail

assembly (F=const).

Page 114.
'I

7. As a result descends the structural weight, especially hinge joint,

increases the volume of wing for the arrangement/position of

fuel/propellant, is simplified the resolution of the problem of the

guarantee of the required rigidity.

In conclusion let us give as an example the results of the

calculations of the supersonic passenger aircraft of four diagrams

'able 6.2), including diagrams with the variable sweepback of wing.

From Table 6.2 it is evident zhat the takeoff weight of aircraft 1_

I
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with Xn.lt=var is somewhat more than in the aircraft of normal

diagram. Basic reason for this - gain in weight of the construction

of the aircraft with variable sweep wing.

During the comparison of diagrams, it was assumed that the

approach speed must be not more than 275 km/h. In aircraft from

X,-.11 =-var Vax-255 km/h, since wing area more was selected it not

from the condition of approach speed, but from the condition of the

arrangement/position of the necessary fuel reserve.

f - i

4

N
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I table 6.2. Comparison of four diagrams of supersonic passenger

I aircraft LpacI = 6600 HM: U Mpac,  2,7; GKOM = 22 ts' LBI n = 3250 M

H~apt l 1

o a TC 380 362 346 340

112 106,5 102 100

G CT B TC 162 152 145 137
S B MI2  7,30 670 925 730

P" B HIT , 520 540 375 465
\ Kax U 255 255 275 275

*i-I.cB rai 20-72 20-72 75 50
X" 74

Key: (1). Diagram. (2). Parameters. (3). in t. (4). v. (5). in m2 .

(6) . in kgf/m2. (7). in km/h. (8) . in deg.

~ § 4. Arrangement of engines on aircraft.

On aircraft of one and the same designation/purpose, are applied

different diagrams of the layout of engines (Fig. 6.18). This bears

out the fact that each of tne diagrams has advantages, and

deficiency/lacks *

FOOTNOTE 1. The diagram, which has only deficiency/lacks, is not

competitive. ENDFOOTNOT8.
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Let us examine the advantages and the deficiency/lacks in the

arrangement on the aircrait of the most widely used turbojet engines.

I During the design of maneuverable supersonic aircraft, compete

two diagrams: the combined (single, Fig. 6.18a, b) and separate power

plant (Fig. 6.lac, d).

The advantages of the combined with fuselage power plant in

comparison with separate following:

. q - is less aerodynamic resistance (in comparison with diagram d);

- of minimum run uF/turning torque/moment in the case of failure

one of the engines (diagram b)

- increases the aspect rdtio of the high-lift device of wing;

- is improved the possibility of the suspension of load under

wing (in comparison with diagram d).

Page 115.

Deficiency/lacks in tne combined power plant:

V1
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-is more extent and weight oi air intakes (due to beading of

5 channels);

-it is more than tha loss of velocity head,

-the complexity of installation arnd disassembly of engine and

its aggregate/units'

-increases the probabilitcy ol multiple failure of two

established/installed rows of engines'

-the difficulty ot the arrangement/position of a relatively

larger quantity of f uel/propell ant.

.~- -,~Version c of the arrangement/position of engines differ
Lsignificantly from versions D and d, representing extreme two given 1

solutions. 4

Diagram c combines in itself the advantages of antipodes b andd:4
12 - a comparatively short, simple and light air intake;

-small base dragi -

-,Z 1
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I - separate engines;

[ii -the favorable possibilities of the suspension of load under

~ wing;

-large volume in middle aircraft component for the

I arran gement/position of fuel/propellant.

During the design of muitimode aircraft with the wing of

alternating/variable sweepoacx, diagram d virtually is eliminated due

to difficulty to preserve tlae position of the axle/axis of engines in

the process of the turn of wing.

- 1 4

A4
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(-A

Fig. 6.18. Standard diagrams of the layout of the engines: a-d)

-~ maneuverable supersonic ai.rcratt; e-g) the nonmaneuverable supersonic

aircraft of large distanceZ a-1) subsonic transport airc:af.
+ '4
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on nonmaneuverable supersonic long-range aircraft, occur the

same problems of selection -si.ngle or separate power plant (Fig.

2g

M,
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6.18e, f, g).

Diagrams e and f are approximately equivalent. On aerodynamics

is somewhat better diagram e, Dut it loses by weight due to long air

intakes (for an improvement in tne entry conditions, in particular

for decreasing the boundary layer thickness, air intake it is

necessary to lengthen). Diagram e differ significantly from f in the

relation to the noise, created by engines on the earth/ground with

takeoff (mutual screening of jets), and also in the relation to

safety in the case of the failure of engine (lesser turning mcment).

However, in diagram f, is better discharging wing from the weight of i

the power plant (is somewhat easier wing). Is important the fact that

4 the sprays and solid particles with VPP f.- zhe wheels of leading

gear can not reach air intakes in diagram f (angle of spray from the

axle/axis of aircraft is taken as as the equal to 150).

Diagram g has following of the advantage:

- short and light air intaxes;

- failure of one ot the engines does not affect the operation of

the adjacent engine (since engines are not connected with single air

intake as in diagrams e and f);

t4
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- are simpler maintenance and replacemek -f engines.

Deficiency/lack in diagram g smaller increase in the lift

"from the compression", created on the lower wing surface by shock

wave from air intakes (positive interference). In diagrams e and f,

• %. .the effect of an increase in the lift "from compression" (+ oy)

composes -20o/o while in diagram g approximately half (it is

proportional to wing aria, which is iccated under the action of shock 51

waves). To at the same time arrange engines in diagram g nearer to

leading wing edge (for an increase in the fields cf compression under

wing) is not impossible due to tue adverse effect of jet on wing

construction (thermal and sonic effect of jet causes the decrease of

the service life of construction/design).

Approximate solution of the task of the optimum selection of the .

diagram of the arrangement/position of engines taking into account

different contradictory tactors can be obtained by the method of the 11

gradients of takeoff weigat, presented in chapter V.

A final sitting of eagines can be made only after the careful

and detailed studying of tue diverse variants taking into account the .

model tests, in which is imitated the engine operation. The typical

patterns of the arrangetent of engines on subsonic aircraft are shown -A

in Fig. 18.6 h-!. 1

-I---- - -J)
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The arrangement/position of engines in rcot of the wing (diagram

h) widely was applied on heavy subsonic jets cf military and 3

civil/civilian designation/purpose (aircraft cf Tu-16, Tu-104,

Tu-124, etc.; English aircraft ",Volcano", "Victor", "Eomet", etc.).

This diagram of installation oz engines together with the positive

qualities (failure of one or two engines on the one hand does not

cause the sharp turning and heeling moments, the high arrangement of

air intakes, small external aerodynamic resistance) has a number of

essential deficiency/lacks (especially for passenger aircraft). They

include:

a) the proximity oi exhaust jet to fuselage covering, strong

noise in passenger compartment

b) long air intakes by 5-6o/o decrease the engine chrust;

c) the fire, which arose on engines, can be extended to

passenger compartment and fuel tanks (is required the intensive

fire-fighting protection);

Page 117.
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d) in the case of destroying compressor blades or turbine there

is possible the damage/defeat of p&+ssenger compartmeat and fuel tanks

(special armoring is reguired); A
e) the presence of air intakes on the leading wing edge and

exhaust ducts on trailing edge decreases the Fossibilities of the

high-lift device of wing

f) hinders the creation of reversing gears of thrust'

g) hinders approach to enyiaes;

h) substantially decreases the volume of wing for the

arrangement/position of fuel/propellant.

The enumerated deficiency/lacs led to the fact that the engine

installation in root of the wing now is not applied.

The arrangement/pcsition of engines on pylcns under wing

(diagram I) is widely ccmwon on subsonic aircraft. This diagram of

installation of engines has following of the advantage:

- engines unload wing construction in flight, decreasing bending

to turning the torque/mcments from external Icads, which leads to the

A
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reduction of the weight of wing to 10-15o/o;

-engines damp the oscillation/vibrations of wing in flight in

the turbulent atmosphere;

-engines are ant i-flutter ialancers'

-convenience in the replacement of one type of engine by others '
(with large size/dimensions);~

-- S} -light access to engine during maintenance.

The arrangement/position of engines on pylons has the

def iciency/lacks:

-in the failure ci engine, especially external, is created the

large run up/turning horizontal. momento

-so that during the landingj with bank (to 40) outboard engines

clear the earth/ground, is required the creation of the transverse I 4
angle of V wing (2-30) , which makes the stability characteristics
worse and aircraft handling with thie sweptback wing;

I during the low arrangemient of engines relative to the surface f5
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of airfield is possible the incidence/impingement into the air

intakes of sand, dust and small/fine stones, which will fuse to the

-2 resource/lifetime of the engines [see formula (6.4 )]. For elimination

this necessary to apply special measures, for example, the cutoff of

the vertical airflow, which heave from the eatth/ground to air 4

intakes, by air jet, take/selected from the ccmpressor of engine,

which is connected with gain in weight and decrease of the engine

thrust'

- pylon engine mount impedes the use of flaps on entire

wingspan, since with takeoff exhdust jets of engines can break them"q (-A ~, '0~8-0,12). '

The arrangement/position of engines on aft fuselage section was

-. for the first time used by firm Sud-Aviation (France) on the aircraft 5-

42o -. of "Caravelle". This diagram of installation of engines (diagrams j

and k) received wide acceptance on Soviet and foreign passenger

aircraft (11-62 VC-10, ¥aK-40, Tu-154, etc.).

£" The arrangement/position ot ngines on aft fuselage section is

allowed:

- to ensure aerodynamically pure/clean wing, which increases

aerodynamic aircraft quality/fineness ratio by 6-9o/o;

41
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- to maximally utilize wingspan for the arrangement/position of

the means of mechanization/high-lift device (flaps, slats, etc.),

which improves takeoff and landing characteristics of aircraft;

- to determine of dihedral wing from the conditions of

guaranteeing the optimum characteristics of transverse and

directional stability and ccntrcllability;

-to decrease of run up/turning torque/mcment with cessation one() I of the engines.

Page 118.

Besides in addition to this, diagrams j and k are allowed:

-to improve passengers' comfort due to the decrease of noise,Lsince engine nacelles are installed behind pressurized cabin;
- to raise fire safety, since engines are distant from passenger

compartment and from the fuel tanks (flare. from the ignited in flight

engine departs back/ago, clearing any load-bearing structural

elements of aircraft);

-,,Na
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F' - to raise (in comparison with the engine installation radically

of wing) operating characteristics of power plant and entire aircraft
' I as a whole due to sufficiently good conditions for an approach to

engines,

- to protect engines .ro tha incidence/impingement in them of

foreign objects because of the high arrangement of air intakes from

the earth/ground (increases the resource/lifetime of engines);

- to create the best conditions for the crash landing of

aircraft.

However, the diagram of installation of engines on aft fuselage

section has the essential deficiency/lacks, connected with a gain in

weight of the construction of the aircraft as a result of:

A

a) strengthening the construction/design of aft fuselage section

due to supplementary mass and inertia loads of the engines (weight of

fuselage construction increases approximately by 10-15o/o);

b) gain in weight cf wing (approximately to 10-15o/o) due tr the A,

absence of unloading of wing Dy engines'

/'

- -. V---l- --
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c) increase in the length of fuselage due to the need for the

attachment of engines.

Furthermore, in this diagram the center cf gravity of the empty

and loaded aircraft substantially do not coincide, in consequence of

which appear the difficulties of the layout (is required either the

fourth support with parking or large and heavy horizontal tail

assembly for a breakaway with takeoff), appears also the need for

laying fuel lines from tanks to engines near passenger compartment,

AA which causes the danger of the incidence/impingement of vapors of

kerosene into cabin/compartmeut and increases the weight of

conduit/manifolds.

It should be noted that with the bypass ratio of engines it is

more than 3.5-4.0, when substantially grow/rises the diameter of fan,

installation of four engines by diagram j beccmes extremely

difficult. In this case it is better to apply either diagram k or

compound configuration I. Last/latter diagram combines in itself the

advantages of the underwing and teed engine installation. A -

deficiency/lack in two last/latter diagrams is the difficulty of the

modification of the power plant: for an engine with large diameter,

is required the alteration ot aft fuselage secticn together with air
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intake.

Table 6.3 gives an example of comparison by takeoff weight and

according to cost-effectiveness/efticiency of the operation of

hypothetical aircraft in J0O passenger places with three versions of

the arrangement of engines. Practical flying range with the greatest

payload was assumed to be the equal to 3000 km. Comparison was

conducted with (H, V, LBnn, Voax)=const.

Prom Table 6.3 it is evident that by takeoff weight and

according to cost-effectiveness/efficiency cf transportation the

aircraft with the engines, arrange/located by diagram 1, has

advantage in comparison witn diagrams I and k. Advantage is obtained,

in essence, due to smaller over-all paylcad ratio of power plant * in

comparison with diagram I and of the smaller structural weight in

comparison with diagram k 2.

FOOTNOTE * Thrust-weight ratio is less of the condition of failure

of one engine; therefore is less the weight of power plant.

2* In diagram 1, wing is ualoaded by weight of engines, but fuselage

experience/tests smaller loads from one engine. ENDFOOTNOTE.

1

r In conclusion one should empaasize that the selection of
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airplane design is the comsplicatedi creative process in which more

I than is somewhere opened all knowledge, experience and ability of

designer.

N .I
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'Table 6.3. Comparison of three diagrams of the layout of engines

L Pacq M3OD Km; V 950 ku/b; L~nH 2600 m; V.,.. 240 km/h.

flapaxeIpl,

G B T .10 136 138

Go (o 103 100 101,5
a n xonT-I(.C) 9,07 8,80 8,9

a B % 103 t00 101

Key: (1). Diagrams. (2). Parameters. (3) . in t. (4). v. (5). in

kopecks/ton-kilometer.

' -9

7; .~
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Page 119.

~Chapter VII.

, BASIC QUESTIONS OF THE LESIGN OF THIE POWER PLANT OF AIRCRAFT. ;

'Into the power plant of aircraft, enter:

,!ii " , 1) engines with aggregate/un=its and systems' £i¢

DC 02 1 air intakes"

p3t. fuel. system

FOOTNOTE Detailed list of the systems, entering the power plant ofaat

; aircraft, is shown in apl~endix 1. EEDFOOTROIE.

Theory and design or the systems of power plant (engines, air

)intakes, nozzles, fuel stems, etc.) in detail are illuminated in

specialized literature. In this chapter are examined in essence

questions of the design of the Eower plant, directly connected with -A

the common/general/total design of aircraft.
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Li3

§ 1. Selection of engine for the power plant of aircraft.

iFor the power plant of contemporary aircraft, are applied jet

engines (VRD), piston engines (P ) and liquid-rocket engines (ZhRD

Eliquid propellant rocket engine]). Jet engines in turn, are

divided into gas-turbine (GTD [as-turbine engine]) and

ramjet/direct-flow (PVBD [ramjet engine]).I AC

Widest use in aviation at present have GID. This class of

aircraft engines includes:

- turbojet engines (TRD);

- turbojet engines with afterburner (TRDF iturbojet

engine with afterburner]);

- turbofan engines (THDD f .turbofan engine]), these

engines are called aisc turbofan (TVRD)J

AA

- turboprop engines (L'4VD).

:I
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Piston engines are now placed only on very light aircraft.

The fluid-reactive engines are applied in aviation exclusively

on experimental aircraft.

The selection of engine for power plant is conducted in the

7- period of the sketch design of aircraft.

Page 120.

To estimate suitability oi one or the other type of engine for the

design/projected aircraft is possible, examining a change of the

" fundamental engine characterastics in the assigned/prescribed speed
_4

range and flight altitudes.

Characteristics of airccaf;. engines.

Fundamental characteristics, on which is realize/accomplished A

comparative evaluation when selecting of engine, are: the

altitude-speed characteristics P=f(M, H) and cp=f(MIH), the flow rate

per second of air Gh. weight per horsepower y,,, and overall

dimensions (length and maKimuio/overall diameter) of engine 1.

FOOTNOTE *. The characteristics of aircraft engines, necessary for

-=777
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r accomplishing the diploma project, are given in appendix III.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

First TRD (with centrifugal compressor) had boost for launching

' (with V=0 and H=0) less taan 2700 kg and the sufficiently large

specific fuel consumpticn. At present aircraft engines are capable of

developing boost for launching to 30,000 kg (GE 4/J5). One ought not, I
of course, to assume that TRD with small thrust gradually died off.

;: Contemporary aircraft engines depending on designation/purpose can

have very small thrust, for examle TRDD AI-25, established/installed

on aircraft Yak-40, it develops tnrust 1500 kg, and thrust TRD

Bristol Siddeley BS-347 is equal only 63.6 kg (weight of engine 13.6

kg).

Contemporary GTD dependiny on designation/purpose can have the

boost for launching, equal to Pomaxz50 to kg - smallest full

% thrust; P 30606 - kg- greatest full thrust.

Simultaneously with an increase in the boost for launching

decreased the starting specific consumption of fuel GTD. To 1946

majority TRD with single-stage centrifugal compressor had a

compression ratio, equal to approximately four, and therefore the

" specific consumption of fuel oi these TRD (in nonafterburningK conditions/mode) exceeded 1.3 kg/kgyh).

-
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Contemporary GTD have the starting specific fuel consumption,

which is changed in the range

cp=0,5-0,7 KrC/Krc -t - He4opcaKiuibif peH{HM;,)
cp=1,7-2,0 Krc/Krc.- - 4)opcaKibi pe)Kii st;

by Key: (1) . kg/kgoh -nonafterburning conditions/mode. (2). kg/kgoh

-afterburner conditions/ode.

It is possible to assume that as a result of further perfections

TRDD will be reached the specific fuel consumftion of less than 0.5

kg/kgoh, and on TRDD with large bypass ratio (m=5-8) the value of the

starting specific fuel consumption will approach 0.3 kg/kgoh.

The important parameter, which characterizes the perfection of

engine, is its specific gravity/weight on bcost for launching, i.e.,

N the ratio of dry weight ot power plant toward maximum boost for

launc hingVwG 3/.

contemporary GTD can have specific gravity/weight vaq=0,15-0,23.

it should be noted that the specific gravity/weight of -

contemporary TRD virtually does not depend on the value of boost for

launching, for example, THD GE 4/J5, (P0 =28700 kg) has v~s=,l66; TRD '
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J85=13 (Po=1850 kg) it has y=0,16 3. Specific gravity/weight TRDD is

proportional to value -E 0 0O15 , and also it depends on bypass ratio.

Sometimes instead of the weight per horsepower, is examined

reciprocal value (i.e. thrust-tc-weight ratio), which is called the

weight specific thrust of engine Py=I/¥I..

The basic size dimensions of engine are its length and

maximum/overall diameter (on compressor, on entry, on nozzle, etc.).

? The diameter of engine frequently aetermines the frontal area of

fuselage or nacelle, which in the final analysis is reflected in the

lift-drag ratio of entire aircraft. Therefore, cther conditions being

equal, always is given up preierence to engine with smaller diameter.

Page 121.

The dependence of the diameter or engine on bcost for launching can

be written in the form

D,.5z- (1,62 +0,275mO-, )1/ Po M,(71
S20000 (7.0)

where P0 - in kg; m - bypass ratio.

The tasks, fulfilled by coanemporary aviation, require the power

plant of the aircraft of high cost-effectiveness/efficiency over a

wide range of speeds and fJ.ight altitudes. However, the greatest

- - ..- ~--
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cost-effectiveness/efficiency of aircraft engine is provided in such

a case, when it is designed for a comparatively small altitude-speed

range. By this is explained the division of engines into subsonic,

supersonic ones and hypersonic cnes.

Engines for subsonic aircraft.

The oldest type of engines for subsonic aircraft it is, as is

known, piston engine. At present are produced only low-power piston

engines (N=100-340 hp) and are installed on very light aircraft

(tourist, sport, etc.). However, also on light aircraft PD it began

to be replaced by other types of engines.

A cointinuous increase in the iaunching weight of aircraft

requires the appropriate increase in the installed power. Figures

7.1a give the curve of an increase in the required power in the

cruise setting of flight, Deginning with the aircraft of the 40's.

During the examined/considerea period the required power increased

approximately 20 times. weight per horsepower according to thrust

horsepower in cruise setting considerably decreased (Fig. 7.1b),

moreover by jump - with the advent of GTD. Contemporary TRDD develops

thrust horsepower on 1 kg of weight 3-4 times mcre than PD.

As can be seer. from Fig. 7.1c, contemporary GTD (at doubly
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larger cruising flight speed) in the value of the specific

expenditure/consumption of tueJ. were equaled with best PD.

Figures 7.1d show a change in the initial velocity of engine

plants on 1 hp of thrust horsepower. With implementation GTD, the

cost/value of engine plants siuarply was lowered, in spite of an

Al

esetaTnraei h oe fegns

sI
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Nn.c 0
I 40000 Zr

20000---- 0 too -

nil
1940 1950 1960 zohi 1940 1950 1960 2696t

I C~~~rcle C-ti )~ 9"P CA ,o 67. p~+ C A

0,18 "

1940 19.50 19 60 Wos 1 94 190 1950 200b;

Fig. 7.1. Development of subsonic aircraft engines during period

1940-1970.

Key: (1). kg/hp. (2). year. (3). Kif/hpoh. (4). rubles/hp.

AA
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At present turboprop engine finds in aviation increasingly

smaller use. In order to compete with contemporary TRDD [turbofan

engine], further perfection -f. TVD must be directed toward an

increase in the specific power and the decrease of the fuel

consumption. However, in this case, appear the difficulties,

connected with propeller: i.t is d~ificult to create the

screw/propeller, which has sufficiently high efficiency at the
J4

increased power of engine, but it is not less difficult to solve the

problem of a decrease in the comon/general/total noise level and

vibrations on aircraft during the installation of a similar

• screw/propeller.

Now most promising engine for the power plant of subsonic

aircraft is TRDD (turboian engine).

TRDD makes it possible to have in cruise to 10-15o/o smaller[ specific fuel consumption, tnan tae straight jta(Fig. 7.2) .

Advantage of TRDD is also zue higher ratio of takeoff thrust

4MLJL _ __
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toward cruising, therefore, with equal with TRD cruising thrusts

(determined by gross weight and by aerodynamic aircraft

quality/fineness ratio), TRD provides to aircraft the best takeoff

data.

A resource/lifetime of this type of engines at present is most

high. Service life between sorting/partitions for TRDD is equal to

8000-10000 h.

First TRDD were developed on the basis of existing TRD and they

4 had small bypass ratio m=0.6-1.4 1.

FOOTNOTE 1 By the degree (coefiicient) of bypass configuration, as

- is known, is understood tae ratio of the [low rate per second of air

in outer duct toward the flow rate per second of air in internal

duct/contour. ENDFOOTNOIE.

Contemporary TRDD are cnaracterized by higher bypass ratio

m=3-6. They have a row/series oi fundamentally new constructive

slutions (possibility c± independent rpm control of each

cascade/stage of compressor), in the construction/design of engines,

widely are utilized new structural materials (in particular, they are

used the plastics, reintorced by the filaments cf graphite, boron,

etc.). These and other innovations make it possible to bring
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compression ratio in compressor to 25 and more, which increases the

cost-effectiveness/efficiency oi engine.

Cost-effectiveness/efticiency of TRDD and its fundamental

characteristics depend also on tne bypass ratio of engine.

F'A

1'h ,

-Io
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CP xrc/ rcv Y I -

80o0

61 2 468m

Fig. 7.2. The typical dependence oetween the temperature of the gas

before the turbine and the specific consumpticn of fuel by TRD and

TRDD (under conditions for cruise): m - bypass ratio.

Key: (1). kgf/kgfoh.

Fig. 7.3. Effect of bypass ratio on value C? of TRDD (C,- relative

"ri expenditures for fuel/propellant).

Page 123.

The specific hourly consumption of fuel/propellant in the first

approximation, can be expressed as follows:

r 0,82 _ (I
cP 0,9 [ -+M(0,494-0,0145H) Krc/Krc.t, (7.2)

1+0,525 17m]

Key: (1). kgf/kgfoh.

where m - bypass ratio;
-A
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-flight mach numberi

H flight altitude, xw.

specific gravity/weighit of TRDD approximately can be written in

the form

0,23 0 t,03m 4- 0,0082m. 73

The diameter of engine wil1l be determined according to expression J

(7.1).

11

The drag coefficient of engine nacelle of TRDD with an increase

in the bypass ratio decreases, wnich is evident from the expression

Xr 0,16

Figure4 7.3 show~the effect of bypass ratio on

N;AN

G~~j c Sfectiieness/efficeenhy or TIDD asoity isaaccete ttei

cos) "te ffetvns/ffcecr1TDDwt 115

At present for heavy SUDSonic aircraft are applied TRDD with

bypass ratio m=4-8.

The subsonic engines include dlso special hoisting TRD and TRDD

i% ,
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for VTOL aircraft. According to the principle of the creation of

vertical and horizontal thrusts, the power plants of VTOL aircraft

are divided into single and compound/composite ones. Single power

plants serve for vertical takeoft dnd landing and for the level

flight (one and the same engine creates vertical, and horizontal

thrusts). These engines, as a rule, were intended for installation on

supersonic aircraft.

The compound/composite power plants of VTOL aircraft have

engines for the creation of vertical thrust on takeoff and landing

(hoisting) and engines for obtaining the horizontal thrust (march).

IIAs sustainer engines are utilized usual TED and TRDD.

Lift engines in the parameters of working process and

construction/design considerably differ from sustainer engines. These

engines have specific gravity/weight approximately 3-3.5 times less

than the specific gravity/weigat of usual GTD [gas-turbine engine]

(which is reached, first of ail, aue to a considerable

reduction/descent in the resource/lifetime of engine)

The advantages of hoisting TRDD in comparison with hoisting TRD

are *

smaller exhaust gas velocities (and consequently, the smaller
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Ij destructive action of gas jet on the launching pad)

- best cost-effectiveness/efticiency under conditions of the

vertical lift, landing and hovering (in hoisting TRDD with

low-pressure fan the specific fuel consumption is almost three times

less than in hoisting TRD). True, this TRDD, possessing the indicated

advantages in comparison with noisting TED, is inferior to it

according to diameter and by blockaded volume.

Engines for supersonic aircraft.

Most economical during supersonic flight are two types of

~~engines -TRD and TRDD. aZ

In order to ensure the smallest fuel consumption and highest

efficiency over a wide range oz Mach numbers (from takeoff to maximum

speed), TRD has, as a rule, afterburner, and TRDD - afterburning in

secondary circuit (Fig. 7.4).

For an endurance fligit in supersonic conditions/mode, are

examined usually two speed ranges: speed range, which correspond to

number M,2 whose advantage lies in the fact that the airframe of

aircraft can have construction/design from usual aluminum alloys, and

the speed range, which correspond to number M-3, which although

ILL _ _ __ _
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creates the specific problems, promises the higher

cost-effectiveness/efficiency of flight.

Page 124.

One should consider that for the flight speed, which corresponds

to a number M=2, it is possiDle to utilize TRD and TRDD; compression

ratio in compressor for bota types of engines it must be n1 =9--0

Absence of essential difference in characteristics of TRD and

TRDD on supersonic speeds to a certain degree is explained by the

fact that during an increase in the coefficient of bypass

configuration from 0 to 0.5-0.7 specific fuel consumption decreases

insignificantly (approximately Lny 1o/o). Further increase in the

coefficient of bypass configuration progressively makes the engine

characteristics worse. One should, however, remember that we are

dealing with prolonged supersonic flight.

Some supersonic aircraft (multipurpose fighters, etc.) 4

frequently accomplish prolongea sunsonic flight. In this case all

advantages on side of TRDD. The aypass ratio of such engines (in

I. order not to make characteristic worse with M>1) must be small:

S- m=0.7-1.2, while compression ratio -au=12-16. 4

7 7=7=2== MIM
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At the flight speed, wWh.ch corresponds to number Mz3,

single-circuit and bypass engines also do not have large differences.

Therefore and it is possible to apply engines of both types. However,

Ithe difference in the fact tnat at this speed the engines (both TRD A

and TRDD) with low compression ratio in compressor(n,=3-~ with 1..3)

they have the smaller specific consumption of fuel (Fig. 7.5).

$ 4

Ar
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Nf10D.C.(n CKrc/lC.-

8V C-PK 0,50

Fig. 7.4I. The dependence of thrusz horsepower and specific

consumption of fuel of IRD "Olympus"t (England - Prance) on flight

Mach number (with afterb~urner, also, without afterburner), H=11 km.

4 Key: (1). hp. (2). kgf/hpah.
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L " Engine for hypersonic aircraft.
Li-

The application/use of gas turbine engines for aircraft power
plants is limited, as is known, by a number U 3.5. For flight at high

speeds by the best cost-effectiveness/efficiency will possess PTRD

[ramjet engine] with sutsonic comoustion (M-<8) and PYRD with

supersonic combustion (f>/8.

I oRocket engines, wcrkers on chemical fuel/propellant (ZhRD

[liquid propellant rocket engine]), achieved now this lev.el of the

development when further increase xn the specific impulse becomes

ever slower and being expensive. Moreover, the specific impulse of

ZhRD remains insufficient for its installation on hypersonic aircraft

(Fig. 7.6).

The cost-effectiveness/efficincy of engine in the first

approximation, can be estimated in the value cf its specific impulse

h I (since Cp =3600/J kgf/kgfoh).

It must be noted that, in spite of the increase of the specific

fuel consumption per supersonic speeds, the overall efficiency of

engine increases. Overall efficiency, as is known, are considered all

L -L
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losses in the energy conversion oi fuel/propellant into useful thrust

work. For hydrocarbon fuel (kerosene) the expression overall

efficiency jet engine can De written in the form

O_',00082V/c,. (7.5)

The overall efficiency of the engine of subsonic aircraft

(1=0.85) composes apprcximataely 24o/o. At the flight speed, which

corresponds to number M=2, it row/rises already to -38o/o (which

exceeds the thermal efficiency of the best contemporary power

stations), while with i=3 t.=46°' Increase efficiency is continued

also in flight at hypersonic speeds with PV1D.

Most promising ones for hypersonic aircraft are compound engines

- direct-flow turbine (THD+PVRD). TRD must work to the speed, which

corresponds to number M-3.5, then gas-turbine circuit is closed, and

at hypersonic speeds engine will work as PVBD.

The examined above fundamental characteristics of aircraft

engines (different types) cai. have the specific differences, caused

by the design features of concrete/specific/actual speciaen/samples.

For example, two one-type engines with identical boost for launching

can have the different values oi specific gravity/weight, specific

consumption of fuel, diameter of engine, etc. If all characteristics

in one engine are better, a question of the selection of engine is

solved unambiguously. However, in practice this case is encountered
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rarely. As a rule, durinig the comparison of several engines it proves

tn to be that one characteristics are better in cne engine, others -are

better in another engine, etc. How in that case to select

Sconcrete/specific/actual engine for the design/projected aircraft?

'v

BER

)M
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firi

- a

2000-

;7000
.0 6 8 10 7Z

Fig. 7.6. The dependence of specific impulse (on fuel/propellant)

from flight mach number for different types of engines, workers on

kerosene (1; 2; 3) and hydroge, (IA; 2a; 3a): 1; la- GTD; 2; 2a-

PVRD with subsonic combustion; 3; 3a - PVRD with supersonic

combustion.

. Key: (1). kgf.s/kgf. (2). ZnRID, tnat works on H2+02 .

Page 126.

There are methods of comparison of engines according to their

' fundamental characteristics, ior example, is examined the product of

the specific parameters: , Cp, D,,/P0 or is compared the total weight

of engine plant and fuel/propellant (Ga.+GTO) and so forth. However,

these methods bear the approximate character and they do not make it

)A
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possible to solve the presented question with sufficient

accuracy/precision.

In order to select one or another engine, it is necessary to

make detailed airplane performance computation with each engine,

after determining flight (and others) characteristics of aircraft,

and to estimate the degree of fulfilling the requirements, presented

to this aircraft.
'AAif_'J

For contemporary civil/civilian and military aircraft (as a

rule, heavy) is specially design/projected engine based on given

characteristics of aircraft. The designers of aircraft and the

designers of engine carry out great joint operation on the solution

of the questions, connected with installaticn of this engine on this

aircraft.

only after accomplisaing oi the indicated works a question of

the selection of engine can ve solved finally.

The necessary quantity of engines for the power plant of
aircraft depends on a whole series of the factors, caused

designation/purpose of aircraft as well as by its basic parameters

and flight characteristics.

,~AN
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The discrepancy of the effect of a number of engines on safety,

cost-effectiveness/efficiency and regularity of flights leads to the

fact that the selection of a numuez of engines, until now, remains

the insufficiently developed question of the design of aircraft.

In general terms requirements for all aircraft when selecting of

a number of engines can be formulated thus:
4!

- aircraft must possess tne necessary starting thrust-weight

ratio;

- aircraft must possess sufficient reliability and

cost-effectiveness/efficiency.

§2. Air intakes of contemporary aircraft.

The functions of air intdke in the system of power plant of

contemporary aircraft are reduced to following:

- to ensure the staDle operation of engine in all flight

conditions)

*" - to ensure air compression, which enters the air intake,

converting kinetic energy oz tae incident flow into pressure.
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As is known, at the subsonic flight speeds an increase in the

air pressure in engine circuit cccurs in basic in compressor of TRD

(approximately five times more than in diffuser). With an increase in

:' I the speed of the function of compressor, gradually they

9 transfer/convert to air intake; with number M=1.2-1.4, the air intake

and compressor to identical degree compressible flow. At high

supersonic flight speeds (M>3) tue role of compressor becomes already

unessential, and compressioa ratio in input device reaches order

40:1.

By the compression ratio of air in turbojet engines it is

4 accepted to call the ratio of air jressure at the end compression,

i.e., after compressor, toward the atmospheric pressure

Ph . Pa PK

PHi P11 Pa

where Pi- compressor discuarge pressure (at the burner inlet);

pux- atmospheric Fressure;

Pa- pressure at the entry into compressor;

6> 3tx- compression ratio in air intake;

RK,
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- compression ratio in compressor.

Page 127.

A change in values nux and nth during an increase in the speed for

air intake and TRD, designed for cruising flight speed with M=3.0,

occur/flow/lasts approximately as follows: Al 0 1 2 2,2 2,5 2,7 3,0

1 2~ 7 10 15 20 -30'7

-i, 1~8 6 5 4,7 .1,4 4,2 -4

fo the air intake of supersonic aircraft at present is

abstract/removed the role oz the adjustable compressor.

In diffuser the pressure so grow/rises (for example, with M_2.2

1 0~I) its distribution on internal surface is such, that is

created the thrust, equal to 60-75o/o of entire thrust of power plant

(Fig. 7.7).

During braking of flow, always take the place of loss of

pressure, caused by friction, vcrtex formation (flow breakaway in the

nonuniform velocity field), by heat exchange, while during stagnation

of supersonic flow, appear the wave losses, caused by the emergence

of shock waves. As a result of air-intake loss, actually attainable

values nx prove to be lesser than theoretically possible ones. For

example, with number M=3 it is possible to obtain ,,%-30 instead of

3ti i,,x38, which would be in the ideal case (without losses)
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< I The losses of pressure, which appear during air compression in

LI input device, it is accepted to estimate by the value of the total

pressure recovery coefficient (in the theory cf engines for

convenience in the calculations they frequently use not the static,

but total pressures). The total pzessure recovery coefficient is

equal to

where pa - pressure of the completely stagnant flow at the end of the

air intake (at the entry into ccmpressor);

.p, the free-stream totai head of air. I
-So that the air intake of contemporary aircraft would

effectively fulfill its functions, it must Frovide:

E 1
- possible the higher values of the total pressure recovery

coeff icient;

- a sufficiently uniform field of inlet velocities into

compressor-

- stable (without separations of flow and pulsations of

2A'

2A
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pressure) operation in all conditions/modes of operation;

-least possible external resistance.

Subsonic air inlets.

The accumulated experience ot construction and operation of the

subsonic air inlets makes it possible to obtain the very high values

of the total pressure recovery coefficient in similar input devices -

= =0,97-0,98.

ji

5fT -2

- -4

- ---
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Temnepa~Zzz 4-153 0C + 550 r
rngpa5

crienefb camuji?
10:1 0

Fig. 7.7. Distribution of thirust and aerodynamric drag along the

length of engine nacelle withi number M=2.2.

Key: (1). Tempe-.ature. (2) . comp~ression ratio.

Page 128.

During the design of the subsonic air inlets, their parameters

are selected for basic fliyt conditions.

The size/dimensions of the inlet of diffuser are determined by

the air flow rate through tne intake area. According to the law of

conservation of mass, the per-second weight flow rate of air in cross

section H-H and OX-OX (Fig. 7.8) wiil be identical:

Oo,=FIV7II =F.XVxTnx,

whipre V -a rated speed of flight at height/altitude H.

E04

LAV
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Intake area it is possloe zo express thus:

w h r G F . ----h G , ( 7 .6 )

where 0.- the flow rate per secoad of air by engine, for which is

design/projected the air intake (it is assign/prescribed in the

engine characteristics);

V.a- air speed at the entry into air intake)

Tax P,9g- the specific gravity/weight of air at entry.

Value V,= in the first approximation, can be determined in the form

.41 where V,,=0,3-0,7 - relative air speed at the entry into air intake.

The smaller values of value V, are accepted for the long and

bent channels (in order to nave small hydraulic losses), large values

for short channels and GTD with high inlet velocities into

; : compressor.

An increase in the air density Paz during braking from V to V1 , is

determined from special gas-dynamic tables.

desIn the period of precomputations (and also during diploma

design) the size/dimensions of inlet can be determined through the
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relative diameter of the entry

2+1

Here TDox=DB/Dr-;

D5x - the diameter of the entry of air intake;

Dr- maximum outside diameter of nacelle, moreover

where D011 - maximum inner diameter of nacelle.

L'I -1k
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1H

7V

Fig. 7.8. Diagram of the subsonic air inlet.

Page 129.

It is possible to accept D3.HD 3 - the diameter of engine (on

compressor)*

N The profiling of entering eage is realize/accomplished in order

to obtain the even flow of nacelle and to avoid flow separations at

entry.

The angle of indraft oi exteunal jet boundary to the entry into

the air intake of its relatively axle/axis in the first

approximation, can be detecained through the relative rate of entry

2= V 1 V 7 . --, (7.8)

where t.x- in degrees.

.I
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foThe radius of curvature of air-intake lip, which ensures even

foapproximately can be accepted

rl I, = (0,04 -0,05) VF,X. (7.9)

The profiling of air duct is provided for for obtaining the ~

greatest value of value as and uniform field of inlet velocities into

compressor (cross secticn A-A).

If the expansion of channel (after entry) too greatly or channel

has sharp rotations and bendinys, flov can be separated from walls,

which will lead to considerable to eddy losses. Another reason for

-J losses in subsonic diffuser - air friction against the walls of

channel. However, if flcw Dreaxaway it does act proceed, then losses

from friction prove to be comparatively small. j

If diffuser is done with rectilinear walls, then the half-angle

of its solution/opening must beAl

If channel has rotations and bendings, then in last/latter

section (before the engine) the axle/axis of channel must coincideV with the axle/axis of compressor. The length of this cylindrical part

of the channel must ne not less (0.5-0.1) Dt,.

The proifiling of the external enclosures of air intake must -l

easure to it minimum drag. Tnerefore the external enclosures of air
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intake are shaped independent of internal ones.

--+ i ThTe re ative exterual length of entry, advisable from the point.+,lm

of view of external flou, it can be expressed as the function of

flight mach number

L=LJ~r-(7.10)

where L - a distance from the leading edge/nose of nacelle to

cylindrical part.

It must be noted that the given above dependences, which are

determining the basic parameters of air intake, are approximated. It I
is theoretically very complicated to consider all special

feature/peculiarities of real flow; therefore reccmmendation

N regarding profiling, fcr example air duct, they are

establish/installed in essence experimentally.

Supersonic airs inlet.

In the supersonic air inlet of the losses, which appear during AN

air compression, they are composed of wave losses (in the system of ;1

jumps), eddy losses and losses from friction.

Page 130.
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However, basic value compose the wave losses

(0,9 - 0,95) =3.,

where a-- 2 ... ,=I - a total pressure recovery coefficient in the

system of jumps;

Ili- total pressure recovery coefficient in one jump.

Depending on the fcrm of the cross secticn of entry, the

R :supersonic 7rs inlet can be divided into two types: two-dimensional

(flat/plane) and three-dimensional (circular, semicircular, etc.).

Depending on the position of oDlique shocks, the air intakes are of

the external, internal and mixed compression (all three types can be

, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional Fig. 7.9).

The first multishock air intaxes of supersonic aircraft were

external compression. In comparison with the air intakes of internal

compression, they are sutiiciently simple in regul-tion, they do not

4? require complicated starting system, they possess weight advantages;

.. however, efficiecy in them a~e below (air intakes with external

compression have also great aerodynamic resistance). For example with

M=3, is obtained

0,=0,75- external comFressioili
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0=,95 - internal compression

(;,=0,85- mixed compression.

4he parameters and the size/dimensions of the supersonic air

inlet are selected for basic flight conditions (as a rule, supersonic

cruise).

Intake area. The throughput oi air intake (diffuser) is

estimated by the coefficient of expenditure/ccnsumption 0, which are

the ratio of the real air flow rate toward maximally possible, i.e.

am. max

The coefficient of expenditure/ronsumption 0 is numerically

equal to the relaticn to the area of air jet in the undisturbed flow

(cross section H-H) to intake area into air intake (Fig. 7.10)

moreover the intake area of the supersonic air inlet is considered

complete sectional area vkh-vkh. The area of directly entrance slit

is defined as
F,=F.. -F,,

where FT - a sectional area of body, which creates the shock

envelope.

For the creation of the system of jumps in air intakes, can be
used both the flat/plane bodies (wedge) - for the two-dimensional

inlets and circular bodies (cone, semicone, fourth of cone) - for the

three-dimensional air intakes of the corresponding form.
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I5

Fig. 7.9. The methods cf forming tue shock waves: a) air intake with

external compression - all obligue shocks are arrange/located

outside: b) the air intaKe of the mixed compression - oblique shocks l

are arrange/located snaruji, and within air intake; c) air intake

with internal compression- all oblique shocks are arrange/located

inside.

.4 Page 131.

However, the geometric parameters of all air intakes are analogous;

therefore longitudinal section, for example semicircular and

two-dimensional inlets, it will be virtually equally, and the

longitudinal section of circular air intake will be characterized by

only the symmetry of the lower and upper part of the cross section.

In design conditions of the work of air intake, external oblique

l-
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shock waves are focused on the leading edge of cowling, i.e., occurs

the equality

G - FHVIH

whence ____

where 0~-the flow rate per second of air;

V -flight speed of aircraft;

PH,- air density at flight altitude,;

4

g=9.81 r/s 2 .

The complete air flow rate throughi the air intake is equal to

as08 + Ge.n.c + O.ep,

where 0,- air flow rate throuyh the engine;

-air of boundary layer, poured from the surfaces of compression

(wedge, cone, etc.);

GBxiep -air, passed from ditfusez Dack in the atmosphere through -

bypass (anti-surge) shutter/doors.

99
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However, with sufficient for sketon design accuracy/precision it is

possible to accept

The flow rate of air (physical) through the engine is equal to

Pa TP OG. 6N"P -(7.12)
P0 T

where G0.hp -the given air flow rare;

-~~~ ~Pa-P:~.

Po, To - respectively pressure and temperature of surrounding air

with H1=0; V=0.4
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IWCbte CleaIKU aYOK

fig. 7.10. Diagram of the supersonic air inlet cf the mixed

compression (design conoitions of flow).

Key: (1). External oblique shocxs. (2). Internal oblique shocks. (3).

Normal shock (closing).

Page 132.

Expressing the pressure and tne total stagnation temperature

through the flight racb number

PH =-PH (I 4 0,2M2)3 11; T, =T, (1 + 0,2M2 ),

where p;r. T;, - respectively the pressure and the total stagnation

temperature incident flcw at flight altitude;

P,,/, 7,1- respectively pressure (static) and temperature of

surrounding air at flignt altitude,

.?g5:t . -
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we will obtain (71, ft.np 288HIOM) (7.13)1,033 T

The resultant expression for determining the intake area of the

supersonic air inlet will take tne form

a"XPH (1 +0O,2M0)3 28 (7.14)
lO 1, 14 VH Vy THj

where F,-is expressed in inz;

G..p- in kgf/s (values of the given air flow rate are given in

appendixII)

PH'- in kg/cm2-/

V in rn/S3

Pu- in kg .SZ/M4

T-in K.

The minimally necessary number of jumps in the air intake of

supersonic aircraft (de~ending on the rated speed of flight) must be;

M 13 -one normal shock~
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U 1.5 - system 1 oblique snock +1 normal shocki

UN2.0 - system of 2 oblique shocks +1 normal shock-

M<2.5 - system of 3 oblique shocks +1 normal shock;

. 3.0- system of 4 oblique shocks +1 normal shock-

M -,3.5 system of 5 oblique shocks +1 normal 3hock.

The arrangement of onlique snocks, as it was noted above,

depends on the type of air intake. During the mixed compression

usually of 1-3 oblique shocks, are arrange/located 0'0tyjce the

others within air intake.

The angles of steppea wedge (cone) - x,, U2, a3 and so forth

select by such form, in crder to in design conditions of the work of

air intake the external onlique shocks (the first it is compulsory)

they were focused on the leading edge of cowling. To focus jumps is

possible, obviously, at aifferent angles a, since the angles of the

slope of jumps f depend on these angles. However, the great value of

coefficient (Fcx is obtained only at the identical intensity of jumps,
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which is defined as the relation to the speed of the flow before thej

jump toward the speed of flow after jump.

Therefore angles al. a28 a3 and so forth must ensure the

equality

V1  V2  V3 **

where V -speed of the undisturbeda flow (flight speed)-

V, speed of flow after the 1st oblique shock;

V2 -speed of flow after tac 2nd oblique shock, etc.

H Page 133.

The speed of flow after i oDligue shock Vi is connected with the

speed of the flow before the abruptlyly following dependence:

where V-,. -a speed of tine flow before the i oblique shock. For the

first oblique shock, theretore, let us have

V,=V -os~ (7.16

where V -flight speed.

Flow mach number aiter .kie 1 oblique shock is determined as

follows:Ai

M2 - 5 + M2 MI.. COS2

7M'... gin 2 P-1 5 + M2, sIn 2
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where M_1  - flow mach number before the i oblique shock (for the

[ i1st oblique shock - flight mach number).

The relationship/ratio between the angle of rotation of flow (by

wedge angle, cone) and the angle of the slope of jump is expressed by

the formula

tg al ctg~ P$ .i1~~i2i ( 7.18)

S- Knowing a quantity or obiique shocks, frcm the

preceding/previous equations it is possible tc determine the

necessary values of the angles of stepped wedge (cone), which ensure

identical intensity in jumps.

Special attention should be paid to the angle of the slope of

the first surface of compression a,, since it actually determines the

carrying out of cone (wedge) - distance from the apex/vertex of wedge

to intake plane.

For contemporary supersonic airs inlet (depending on calculated

flight mach number) the value oi angle a, is equal to:

a /
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M <2,5 2,5-3,5

KOHYC -. 15 -11

Key: (1). Wedge. (2). Cone.

t5
Angle a2 is approximately equal to angle a,:

2=a, ± (0°.+- 2o).

Table 7.1 for some values of angles a gives the appropriate4
values of angles (depending on ilow mach number before the jump).

A
The length of the step/stages of cone (wedge) easily is

determined, if are known angles a and and size/dimension h.

Distance along the axis from intake plane to the apex of the

cone (wedge) will be equal

l, =/ztg 0. (7.19)

2 .

* +.
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Table 7.1.

Il.iZUI~~.OV.V.I ~1OI M II2,0!2,212,35 2,71 3,0j 3,5

5 47j34 31 29 25 23 20 923 8262 110 ) I I ' I I i I 1

7 50137 133 31 27 25 22 1 43 .29 27 24 22 20

9 54 39 35 33 29 27 24 13 I44 33 :30 28 r25 1 23 21

11 5814153 35 31 29 126 45 34 31 30 27 25 23

Key: (1). Wedge. (2). Cone.

J-, .Page 134.

Distance from intake plane to the beginning of the second
t step/stage of cone (in Fig. 7.10 - size/dimension 12) let us find,

after conducting from the point oi the focusing of the 2nd jump

ray/beam at angle (a t pa) to the incident flow, etc.

The throat area of air intake Fr (in cross section g-g) must

decrease during an increase in the velocity of flight. Physically

this is completely obvious: with an increase in the flight mach

number grow/rises pressure ratio or air in the system of jumps, and

consequently, are increased pressure and air density in throat, that

also leads to the need of decreasing its area (otherwise air in

:--J
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throat will be expanded and anx will be lowered)

Usually is calculated the necessary relative throat area

The value of value -r depending on flight mach number in the

first approximation, can be taken

M I1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 3,5
"F, 0,5 0,42 0,35 0,32 0,3

The obtained as a result of sketch design parameters of the

supersonic air inlet compulsorily &re checked and are corrected in

experimental tests.

Regulation of the supersonic airs inlet.

The supersonic airs inlet must provide the high values of the

total pressure recovery coeiiicient a, in considerably larger speed

_, range, than subsonic air intakes. Therefore they have a control

system whose task lies in che fact that to provide the matched

operation of air intake and engine (the capacity cf air intake must

correspond to the capacity of engine).

NI
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otherwise can arise the unstable fluctuating work (surging,

\"buzzing/itch" of air intaiee). in this case, strongly descends

I coefficient amX. At superscaic speeds the task of air inlet control is

reduced to hold the system of jumps (especially terminal normal shock

after throat) in assigned/prescribed position. This can be made a

change in the throat area and a bypass of excess air into the

surrounding atmosphere. Air oleeding into the atmosphere is

realize/accomplished by discovery/opening the special shutter/doors

Sestablish/installed cn canal surface (after tbrcat) of air intake.

These shutter/doors were called anti-surge or bypass ones. During the

supersonic cruise of the shutter/door of air bleeding, they are

opened slightly and the part of the air bronze. in the atmosphere,

preventing thereby the emergence of the surging of air intake.

At t3'keoff and small subsonic flight speeds, required throat

area proves to be more than value Fnr.ax, of that determined by the

structural/design possibilities (this is explained by relatively low

air density in throat) . Therefore in spite of the completely opened

throat, there is not enough air for normal operation of the engine.

In order not to disturb engine power rating, with takeoff and at low

subsonic flight speeds they are open/disclosed additionally auxiliary

(takeoff) shutter/doors and inspitratory reserve it proceeds to

engine, passinq the throat (auxiliary and bypass shutter/doors are

illy,
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shown in Fig. 7.16).
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Structurally control system is zulfilled:

a) for changing the throat area:

l- by displacement/movement oi cone forward - back/ago (circular

air intakes))

- by displacement/movement of mobile ramps (the two-dimensional

.3 inlets);

- by change in the diameter or inner body (circular air

intakes);

b) for supplementary sucticn or air bleeding:

- by opening of supplementary holes in channel after throat

(auxiliary and bypass shutter/doors- on all supersonic airs inlet).

Air inlet control is realize/accomplished by an automatic

system. The diagram of a similar system is shcwn in Fig. 7.11. In
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system there are two main chains oi control of inner body and

shutter/doors of bypass, with the aid of which is

realize/accomplished the regulation of Mach number in throat and the

positions of closing shock wave.

3. Arrangement/position of air intakes on aircraft.

On contemporary aircraft the engines frequently are placed in

the special external. nacelles where the air intake directly adjoins

Awl. :the compressor of engine. The layout of engine and air intake is

fulfilled together with the layout of engine tacelle.

I During the engine installation within fuselage or wing, the air

intake is separate/liberated rrom engize by air duct and the layout

of air intake is fulfilled separately.

By the main requirement, presented to the layout of air intakes

on jets, as it was already noted, it is: the guarantee of a uniform

field of inlet velocities into compressor and obtainiag of the high

values of the total pressure recovery coefficient Ga.

The essential nonuniformity of the field of the speeds of flow

can cause the vibratior Cf compressor blades and their breakage. Even

the permissible nonuniformity of cte field of speeds decreases the

@L4
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resource/lifetime of compressor and engine as a whole. The basic

source, calling the nonuniformity of the field of the speeds in air

intake, is friction (caused by the ductility/toughness/viscosity of

air). The presence of friction, as is known, is caused the appearance

of the boundary layer on fairing, the speed in which sharply falls

from the speed of the undisturned flow to zerc.

During supersonic flow tue boundary layer, interacting with

shock waves, disturbs tneir deianation: appear the local separations

of flow from walls; boundary layer, passing through jumps, even more

greatly increases its thickness; in the places of the

inflation/swelling/bulging oi boundary layer, are formed new weak

oblique shocks (X- jemps), etc.

N

V
Np.
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3:: I

Ni

I ID

Fig. 7.11. The hypothetical control system of the supersonic air

inlet (are shown basic and auxiliary functions): 1 - sensor of Mach

number in throat; 2 - regulator of inner body 3 - manual of control;

4 - sensor of surging; 5 - ianer body,; 6 - sensor of

"disruption/separation"; 7 - launch control; 8 - sensor of Mach

numberi 9 - position detector of jump* 10 - regulator of bypass

shutter/doors; 11 - bypass shutter/doors} 12 - engine; s--- - basic

functions, - -4 auxiliary functions.
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Nj.

T;o: deviation from the design diagram of flow, caused by the

ductility/toughness/viscosity of air, in the final analysis leads to

the nonuniformity of the field of speeds and reduction/descent o',.

Therefore all contemporary air intakes have a system of the

branch/removal (drain) of boundary layer. Is driven out both the

- boundary layer, which was being formed on the surface of fuselage (or
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wing), and the boundary layer, which arose on the surfaces of

compression - cone (wedge) and internal surface of cowling (Fig.

7.12).

Boundary layer thickness 6, as is known, it depends on the speed

of flow, on the coefficient of the ductility/toughness/viscosity of

air and on the length of the contact of flow with the washed surface

f /(V. V, x).

During the design of air intake for the reliable

removal/distance of boundary layer the height/altitude of drainage

slots (hi, h2 ... ) they accept
i 0,01,

where I.- length of surface, at which is formed the boundary layer.

If, for example, air intake will close abut to the surface of

fuselage (i.e. h1=0), then the total pressure recovery coefficient

with M=2.5 decreases by 25-30o/o, which will lead in final analysis

to a reduction/descent in the engine thrust to -45o/o and to an

increase in the specific fuel consumption per -15o/o.

For final equalization of velocity fields after the throat of

the supersonic air inlet, are estaDlish/installed the vortex

pgenerators (small plates). Place and need for the installation of

vortex generators is determined in the process of the finishing of
air intake (during wind tunnel tests).

The guarantee of a boundary-layer bleed is one of the special

feature/peculiarities of the layout of contemporary air intakes.I:
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Fig. 7.12. Diagram of the branch/removal of boundary layer.

Key: (1). Boundary-layer bleed.

" Fig. 7.13. Pylon suspension ot THDD under wing.
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Depending on the place oi arrangement/position on aircraft, are

applied the following basic types of air intakes:

1) frontal air intakes imainly, circular);

i -

- ,--- ~~.~rc~,~ - ~ - - - ''~-- -
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2) the off-axis inlets (circular, semicircular, flat/plane,

etc.)

3) wingtip air intakes (aainly, flat/plane).

Frontal air intakes are placed either in to the nose of fuselage

on light aircraft or in to the nose of the engine nacelle,

suspend/hung from pylon under the wing of heavy aircraft (Fig. 7.13).

The major advantage of frontal air intakes lies in the fact that they

provide the high uniformity of velocity fields, and during supersonic

flight in design conditions, furthermore, they make it possible to

strictly maintain/withstand the assigned/prescribed position of the

shock envelope.

However, frontal air intakes have a number of deficiency/lacks.

If on heavy nonmaneuverable aircraft during entire cruise angle of

attack is not changed, and consequently, the system of jumps at the

entry into air intake retains assigned/prescribed position, then on

light aircraft during maneuver accomplishment with large g-force,

when angle of attack consideraDly increases, the focusing of jumps is

disturbed, which leads to the ncnuniformity of the field of speeds

and to a reduction/descent in the total pressure recovery

coefficient. Briefly stated, frontal air intakes at high angles of

attack work insufficiently effectively.
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; 'The second deficiency/lacx la the frontal air intakes bears

Slayout character. Placing air intake in to the nose of fuselage, it

S° Iis necessary to occupy large internal volumes in fuselage under the

! air duct (actually entire fuselage from nose to tail is gashed by air

and engine circuit), which, naturally, complicates the layout of

aircraft. Furthermore, frontal air intake does not vake it possible

" to place in to the nose of tuselage the antenna of large-diameter

i radar (antenna is limited to tiLS size/dimensicns of intake cone).

:-" The off-axis inlets in form or entry differ in terms of great

i ; variety.

A

-0 J I-

'1
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~ 7,7

Fig. 7.14. Engine nacelle of the aircraft of Tu-134.

Fig. 7.15. Air intake of £ignter-bomber of(phantom- II) (on surface

of fuselage is visible tay ior arrangement/position of rocket

"Sparrow". On inside of cowling, is establish/installed PVD of the

control system of air intake).

Page 138.

On subsonic aircraft in essence, are applied either the circular air

intakes or the air intakes the entry form of which is close to the

rectangular (deviation from circle is explained by the tendency to

preserve wing profile); these air intakes are called also wing, since

they are actually arrange/located in root of the wing.
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The presence of boundary layer on the surface of fuselage

requires the creations of drainage slots with the laycut of the

off-axis inlets on aircraft, for which entire engine nacelle is moved

aside and is fastened tc fuselage to pylon (Fig. 7.14).

I :It must be noted that the pylon makes it possible to only

organize boundary-layer bleed, without providing, however, working

Fconditions of frontal air intake, since wing downwashes, wake from

the wing and other aircraft components create the local conditions

for flow, different from the undisturbed flow.

on supersonic aircraft in essence, are applied flat/plane (Fig.

7.15) and semicircular lateral air intakes (although are encountered

17, other entry forms). The arrangemeat/position of air intakes on each

side of fuselage not only considerably reduced the length of air

duct, but also it completely freed the nose of fuselage for the

installation of radar station. During the clear organization of

boundary-layer bleed, the off-axis inlets work very effectively

(however during maneuver accomplisament at supersonic speed with

large slip angles one of the air intakes can render/show the darkened

forward fuselage).

I
€ ,
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Fig. 7.16. The general-arrangement diagram of the engine nacelle of

the heavy supersonic aircraft: I - slot for a boundary-layer tleed

from the wing surface) 2 - the fixed plane of wedge; 3 - mobile

ramps; 4 - subsonic air intaKe duct; 5 - supplementary air intake; 6

- primary nozzle; 7 - reverser of thrust; 8 - adjustable secondary

nozzle; 9 - silencer; 10 - injector of afterburner; 11 - wall under

engine; 12 - bypass (anti-surge) shutter/door; 13- auxiliary

(takeoff) shutter/door; 14 - cowlixg; 15 - vertical partition/baffle;

which divides the air intakes of two engines; a) slot for a

t
boundary-layer bleed frcm t.ne plane of wedgei c) air of boundary

layer.

N;5-
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Key: (1). General arrangement. (2). In supersonic cruise flight. (3).

With takeoff in afterburning regime. (4). In the case of engine

shutdown in flight. (5). During thrust reversal landing.

Page 139.

Wingtip air intakes on tne existing aircraft (XB-70, Tu-144,

"Concorde") have flat/plane entry. Air intake is the forward section

of the engine nacelle, estavlish/installed under wing. In Fig. 7.16

shown longitudinal section of the engine nacelle of aircraft

"Concorde".

A deficiency/lack in the wingtip air intakes is poor work on

large negative angles of attack (in this case they are overshaded by

wing)

§4. The fuel system of aircraft.

The fuel system of contemporary aircraft encompasses the

following basic cell/elements: fuel tanks, conduit/manifolds, pumps,

valves, tap/cranes, filters and the system of different automatic

machines, sensors, measuring meters, etc.

Ki

2 -
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Designation/purpose of fuel system -to ensure the feed ofIi: fuel/propellant to engines in all possible for this aircraft flight

conditions (on height/ialtitude, speed, g-forces, etc.) in a necessary

quantity and with the necessary pressure. On supersonic aircraft

* " (especially intended fox a prolcnged supersonic flight) the fuel

system fulfills another row/series of important functions, providing

cooling the system of ccnditioning, hydraulic system, etc., and also

it can decrease the margin of the stability of aircraft, parrying the

shift/shear of focus upon transfer from subsonic to the supersonic

flight (see Chapter VI).

As main fuel for jet engines of contempcrary aircraft, is

applied the hydrocarbon fuel (improved types cf kerosene). For

N :hypersonic and aerospace aircraft are of interest cryogenic

fuel/propellants (in essence liquid hydrogen).

At the high flight velocities, when the direction of heat flux

in the construction of the aircraft changes tc opposite,

fuel/propellant (especially placed in wing tank compartments) is

heated. For example, in cruise at velocity, which corresponds te

number M=3, the heat flux, which proceeds from sheat3hng/skin,

i becomes this essential (mean temperature of sh~eathing/skin

NEN
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-260 0 C) that it could heat kerosene to boiling point. The

application/use of the thermal insulation (laminar honeycomb sandwich

construction also considerably decreases heat flux) makes it possible

to avoid the excessive heating of fuel/propellant; however, its

temperature at high speeds (1>3) nevertheless so is increased that

hydrocarbon fuel cannot perrora the role of coolant for cooling of

construction/design and systems of aircraft.

One of the deficiency/lacks in the hydrocarbon fuel is its

thermal instability at high temperatures (for example, for kerosene

this limit it is equal to approximately 200 0 C). If the limit

indicated is reached even to shcrt period, then can be formed certain

number of deposits of solid particles in heat exchangers, filters,

injectors of engines and so forth with their possible blocking. In

this connection one should speak about the superiority of liquid

hydrogen as fuel/propellants for hypersonic aircraft.

At hypersonic speeds hydrogen before the feed into engine can be

used for cooling the construction of the aircraft. And then the

considerable difficulties, connected with the application/use of

* hydrogen, will be to some degree compensated.

Page 140.
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The fact is that liquid hydrogen, possessing the irrefutable

advantage before the kerosene: energy content per unit weight

approximately 2.5 times mote, specific heat is 7 times higher (liquid

hydrogen - distinct coolant), it has a number of essential

deficiency/lacks. A larger deficiency/lack in hydrogen - low density

'Iin the liquid state, that constitutes 0. of density of kerosene;

therefore energy content per unit volume in hydrogen is approximately

4 times less. Another deficiency/lack is the low boiling point of

liquid hydrogen, equal to -253 0 C. Therefore flight vehicles with this

fuel/propellant will have large volumes, morecver fuel/propellant

must be placed in the cryogenic tanks, which additionally increase

weight and volume of apparatus.10
- 7-1 The comparison of the characteristics of kerosene and hydrogen

is given in 4able 7.2.

7' Differences in the physical and thermodynamic properties of

hydrogen and kerosene have great effect cn the possible compromise

: solutions, which connect the flight characteristics and the

construction of the aircraft.

The arrangement/position of fuel/propellant to a considerable

-- extent determines the overall design of aircraft, since the fuel

reserve on contemporary aircraft can reach 50o/c and more from

-M-
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takeoff weight (on 11-62 value ?i.maz 0 ,5 1; on XB-70 - U.mx=0,57). IS

placed fuel/propellant in special fuel tanks which are divided into

basic, expenditure ones and balancing ones (depending on

designation/purpose and aircraft type expenditure and balancing tanks

in fuel system can and not be provided for).

According to structural/design sign/criteria fuel tanks are

divided into three types: rigid, soft and tank compartments of the

construction of the aircraft. The major advantage of soft rubber

tanks lies in the fact that they allow better than rigid tanks, to

I-. utilize a volume, they are more technologically effective and

convenient in production and operation (they it is possible to

coagulate and to install through handholes). Flexible tanks,

}- furthermore, they do nct fear vibrations, do not give torn edges with

the leakage (small holes even are involve/tightened by a special

layer of rubber), they pcssess good thermal insulation properties.

The advantage of rigid tanks is smaller weight in comparison

with flexible tanks (together with containers). Rigid tanks are

autonomous from the construction of the aircraft, they it is possible

to comparatively easily repair.

Hermetically sealed tank compartments (tank-

construction/design) make it possible to most rationally utilize

I _____________-______________________
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internal volumes of aircraft, since there is no fuel tank as such,

and fuel/propellant fills into the section of wing or fuselage,

covered with from 'ithin kerosene resistant (and temperaturechange

'• I resisting) sealing compcund. The application/use of tank compartments

makes it possible to increase the fuel reserve cn board aircraft.

However, tank compartments possess the increased vulnerability, which

reduces the reliability of fuel system, it is difficult to repair

them. Fuel/propellant in tank ccmpartments directly undergoes the

effect of the low temperatures in ilight at subsonic speeds and high

temperatures in flight at high supersonic speeds.

j

9:
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Table 7.2.

X a X pTe|)IICtK Mma TOfllla - B(Op

('4)reniiop cropaHHO 8 KKanh/rC 10290 28700

(5fFenno~a cropaim 3 aji~h 8700 2 100
S(,)..OrffOCTb B MHKOM COCTOI8H 3 rC/cM3 ,833 0,0735
" )YAeabuia TenaIUeMKOCT, B KKaI/rc.rpaA 0,46 2.7-3,7
. )TemnepaTvpa KmiIneHHs (npH AaBneHwH I xrc/cM2) + 187-+237 -253

Key: (1). Propellant property. (2). Kerosene. (3). Hydrogen. (4).L Heat of combustion in kcal/kg. (5. Heat- of combustion in kcal/l.

(6). Density in the liquid state inG/cm. (7). Specific heat, in

kcal/kgf-deg. (8). Boiling point (at pressure 1 kg/cm2 ) in oC.
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One of the basic reguirements for the layout of fuel tanks on

aircraft is the guarantee of a center-of-gravity location of aircraft[ during the consumption of fuel/propellant within the permissible

limits. If aircraft is intended for a prolonged supersonic flight,

then in the fuel system of this aircraft for decreasing the stability

margin can be provided for the installation of the special balancing

tanks (tanks, arrange/located on the largest possible

removal/distance in front and irom behind from the center of gravity

of aircraft); by the pumping over of fuel/prorellant from

front/leading balancing tanks into rear ones it is possible to=-1
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approach the center of gravity focus of the aircraft (stability

;: I .argin can be decreased also by the forced shift/shear of focus I
forward). If aircraft short-term emerges to supersonic speed, then '
the installation of the system of the decrease of the reserve of

directional stability of the pumping of fuel/propellant on this j
aircraft, obviously, is unsuitable.

In Fig. 7.17 shown typical change in the center-of-gravity

location and focus of aircraft in dependence on the speed (or time)

of flight.

The permissible range of centering is held in flight because of

the symmetrical arrangement of fuel tanks relative to the center of

gravity of aircraft and specific sequence of the consumption of I

fuel/propellant of them. Can arise the questicn: it is not possible

whether for decreasing value m to ensure this system of the

consumption of fuel/prceilant so that the center of gravity at

supersonic speed would pass established/installed maximally rear with

M<1 positioD(T2)and it did approach the focus of aircraft, for

example due to the consumption of fuel/propellant only from

front/leading tanks? However, this it is not possible to make on two

reasons: first, if fuel/propellant from front/leading tanks will be

developed (but not to be pumped over into rear ones), then the center

of gravity will be shift/sheared back/ago very slowly and effect from
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the decrease of the stability margan considerably will be lowered;, in

the second place, when the center of gravity will be located from

behind position Xn and through any reason it will be necessary to

rapidly lower speed and to pass to subsonic flight, then it isL necessary to also rapidly return the center of gravity of aircraft to

the subsonic position (otherwise aircraft will become unstable), but

to rapidly return the center of gravity to subsonic position it is

possible only by the pumpiag of fuel/propellant into front/leading

tanks. Therefore the system of rae shift/shear of the center of

gravity of aircraft with the aid of the pumping over of

fuel/propellant from frcnt/leading balancing tanks into rear ones

compulsorily must provide the rapid reverse/inverse pumping of

fuel/propellant upon transfer from supersonic flight to subsonic. On

aircraft "Concorde" during acceleration/dispersal in transonic

conditions/modi after 5 min at is approximately pumped over 9200 1/

of fuel/propellant of four front/leading balancing tanks into rear

tank. The reverse/inverse pumping of fuel/propellant upon transfer to

subsonic flight speed is conducted still more rapidly - after 4 min.

The feed/supply of engines by fuel/propellant it is possible to

accomplish from any fuel tanks, Dut most frequently for this are

utilized the special service tanks, into which in the determined

order is pumped over the Zuel/propellant from basic tanks.

NI
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XTI

I Fig. 7.17. A typical change in the center-of-gravity location and

aerodynamic focus of aircraft in the flight: 7,I- a maximally

front/leading position center or gravity; Za- a maximally rear

position center of gravity; AoT.- permissible range of position of

center of gravity in aircraft; &i'- shift/shear of aerodynamic focus

upon transfer from subsonic to supersonic flight; i.p- possible

position center of gravity in supersonic cruise (after the pumping of

fuel/propellant from front/leading balancing tanks into rear ones).

Page 142.

Fuel system with service tank has the definite advantages,

especially for the aircraft of the military designation/purpose: it

possesses larger reliability, since during the malfunction of basic

tanks in reserve remains service tank (to 20o/o of entire

fuel/propellant) whose protection can be provided via armoring; one

service tank (or several) to more easily equip bith special devices

for uninterrupted feed/supply of engine during accomplishing of the

P _Al
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acrobatic maneuvers, etc.

H- Fuel tanks can be placed both in the fuselage and in the wing of

aircraft. Both that and cther layout has definite advantages and

deficiency/lacks. Thereforeior some aircraft fuel/propellant is

placed in essence in wing, for others- in fuselage. Wing fuel tanks

have the large area of the beaten surface, which leads to the smaller

life of fuel system. This is a basic deficiency/lack in this

arrangement of fuel tanks. However, during the arrangement/position

of fuel/propellant in wing, its weight unloads wing in flight, thanks

to which is obtained the specific gain in the weight of wing

construction. Furthermcre, during the arrangement/position of

fuel/propellant in wing fuselage virtually completely can be engaged

under payload which has large value first of all for passenger and

transport aircraft. Therefore on all passenger, transport and heavy

military aircraft fuel tanks are placed mainly in wing (Fig. 7.18).

The arrangement/position of fuel/propellant in fuselage can

prove to be more advisable for military aircraft (especially

low-flying). Arrange/locating fuel tanks in the fuselage above the

center section, by engine, chassis/landing gear, etc., which serve

seemingly protective shield from the antiaircraft fire, it is

possible to raise the life of aircraft.LiL2. A
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Fig. 7.18. The arrangement/position of fuel tanks on supersonic

passenger aicat"ocreFrance - Enlad 1; 2; 8 -balancing

tanks; 3; 7 -service tanks; 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 -basic tanks.

1A
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Page 143.

Chapter VIII.<L
DETERMINATION OF THE BASIC PARAMETERS OF AIRCRAFT.

In present chapter is given determination of the basic

parameters mainly of military aircraft. The determination of the

parameters of passenger aircraft, vertical-taking off and aerospace

aircraft is given in the special chapters of the book.

As already mentioned, the basic parameters of aircraft they are:

-4

- complete (takeoff) weight GO;

- wing area S;

- thrust P0 or power No of SU, required for obtaining

assigned/prescribed flighz-perfcrmance data.

For determining these parameters on the initial stage of the

design of aircraft, find tne relative parameters pa and P0.

I:

N-A
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§1. Determination of the value of the specific wing load.

In Chapter II, was shown, that the value of the specific wing

load Po substantially affects the aircraft performance and its

takeoff weight Go. In particular, the assigned/prescribed takeoff and

landing characteristics can be decisive during determination Po- The

"takeoff-and-landing characteristics of aircraft include:

the landing speed

unstick speed with the takeoff

.- ,

approach speed

VS~ CM

where A, B and C - the constant coefficients, which consider air

density and ground effect on c aircraft;

Pnoc- the specific wing load during landing;

ryvac; CYow- lift coeffic.ents whicn correspond to the landing angle of

attack and to angle of attack with the breakaway of aircraft;
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£'gsax-. lift coefficient at the angle of attack, which corresponds to

High speed Voc leads to the need for the creation of large

C-1 airfields and complicates aircraft handling during landing. High V

speed VOTP leads to an increase in the size/dimensions of airfield or

to the need of applying the takeoff accelerators, while high speed

Van impedes piloting during landing, which decreases the performing

characteristics of the design/projected aircraft.

Permissible value Vn, depends on the designation/purpose of

aircraft and possibility or applying on it of the landing parachutes

and similar to them braking devices, and also reverse-thrust devices.

In the first apprcx.iation, on the basis of the statistical

.4 data, published abroad, it is pcssible to accept following of value

for the military aircraft ... 180-250 km/h I

for the military transport aircraft ... 120-150 km/h
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for the trainer and sports airplanes .. 60-100 ka/h.

FOOTNOTE ' Maximum value v.0,is limited to permissible for the

camera/chambers of wheels peripheral speed Moe0 less than 400 km/h).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Allowable speed Vm Usually is determined from the conditions of

flight safety. For military aircraft it is possible to accept

following of the value:

V3,,==200-280 i(L/q.
Key: (1). km/h.

Page 144.

N It is usually considered that speed V.. must exceed the speed of

disruption/separation, which coiresponds Cjumaxl, to 20-30o/o, i.e.

cy sat-2 C/max =07#06cmz

(1.2 -- 1,3)2 (07 -06)Cmx

In the fii st approximation, value pa should be selected in accordance
Moe 0-r.

wit hA velocity V,', or v3 ,,.

* Since the expendable in flight load (fuel/propellant,

jettisuza~ble loads, etc,) composes 25-60o/o of takeoff weight and,

therefore, aircraft up to the toxyue/moment of landing proves to be

considerably facilitated, then is expedient the value of specific

'Lin#V.-
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F: load Poe, determined by the weight of aircraft at the moment of

landing, to connect with Vnoc a n d V3&.. Taking intc account this, it is

possible to use for determjinn value pa the following formulas:

, - 8(8.1)

or Po = 2O(=O'.Jc (8.2)

1 where ,- the over-all payload ratio of fuel/propellant (=OT 0O.);

0 .- the over-all payload ratio of jettisonable loads (ac.r=.0 0 ).

7- In the absence on the initial stage of the design of blowoffIC data, it is possible tc use following approximate values Cyno:i'1l
- for the straight wings wita powerful/thick

mechanization/high-lift device (slat and double-slotted extension

" flap) cynoc2,2-,5;

- for sweptback wings (Z=25 - 35 ) with powerful/thick

mechanization/high-lift device cynoo-1,8-2,0;

- for sweptback wings (X=40-45) with movable double-slotted flaps

and slats Cyu-;o-.., 5-1,8;
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-for delta wings (Xu.= 5 5-60 0) with powerful/thick

mechanization/high- lift device cyvoe=1,0-1,2.

The necessary value of specific load Pa in the majority of the

cases is determined fron landing conditions. At the same time one

should check, how obtained a value po provides other

assigned/prescribed flight characteristics. If, for example, is

assign/prescribed a cruising speed or number Mpj at

height/altitude Hupwo (Axpeik)t then

Key: (1). kgf/m2.

where

-X" = c.,ko+ c.o EP IIo (8.3)

ke --'1,35; k;. GO
isu

Taking into account (8.31) formula (8.3) is reduced to guadratic

equation relative to p.. During the solution is taken real root

(+ P0)

Page 145.

Are given below the exemplary/approximate statistical values of
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specific loads pa on the wing:

the fighters of the normal diagram ... 403-600 kgf/mz;

4 the fighters of the tailless diagram .. 250-300 kgf/op2;

bombers average/mean . 350-550 kgf/mz;

bombers heavy ... 550-65U kgf/m2;

military transport aircraft with TRD heavy *.500-650 kgf/M2; 4

the lungs the transport, sport and trainer aircraft..

150-180 kg4t/m2;

e-A

academic, transfer (with TBRD) .. 100-150 kgf/mz;

aircraft for agriculture . 80-120 kgf/m2.

§2. Determination of the required thrust-weight ratio of aircraft. J:

During design the zequired thrust-weight ratio of aircraft

P0=P0/G0 is determined usually from the guarantee of the

assigned/prescribed conditions:
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-speed (Mach number) of flight at rated altitude Hpac1;

-the takeoff run length or accelerate-stop distance;

-acceleration/dispersal for the specific time from the speed,

which corresponds to number 11<I to the speed, which corresponds to

number Mpacq>I, and also fromi other conditions.

As calculated thrust-weight ratio is considered great from these

conditions valueP.1

At assigned magnitudes MpacqH>11 km and selected value Pa the

required thrust-weight ratioA

weeepo '(8.4)

P0

294.105A 4  A2 (8.5)

= (CU. CTp. 28);

Key: (1).. (see Page 28).

at relative density oi air on to base altitude H.
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If is known cruising number M, at height/altitude ttmenc>ll k, A

then the starting required thrust-weight ratic

;-' Ero ' (8 6) 7
while value HIi can be found from

AxKlAC (8.7)

For the aircraft, intended for low altitudes, starting

thrust-weight ratio. is determined from following the formula:

72OOm 2c, (88TOo (8.8) :

where CCcx.+D0 o
525. 10

5 M
4

(Mach number assign/prescribed).

N. Page 146.

From the condition of guaranteeing the assigned/prescribed

takeoff run length, stazting thrust-weight ratio is equal to

P= Po +1,fa." 0O,033, (8.9)
O,9Oy MI.PogILPS3 6

where cvoTP=1,1-1,2 - for the supersonic aircraft of normal diagram

with the wing of moderate s.aepback (35-450);

Cy oTp=O,65-0, 67 - for the aircraft of diagram "bobtailed aircraft" with

'15
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delta wing;

0Yop=.I,8-2'_ for military transport subsonic aircraft, and also light

multipurpose aircraft*

farolling friction coefficient of wheels (with takeoff with

concrete runway fxatO,O3; with takeoff froze unpaved airfield faiOI

Fron safety condition takeoff (after breakaway) with one failedI

engine (tI;tn2)

PO _+sn_ (8.10)

Here 9 smallest permissible climb angle

(si n 0 0,024-.dAzi n., =2; sin O=,27-i n,.=3;

N sin O0d,3-Aa n,,.=4).

Key: (1). for.

For the majority of the types of supersonic aircraft (except

VTOL aircraft and STOL) starting thrust-weight ratio can be

determined by following the foraula:

1o= + 03+ (0,95 - Ur.Ptcx) (Hcpefc + V' pekc/2g) KpeCp.KPRCI(

where KxpeAc aerodynamic aircraft quality/fineness ratio at

cruising speed;

-1A

74
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[4 G.pac =GT-pacx/G, - the over-all payload ratio of the fuel/propellant,

spent for the time of entire flight;

[I Hxpeft- initial cruising height^ A -.

Vp,1 - cruising speed in m/s;

p--..e,- specific hourly consumption of fuel/propellant in cruise in

A_4

Va,,- starting weight per horsepower.

The values of dimersionless coefficient e and value Kiqe g

depending on the cruising Mach number are taken from of following 3

table3)'

MpeA c 2-3,5 6,0 9,0

. 2700 3500 4700

KKpeAc 6-9* 5-7 4-6

FOOTNOTE. Smaller values Kpmc are characteristic for the aircraft of

small flying range, large - for the aircraft of large distance.

L4
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ENDFOOTNOTE.

FOOTNOTE 1. V. F. Mishin. Selection of engine in the period of the

i preliminary development of aircraft. Publ. MAI, 1968. ENDFOOTNOTE°

§3. Determination of full of (takeoff) weight aircraft.

basicDetermination of the takeoff weight of aircraft - one of the

basic tasks during the first stage of design. The .degree of accuracy

with which is determined G02, has special importance, since this

value affects basic flight-perfcrmance data of aircraft. -

FOOTNOTE 2. Here has in mind the approximate determination Go.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

First of all it is necessary to keep in mind that the wing area

S is determined on the basis of the selected for the design/projected

aircraft value of specific load Po; therefore examining effect on the

flight characteristics cf gross weight Go, it is necessary to accet

always po=const.

Page 147.

The overestimate of the takeoff weight of the desig.i/projected
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or constructed aircraft always makes its flight characteristics

worse. Calculation shows, for example, that during a gain in weight

Go by 10o/o number Mmax it descends at supersonic speeds by

Fl approximately 12o/o. The overestimate of weight Go can be obtained

either in the initial stage of design - during the determination of

gross weight, or in design - construction/design. If the overestimate

of weight was obtained cnly as a result of the weight increase of

construction/design, then with invariability Go  x will increase,

,, and thrust-weight ratio Po decrease and flight

characteristics will deteriorate.
, -s

. As is known, gross weight of aircraft encompasses empty weight _
GVCT and weight of full load G0. I turn, empty wei. includes A

in itself the weight of the structure of aircraft G,, tne weight of

-. power plantGc.y, the weight of equipment and control GO.ynp. The weight

of full load Gu consists of the fuel load GT, of payload weight . by

representing by itself the weight of the various kinds of loads,

4passengers and weight of official load GCJIy, (crew and equipment)

(Fig. 8.1). Thus,

0O Ql7C + 01n~, + 0C.-y + 006.YflP+ (7 + 01"t~ + OC"1Y*

The determination cf gross weight becomes complicated by the

fact that some of its term/component/addends are the functions of the

weight itself Go, furthermore, determination Gc.yand G, directly at 1A
1~

i °  the very beginning of design Ls ipossible, since for this it is

-

t A
WL57
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necessary to know the value of weight Go.

For determining the weight of the structure of aircraft G, it is j
also necessary to know Go, since the sufficiently precision

c. "determination of the weight of structure Gu possibly if and only if

are known the basic dimensions cf aircraft; size/dimensions can be

determined only on the basis of weight Go . Therefore in the first

approximation, gross weight is best to determine from the equation of

the over-all payload ratios: .

where Q¢.,.rGo6.yp+o,.+Ocy). - the sum, determined sufficiently 3

accurately on the basis of the lists of equipment, catalogs and data

of statistics, moreover Gn.. and Gcnym - are assigned; 6oa and d, are JI

determined from formulas. Determination U, is possible only when in

the first approximation, gross weight of aircraft is known.

Calculation is conducted as follows.

A

--II
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Fwhich will be more or lesser than unity (or it is equal to unity). If

of the unknown value gross weight aircraft. If sum is not equal to -
unity, they are assigned by the second value cf gross weight Gll,

they find :3g and Oc.i.vIQ. and they compute sum +Cy~ GJoQ

Further is constructed dependenace GO=flZC) (Fig., 8.2), will beI
deposited points with coordinates Go, £0'. a;, fG& and is carried out

through these points snicczh curve. Intersecticn of curve with

axle/axis Go gives the value gross weight aircraft in the first

approximation, Go'.

For deter minat ion. 6.,y it is necessary to know the required

thrust-weight ratio f0 and specific gravity/weight of SU. The

required thrust-weight ratio P0 is defined in the manner that it was

indicated above. Specific gravitj/weight of the power plant ro can be

determined for TRD by the formula

(8-12
where AT.=,f0IPo (=0,09 for small aircraft with fuselage tanks; 0=0. 13

for large aircraft with wing tanks);

UTand P9 are taken according to statistics or given above

calculation;

-A
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VA.- weight per horsepower can be accepted according to static data: (V¥t-0,16-0,20). :

The over-all payload ratio of fuel/propellant 6T is determined

in accordance with the tact, is assign/prescribed duration of flight

t' or distance Lmax- according to formulas (2.22) or (2.23) and

(2.23'). The entering the formulas coefficients and 'I are

determined from the appropriate curve/graphs. Coefficient C¢*

depending on speed can be undertaken from the testing of model in

wind tunnel of similar to that design/projected aircraft or is

calculated from the approximation formulas. Coefficient cx is equal

to c,,=cxo-Do4/q2. For aircraft with piston and turboprop engines, the

over-all payload ratio of fuel/propellant is determined from formula

(2.23'').

Frequently the engine for tne design/projected aircraft is

assign/prescribed. Then in the beginning of design are accurately

known YAs,c, to function t=f&(M) and ql=f2(M task is reduced to

check by calculation in the first approximation, will be carried out

-4- requirements for flight characteristics. If during the design of

aircraft is not assign/itescribed concrete/specific/actual engine,

then it is necessary tc make selection from several

adequate/approaching. For the solution in the first approximation, of

a question of the satisfaction Cf requirements concerning Mm , are

constructed the plotted functions cx(M) and cp(M).
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;o ~ G G0

Fig. 8.2. Graphic method of determining gross weight aircraft Go

during sketch design.

Page 1419.

Thrust coefficient cp is determined from the formula

where Pmt-- an engine thrust at rated altitude H with

assigned/prescribed flight mach number;

n1 ~ quantity engine;

GT0  gross weight of aircraft in the first approximation'A

q -velocity head.

Through the characteristics of the selected engine, is found the
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weight of power plant Gc.yPoln nro(Poi - the boost for launching of

engine) and fuel load

j;[ where 'Co - specific fuel consuaption per HpeAc and M.,pee, cx0 and Do

for H, k and MKhic (see Chapter II).

The value of number MD.ac is determined graphically by

construction in coordinatea Mm and MVT curved M,,p~e, computed fromPonp___o

formula Mca=0,012 l,/ , and ray/beam frcm the origin of

coordinates at angle of 450 to the axle/axes (see Fig. 2.17). By the

intersection with curve aaa ray/beam will be determined value ~M~p

at cruising altitude Hpe e, to which it will ccrrespond

,~~ :57 Ptn0,1,76G01/ 11F
AxP*c= A1.

where P0A - thrust of selected engine on Mxtc the engine

characteristic for H=0 (coefficient e calculates a change in the

thrust on the basis of speed, and also thrust losses of input devices

of SU with >I).

After refining values Gc.y, OT and I, is determined gross weight

in the second approach/approximation

0  1 c..r+c.y+ (8.13)
, 1 -

*(i..•
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Then is found value S=O"'/p.

Knowing S, they begin the layout of aircraft, they select and

more precisely formulate all size/dimensions and parameters of

aircraft components, they develop/process and more precisely

formulate its general view and is calculated the weight of the

structure of aircraft components, utilizing fcr this weight formulas

(for a wing, a fuselage, tail assembly, chassis/landing gear, etc.).

After this is determined gross weight in the third

approach/approximation:
Oo

they further compose the combined weight (see Appendix I).

N:,-4
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Page 189.

Chapter XI.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE DESIGN OF AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT.

The continuous increase in the space flights sharply raises the

question of the cost/value of delivery/procurement in space of the

'- payload by rocket systems. This leads to the search of the

fundamentally new systems which would make it possible to obtain the

economically feasible ccst/value of flights3Such system is the

9 aerospace aircraft (VKS). Besides the delivery/procurement of people
V4

and loads from the Earth to orbital stations and back, VKS will be

necessary for servicing of scientific space labcratories, for the

assembly of interplanetary space vehicles or for their discharging

after return to the earth's orbit and so forth [38].

In order to fulfill assigned missions, the aerospace aircraft

must satisfy the following basic requirements.

1. VKS must be by repeatedly utilized flight vehicle.

ci
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2. VKS must derive/conclude payload in orbit with a

height/altitude of H=150-500 km.

3. VKS must possess good maneuverability in the atmosphere for

liquidation of possible parallax of orbit (after start) and for

accomplishing landing on assigned/prescribed airfield (as usual

aircraft).

4. VKS must possess sufficient maneuverability in space in order

to complete orbital rendezvous and accomplish mating with given

object.

The use of an aerodynamic lift will make it possible to

substantially lower g-forces and to select glide path, suitable with

regard to aerodynamic heating. Calculations show that oveft uith

hypersonic aerodynamic aircraft guality/fineness ratio Kr=0,5-1

deorbit it is possible to carry out with g-force less than 2, in this

case, it will not be reguized the special orientation of crew

relative to the vector of g-force and substantially will be lowered

heat transfer rate in ccmparison with ballistic entry.

The problem of the guarantee of landing of VKS in the assigned
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place of the Earth will te reduced to the guarantee of the necessary

ki I lateral distance in hypersonic gliding/plannirg, since the guarantee

of longitudinal distance will not apparently cause complications.

" §1. Special feature/peculiarities of tue flight of the aerospace

aircraft.

. For the aerospace aircraft there is a specific region of

possible flights in the atmosphere and in space. Upper boundary of

flights in the atmosphere for VKS as winged flight vehicle is

determined by the combined action of the force of gravity,

aerodynamic force and centrifugal force, caused by the spherical

surface of the Earth. Lower boundary of flights is determined by

structural strength and by permissible temperature of aerodynamic

heating (Fig. 11.1).

The lower boundary cf the region of flights is

common/general/tctal for all winged flight vehicles. Upper boundary

of the region depends cn the special feature/peculiarities of diagram

(from the value of the specific wing load and the coefficient of

aerodynamic lift).

- ~age 190.

VA
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To determine upper boundary of flights of VKS in the atmosphere

is possible, examining the conditions for level flight

", (gliding/planning) at given height/altitude. In level flight, as is

known, the weight of winged flight vehicle is balanced by two forces

- aerodynamiz lift and centrifugal force, which appears as a result

of moving the apparatus along curved path relative to the center of

the Earth,

This equality will determine upper boundary of flights of VKS.

Expression for aerodynamic lift is widely-known

Expression for centrifugal force in level flight it is possible

to write thus:

9 (1? + H) '(1.2

where Vr.u a speed of level flight;

V9.3- speed of rotation of the Earth;

0 - angle of the slope of the plane of flight (orbit) to

equatorial plane (orbit inclination);

H - flight altitude above the surface of the Earth (above sea

Vq,
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level);

R -average radius of the Earth, R--6370 km;

g acceleration cf gravity at height/altitude H

9=90+ HP9 81(R +H)2.

~ A
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Fig. 11.1. The region of possible flights of VKS (I -region of the -

flights of contemporary aircraft; II region of the flights of

hypersonic aircraft): 1 -one of the possible ballistic trajectories

of output/yield of VKS into space (with start from hypersonic carrier

aircraft) ; 2 - synchronous orbit (rotating arcund the Earth on this

orbit* flight vehicl.e vill constantly remain above one point of

equator) IVP6 -- minimum speed at which VKS can accomplish flight in

I
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space, moving over circular or elliptic orbit; v, - orbital velocity

(circular); V- escape velocity (parabolic) ].

Key: (1). Inadmissible increase of construction/design temperature.

(2). kgf/m2. (3) . km/s.

Page 191.

For flight altitudes where the aerodynamic force still has

essential value (H<100 ka), expression for centrifugal force with a

sufficient degree of accuracy it is possible to write thus:
pit G (Vr..1 + 460 cos v)2  (1 1.3)

j9.. 106

Here V.,B a/S.

In flight of usual aircraft (V<1 km/s) on centrifugal force it

is possible to disregard (Fig. 11.2). On leaving into space, it is

necessary to consider not only centrifugal force, but also angle of

orbit 0. If orbit considerably differs from polar, then to launch

flight vehicle is more favoraole toward the diurnal rotation of the

Earth. The possible angle of the orbit inclination to equatorial

plane with start from any point of the Earth will be found in the

range

MeCT ea l< 900 a

where (PMCCT- a local angle or the latitude (northern or southern) of
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launching point.

I Solving equation (11.1) relative to value p, we determine the

!:. I value of mass air density, and consequently, let us find the

necessary height/altitude, on which at given speed is feasible the

level flight
P 62 106  (Vr.,, + 460 c S')2

31. 10 V 2

(11.4)

where p=G/S- specific load on lifting surface.

Expression (11.4) determines so-called equilibrium height of

flight.

Figures 11.3 show the affect of speed (but for value P/c,= 1000

and angle of orbit inclination) to the upper boundary of the region

T of flights of VKS. _A

In flight in space, the aerospace aircraft becomes artificial-A

Earth satellite. The mctions of any celestial bodies (including

artificial) are realize/accomplished, as is krown, according to the

laws of celestial mechanics at basis of which lie/rests the law of

universal gravitation of Newton. Therefore the region of the steady

flights of VKS in space will not have vital differences from a

similar region of flights of contemporary artificial Earth

satellites.

4- _______ _______3
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Fig. 11.2. The dependence of relation PRIG on the speed of the level

flight: 1 - flight in equatorial plane toward the diurnal rotation of

the Earth (0=0); 2 - flight in the plane of the poles of the Earth

(0=90 0); 3 - flight in equatorial plane to opposite from the rotation

of the Earth side (0=0).

Key: 1). km/s.

Page 192.

Flight trajectories of VKS.
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The motion of the aerospace aircraft is in general described by

the system of six differential equations three of which reflect the

condition of equilibrium of forces in projections on the axle/axis of

inertial coordinate system, and three - moment condition of

equilibrium relative tc these aile/axes

,n--+V= -V,%=X;M(± +V.W -V=..=Y;
d- 1dt

i-- + Vimx- VU) dt

dt d

where X, Y and Z - projection of all external forces (including

... reaction force) to the appropriate coordinate axes;

x My and M,- moments of external and reaction forces relative to

the coordinate axes.

Since the mass and the moments of inertia cf VKS in the course

of time change, then during the solution of equations of motion it is

necessary to accept
m Ire W ; J.' J,(1); JM JU W ; J, --Z()"

To solve the system of equations of motion indicated is

possible, if we present in the expanded/scanned form of the -

expression of the projections of external forces and torque/moments,

entering the right sides of the equations.

i~~ A 5
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-mass external forces, caused by the attraction of the Earth,

sun and moon;
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- aerodynamic forces (in flight in the sufficiently dense layers

of the atmosphere);

- thrust of engine (in its work).

During the detailed analysis of the dynamics of flight of VKS

(for example, during navigational calculations) in resolving

differential equations of motion it is necessary to consider all

external forces, which act on flight vehicle. However, in the period

of preliminary design of VKS (when selecting ct thq diagram and basic

parameters) it is possible to introduce the row/series of the

assumptions which will make it possible to considerably simplify the

system of equations of motion. For example, if we do not examine the

interpla:;ietary flight cf veuicle, then it is possible to be

restricted to the account only of the mass attracting force of the

Earth.

Considering flight of VKS in vertical plane as the point of

variable mass, we disregard the expenditure of fuel/propellant for

balance and for the compensation for the randcm moments of roll and

yaw in the process of injection into orbit. In this case are

considered following forces: G, Y, X, P, moreover the thrust of
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engine P they in general accept that directed along its axle/axis and

sloped toward the axle/axis of aircraft (to wing chord) at angle

1 (Fig. 11.4).

At high velocities of flight (see Fig. 11.2) it is necessary to

also consider centrifugal force P..

Besides the enumerated forces, to flight vehicle 
will act

Coriolis's force, caused by the diurnal rotation of the Earth. Vith

V--3 km/s this force is approximately 0.02 G, while when V=V,,c it

reaches -10o/o of gravitational force. Coriolis's force depends on

the place of start and heading and it must be considered during

: "3na v ig at io na l c a l c ul a t i cis. F o r th e pr o xi m at e an al ys is o f mo t i cn o f

VKS by Coriolis's forces, it is possible to disregard.

- Design/projecting the torces, which act on VKS, on the axle/axis

of the high-speed/velocity coordinate system and adding to the

obtained equations of motion kinematic constraints

(communication/connecticn of change in altitude and flying range with

speed and flight path angle), we will obtain the necessary system of

differential equations, which makes it possible to 
determine the 

I

basic parameters 
of the trajectcry:

N

A
P
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[srn cos (+~ + -in09

PH sinVs(a +(11.7

dL/dt VcosO0, (11.8)

where a angle of attack; a fiight path angle to the local

horizon.

-41
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YY P

Fig. 11.4. Forces, which act on VKS in flight in vertical plane.

Key: (1). Axle/axis of VKS. (2). Flight trajectory. (3) . Local

horizon.

Page 194.

This system of eguations can be solved by numerical integration

with use the computers (during diploma design it is possible to use

usual slide rule).

For the definition of the parameters of trajectory of VKS at

return from space entire phase of flight can be considered as

equilibrium gliding/planning, in this case, are valid following of

the assumption:

P=O; sinO--O=O; cosO=1; O=const.

I4

- -------- }4t..
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nil_ Motion of VKS in the section of gliding/planning will be

described by equations (11.1) and (11.5). The latter will take the

form
dV __X

From (11.9) it follows

VdV

where VII-a speed at the initial moment of gliding/planning (when

Solving together equations (11.1) and (11.10), we will obtain

expression for determining the timae of the gliding/planning

R+H I 1n + IM) (VK.1,1 VIK)(11)
2VIK (VH..,A - VIK) (VK fI.A + V11K)

where Kr=c~,/cx, hypersonic lift-drag ratio of UKS;

W1
Vj(- orbital velocity;

Vj, speed at the end of gliding.

In order to pass fzon orbital flight to the conditions/mode of
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equilibrium gliding/planning, it is necessary to apply the retro

impulse, which ensures

AV,=30-70 mc.

Key: 1). u/s.

The speed in the beginning of gliding/planning will be equal to

The conditions/mode of equilibrium glidirg/planning begins at

height/altitude H=90-100 km isee Fig. 11.3). Por precomputations,

set/assuming R=6370 ka; VI,=7850 a/s; V, it is possible to
determine the complete time of gliding/planning by the approximate

dependence, obtained from (11.11k,

t,.,= 23 00 Kr C ) (11.12)

.- Key: (1). s.

It must be noted that 75-80o/o of time the gliding/planning

occurs at speed V>5 kma/ (Fig. 11.5).

Glide path always can be azoken in individual sections with

K=const, then gliding distance can be found from (11.9) having

preliminarily multiplied lett and right side by V and after

expressing G from (11.1):

IdV2=--L V2(1)

2 dt Kr g (R + H) J

4
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whence

HAK r (1.14

Page 195.

Equation s (11. 11) a nd (11. 14) ma ke it possib le t o de termin e u

and L,, in any trajectcxy phase (i.e. for any values Vii-nx and Vma)

For precomputations the gliding distance of VKS from the

torque/moment of orbit ejection to touchdown can be determined from

the formula

L... 13 800.r Kcm. (11.15)

Let us note that -90o/o of entire time of gliding/planning (on

distance) occurs at speed V>5 km/s (Fig. 11.6).

-The distance of lateral maneuver depends on value Kr'5 In

precomputations the complete distance of lateral maneuver can be

determined by the formula

Lfl.60*,=140O*K/' 5 KM. 1.1'

4Task regarding the flight trajectory of VKS in space coincides

with the task of the determination of the orbits of celestial bodies

(Kepler's task). The mction of body is examined in polar coordinate

system with pole in the center of the Earth. 1he equations of motion 1
of flight vehicle in pclar coordinate system can be obtained,
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design/projecting the external torces, which act on apparatus, to the

direction of radius-vector and tangent to the circumference,

described by radius-vector.
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5--t o

8000/

444

I £ 000 -

600'0.~~ -- - -

01 1_ _ _ 7 8

Fig. 11.5. Dependence of the time of gliding/planning on speed and

hypersonic lift-drag ratio of VKS.

Key: (1). km/s.

Page 196.

In particular, equations oj motion of VKS in space (in the absence of

!I



Saerodynamic forces and thrust) ill take the form

-- --. _ V , -L - == 0;- ;
d dt

4R 2
dr , -(11.17)

d t d t r2

where Vs- peripfheral component of velocity;

Vr- radial component of speed;

- angle of rotation of radius-vector (vectorial angle),

calculated off polar axis, certain initial constant/invariable in

space direction of radius-vector;

r - distance from VKS to the center of the Earth

(radius-vector).

The theory of the motion of body under conditions of space under

the action of the forces of gravitation is called of elliptical

theory. A great use at present elliptical theory finds during the

solution of such basic tasks oi cosmonautics as the determination of

the orbits of artificial Earta satellites, the orbits of

interplanetary flight vehicles, etc.

4-

x: 4
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100001_ _ -I

38000 - -___-

172000 - ___ ___

28000

2000I

-N 16000

8000

410010

Fig. 1.6. Dependence ctgliding ditac onspe and hyesoi

lift-drag ratio of VKS.

Key: (1) . km/s.

A
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This theory determines the flight trajectories of VKS in space. So,

the equation of orbit in polar coordinates can be obtained, sclving

the system of differential equations (11.16) and (11.17):

(11.18)

.... where p a focal orbital parameter;

F e - orbital eccentricity;

-o- initial value of angle x-

During motion in terrestrial gravitational field when the focus

of orbit is arrange/located in the center of the Earth, value of the

focal parameter and eccentricity will be equal to

P=ON

co1 00 s (11.20)
fM 3  f M3

Substituting these values in (11.18), we will obtain the final

equation of orbit of V1S (artificial Earth satellite)

V
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fMl3
r=_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ (11.21)

+ f2vM2co~e
1+ i- fld3  + 3~gcs8

where ro=R.H -initial distance from the center of the Earth; -

~-4N

V0  the initial velocity in orbit (at height/altitude H from

the surface of the Earth);

00 flight path angle to tue local horizon at initial pcint; --

4-1ff1 3 -constant of the gravitational field of the Earth;

V. f -gravitational constant;

M3 mass of the Earth.

According to the law oi universal gravitation, the weight of any

body at height/altitude H from the surface of the Earth is equal to

Of M3 M (11.22)
(R +1)2'

where m -a mass of body.
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The constant of gravitational field, therefore, will be equal to

fM 3 -goR.

it is known that the form of the curve of the second order is caused

by the value of its eccentricity. With e=0 equation (11.18) is the

equation of circumference, when e<1 - equation of ellipse, when e=1-

equation of parabola and finally wtien e>1 -equation of~ hyperbola.

one of injection condition in orbit of VKS will be equality

00=0; therefore it is pcssiblo to consider that the orbit

eccentricity is determined by the speed and height/altitude in the

initial point of the orb~it

; ~ Page 198.

Let us find the necessary initial velocity for motion along circular

orbit. This speed is called of circular, or firstly space (V11).-

For case e=0 from (11.20) Lie will obtain

Vo0=VIs=1 ~ (11.23)

Circu1~r orbit is the special case. For its realization are

necessary specified conditions (Vo=V 1, and 00=0). Furthermore, as a
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result of the disturbance/perturnations, called mainly by the X

flattening of the form of the Earth, appear the deviations, which

distort orbit shape. Therefore strictly circular orbit can be

obtained only in equatorial plane. However, during the determination

of the parameters of 'JKS the form of the Earth can be considered

sphere and orbital velocity determined from fcra.~la (11.23).

For ;,xample, for height/altitude H=100 k3 the numerical value of

orbital velocity (at 0=900)

VlK= 7 ,85KMC

At the values of eccentricity

Q<e<1

equation (11.18) is the equation of ellipse. Ellipse, as is known,

besides eccentricity and iocal parameter, is characterized still by

~ I the large (a) and low (b) semi-axis

a=--- b=all'1..

Equation (11.19) and (11.20)) they make it possible to find the

major axis of the elliptic omit

R+H
2a 2 = V(R +H) (11.24)

A 2g0R
2
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During motion along elliptic orbit, flight altitude will

continuously vary from minimum H (perigee) to the the maximum H+AH

(apogee).

From expression (11.24) it is evident that when Vo=V, the

transverse will be equal to 2a=2(R+H), i.e., orbit is converted into j
ci r cu mf er ence.

At the speed, equal parabolic, or secondly space (V2 , the flight
_I

trajectory becomes parabola. Flight vehicle, which developed flight

speed V>,V1, to the earth does nct return. -

Escape velocity is deterumned as follows:

/2goR 2
V.=V2VII / H (11.25)

For the height/altitude of 100 km V211 11.1 ka/s.

Figures 11.7 show the possible orbits of space vehicle.

The time of one revolution of VKS around the Earth with circular

orbit at height/altitude H is equal
-2 (R +H) (11.26)

V,1, V -o (s+ H)1

Page 199.

hmjj
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For elliptic orbits the orbital period is determined

analogously, but instead of (B+H) into expression (11.26) it is

necessary to substitute the value of the large semi-axis of the

ellipse

2, . (11.27)

After output/yield into space, can arise the need in certainV change in the orbital parameters. To change the parameters of orbit

(i.e. to pass from circular orbit to elliptical and back, or to

change the angle of the orbit inclination) is possible, changing

value and direction of iliirg speed.

If it is required, for example, to increase flight altitude by

value AH, then it is necessary to impart to flight vehicle

N supplementary speed AV, equal to

R+ H+AH -

AVH V0  R+H+ 1 (11.28)

Orbit will be elliptical and flight speed will be changed from

Vmax at height/altitude H (perigee of orbit) to Vm,,, at

height/altitude H+AH (apogee of orbit).

During the motion of body along orbit a change in the kinetic

iA

Lij Al
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energy in the equal to a change potential energy

where h -height of the point of the orbit, the flight speed in which

is equal to V. since the mass of ilight vehicle remains constant,

then

V2 goR2 co1St. (11.29)
R + h

WA

3
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1 3

.1. T I .\i i> ea

Pg 0,. 
X

TFig. 11.7. The diagram of the re goval of flight vehicle in equatorial

orbit (s=0) during the axuuo use of diurnal rotation of the Earth:

P - perigee of orbit; A - apogee of orbit; P* - perigee of new orbit

(when v0<VIK and at sufficiently large value cf H).

Key: (1). r/s.

1 - Page 200o.

i This expression, called the integral of energy, shows that the

flight speed will depend only oii trajectory height at the particular

point..

A-Li
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From equation (11.29) we will obtain the. apogeal velocity of

orbit (at height/altitude H+A)

. V/ HgoR2 (1130)
Vm,1= V:,aX (R +H)(R +11+ Al) (.

where V,- the speed in the perigee of orbit.

The speed in the pezigee of orbit (i.e. new speed at I
height/altitude H), will be, ooviously, is equal to Vma%=Vo+AVH.

At height/altitude (H+ H) occurs inequality Vmin<V,

therefore, if it is required to increase flight altitude, after
preserving circular orbit, then flight speed at height/altitude

(H+AH) must be increased to value Vj, at given height/altitude.

j

The simplest maneuver with respect to a change in the angle of

- orbit inclination to angle 40, without changing flight altitude, can

be fulfilled by a change in the airection of flight speed in angle

A0. For a similar maneuver to fligat vehicle it is necessary to

impart supplementary speed &V, directed at angle (90o+(AO/2)) to the

plane of initial orbit (Fig. 11.8). The value of the supplementary

speed in this case will be equal to

:" V =.V °  sn ¢f(11.31) {

2

During design of VKS a possible change in the speed for one or A

__ j:
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the other maneuver in space must be considered, since it requires the

I supplementary consumpticn of fuel sometimes of very essential.

I S

S,

A
-9I
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: -. Aerodynamic heating.

i "iThe distinctive special feature/peculiarity of flight of VKS in

the atmosphere is flight at. high temperatures. The external scurces

.- of heating are: aerodynamic (kinetic) heating, solar radiation,

, .radiation of the Earth and its atmosphere. Furthermore, are other
~sources, heat, placed ' ithin fiiyht vehicle. The determining value

for VKS will have aerodynamic nearing. Other (external and internal)

sources of heating can e disregaraed.

' * Page 201.

T he at o heating/skin of apparatus is fed from

[Iito'fteErh n t topee Frhroe r te
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boundary layer. The temkerature of boundary-layer air is close to

temperature of stagnaticn. Considering air as perfect gas (with

T<2000 K) and taking into account heat exchange in boundary layer, it

is possible to find temjerature on the internal boundary/interface of

the boundary layer:

a) the laminar boundary layer T,,=T,(1+O,17 M2);

K_ i (11.32)

b) turbulent boundary layer. T,. =?TH(.I+O,18P2).

Here T,,-the temperature oi air at height/altitude H.

Determination of tne temperature of skin heating. Under the

conditions when heat exchange is determined by the combined action of

convection, thermal conductivity and emissicn, the temperature of

sheathing/skin of flight vehicle can be determined from the equation

of the balance of the heat:

q". -- qN = '--- 'dT0  (11.33)

where q.,- heat transfer rate from boundary layer, i.e., the quantity

of heat, which enters the sheathing/skin the unit of area per unit

time in kcal/m2 s; I

2 quan- heat transfer rate, emitted by sheathing/skin into the I
F.
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surrounding space;

91
c- specific heat of skin material in kcal/kgf-deg;

, -the specific gravity/weight of skin material in kgf/m 3;

6 - thickness of sheathing/skin m;

t - time in s;

i, j Tor,- the temperature of the external surface of sheathing/skin in

Equation (11.33) describes the unsteady thermal process, by

which the temperature of surface of body changes in the course of

time. The solution of this nonlinear differential equation can be

obtained by the methods of numerical integration.

The greatest temperature of sheathing/skin will be when

dTo/dt=0. In this case cccurs the steady heat exchange and the

equilibrium temperature of sneathing/skin which is

establish/installed during endurance flight under constant/invariable

conditions. In this case, q,.c--qi.n,

-A
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S Ei Emitted by sheathing/skin heat transfer rate is determined

according to the law of stefana - Boltzmann

qK='TOG,(11.34)

where e- radiation coefficient, or emissivity factor of

sheathing/skin;

°-1.37o10- kcal/m2s.dey' - radiation coefficient of blackbody.

Coefficient estimates the radiating capacity of body

(sheathing/skin) in comparison with blackbody. It depends on material

of surface and its treatment, and also cn temperature. For the

sheathing/skin of VKS, it is possible to accept 0 0 .

Heat transfer rate, which enters the sheathing/skin from

boundary layer, in accoidance with Newton's law, is determined as

follows:

,=a(T.- . (11.35)

where a - a local coefficient of convection heat transfer on

boundary/interface air - sheathing/skin in kcal/m-deg.

Considering equalities qm and q,. . we will obtain the

equation, which makes it possible to determine the temperature of

4
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*sheathing/skin during the steady haeat exchange,

eiT06 +aT06 - aTj.c =0.(1.6

Page 202.

The coefficient of convection heat transfer a has different

values for a plate and for the critical point of spherical body. The

approximation of the coefficient of heat transfer for a plate takes

the form:

a 0,5g PVC Pr 2 ' 1.3)9i

where Cp)- heat capacity of the arat aconstant prsuein

kcal/kg~deg; aiA resr

cl- the coefficient of air friction against the surface of

sheathing/skin, depending on Reynolds number and structure of

boundary layer;

Pr=pcf g/X -Prandtl numbner;

-coefficient of the ductility/toughness/viscosity of air in

kgos/u2;

X coefficient of thermal conductivity cf air in kcal/mosedeg.
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I The physical constants of the airc.,, p, X, which depend on

temperature, must be taken for the so-called determining temperature

TOII=TH +0,7.2(Td.c-TH). 1.8

Prandtl number depends on the temperature of air (table 11.1).

At large temperatures (Ton>1250K) Prandtl number can be considered

constant.

For the approximate estimate of the temperature of

sheathing/skin the coefficient a can be determined thus:Li the laminar boundary layer
a =31 ,6gpVc ( pVxjL)-0-5 Pr-0 67; (11.39)

the turbulent boundary layer

heea=O, 184gPVc(PVXL). 2PrOe 67, (11.40)

Thee gve fomlsaevidordtriigtet peaue f

the ingski, til ssemly nd ylidrial c th pat o th

LL~ - -A
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fuselage (housing)VA
For the coefficient of convaczion heat transfer near cri2cl -

point with laminar boundary layer, it is possible to accept the

following expression:

' ~(1I1.42) -

a=0,54 Pr- 0 66gc. I r,(

where r - a radius of the nose section of the body:

2 = ,82 ]/ P ( 4s ..
Pc (I + 0,2)2, (11.43)

Ti 4 Here p andpc the pressure of the flow before and after the normal

shock of pressure. Relationi p/p, is determined from of known to the

(11,3 -+ ,M) 3 ,s  2,43(1 +0,2M2)-2,5

PC 167M2 -0,167 ii'*
Using equation (11.36) and given above formulas, it is possible

to calculate the equilibrium temperature of the sheathing/skin of VKS

(and also any other aircLaft) during aerodynamic heating.

I -
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1 table 11.1.

T. K 500 750 1000 1250

Pr 0,69 0,665 0,655 0,65

' Page 203.

-Figures 11.9 give approximate values of equilibrium temperature

for the probable re.,gion of flig-ts of VKS (for small angles of

attack).

W': The intensity of the aerodynamic heating of surface

substantially decreases during an increase in the distance from

leading wing edge (from the leading edge/nose of fuselage) and during

an increase in the sweep angle or wing (tail assembly). Figures 11.10

show isotherms on the surface of hypersonic aircraft in cruise at the

height/altitude of 34 ka with M=8. Should be focused attention on the

temperature distribution on lower intake plane (temperature

distribution on plane at permanent angle of attack and zero angle of

sweepback).

~- -'-.

Li--
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Wi. ~ ~~~~~100__ __ __ __ ____

20

a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Vr.n KM/C 0)

Fig. 11.9. Eguilibrium temperature of flat surface at a distance

x=1.5 m from leading edge (i>~)

Key: (1) . km/s.

-M700

ZZ0 980 870 760

60 220

Fig. 11.10. Steady temperature in surface of aircraft (in OC) during

endurance flight (V=2400 rn/s HI=34 kin).

- vll4
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Page 204.

§2. Selection of the diagram of tAe aerospace aircraft.

If we by payload understand the weight of the apparatus,

concluded in orbit (0:i.thout considering, naturally, the weight of the

structure of the lazL/latter step/stage of accelerator, which will

also reach orbital speed), then the most adequate/approaching

criterion for analysis and selection of diagram will be payload

fraction

01,.N 0i ,., o,

where G,.,,- the weight of tue apparatus, concluded in orbit;

Go - launching weight oi system.

Although this criterion is nor exhausting (more

common/general/total criterio.4 js the cost/value of system),

nevertheless it plays main role, since on Z,., depends, other

conditions being equal, the cost/value of the delivery/procurement 1

kg of the payload in orbit.

I.
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At the assigned/prescribed value of paylcad weight evaluation

criteria of diagram of VKS will be, obviously, the value of launching

weight of system.

Possible diagr-ms cf the aerospace aircraft. The most important

aircraft characteristics for the delivery/procurement of load in

orbit is the minimally necessary flight speed in orbit Vo6 " (for

flight altitude H<500 ou km Vop 6 Vm). -A strict guarantee of

assigned/prescribed flight speed not for one flight vehicle has this

important value as for space vehicles. For example, if aircraft was

design/projected for the flight speed V=3185 cf km/h (1=3), but in I
: actuality speed reader/showed to 1o/o less, i.e ., V=3 153 km/h

(M=2.97), then this virtually in any way will not be reflected in the

- effectiveness of this aircraft. For an orbital apparatus the error in

speed to 10/0 (i.e. instead of 7.8 km/s to obtain 7.72 km/s)

indicates starting/launching idle, since apparatus will not he held

in orbit and it will cosplete landing, having fulfilled nct one turn

around the Earth. Therefore the most important and necessary flight

condition on orbit is the achiievement of corresponding to speed of

flight. This condition will to a considerable degree determine the

diagram and 6ne basic parameters oi orbital flight vehicles.

To find communication/connection of orbital speed with the basic

parameters of flight vehicle is possible, analyzing the process of
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acceleration/dispersal and climb on leaving in orbit.

t In the process of acceleration/dispersal and climb, flight

vehicle acquires the speed which in general can be written thus:

V =V,-AV. V,, (11.44)

where V.- the ideal velocity of apparatus, i.e., the speed which the

apparatus would obtain ir the absence of force cf gravity and

N, aerodynamic drag;

LZ. AV- total speed losses ro. the action of gravitation and

aerodynamic drag;

1V - the starting speed of apparatus (for single-stage

apparatuses with start from the Earth, obviously VCI=O).

The ideal velocity ci apparatus is determined from known formula

of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy

. t. V - W= ,n m ,lmK ,,

where We the effective exhaust velocity;

mnaq the initial mass of apparatus;
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k3

mo. the finite mass of apparatus (after burnout).

Expressing effective discuorge velocity through the specific

impulse (the specific thrust of engine), and the mass of the flight

vehicle through weight, we will obtain

V..=goJln --J--9,81J ln (I 1.45)

where JT- specific jet firng (on fuel/propellant);

$1 Q=OTliO the over-all payload ratio of fuel/propellant.

Page 205.

SOn value AV, especially essential effect has the velocity of

start.

For the concrete/speciiic/actual diagram of flight vehicle on

leaving in orbit according to the specific trajectory value AV, can

be determined, integrating equations of motion (11.5)-(11.7).

In the period of preliminary design this value can be accepted

approximately; with a sufficient degree of accuracy of its it is -

possible to remove/take zzow the curve/graph cf Fig. 11.'1 which we

get as a result of the trajectory calculation of injection into orbit
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with a height/altitude of 1=120-200 kmn; in this case were examined -

different diagrams of flight vehicles with the actually possible

parameters.

vI
RIIR injection into orbit wita H>200 km can be broken into two

stages:

1) output/yield tc HF-150 icm;

2) maneuver on an increase in altitude of orbit by value AH [see

(11.2 8)1

A required quantity of f uel/propellant GTUO for injection into

orbit we will obtain, accepting in (ft.4'4) V=V,, and deciding

together (11.44) and (11. 45) relatively U*T, 3

I - - 10 9,811,

or
0

t.IIT ~ ,(11.46)

e

where ~-

teinitial weight of apparatus (when V=VcT), for single-stage

~ A
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apparatuses VCT O and GIaq=Go.

Figures 11.12 depict the graphic interpretation of equation

(11.46) for several values of starting speed.

21i
Possible values UT and 6, for contemporary aircraft and aircraft 4

< I of the nearest future ate given in Fig. 11.13.

~A"

A

A4
I Le

Aw
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Fig. 11.11. Effect of the speed of start on total speed losses from

the action of gravitation and aerodynamic drag (for orbits H=120-200

~ I

_ -- - -j
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Page 206.

For injection into orbit, flight vehicle with ZhRD when[, J250-450 5 must have tzie over-all payload ratio of

f uel/propellant U,=0,98-0,87 when M,,=o (see Fig. 11. 12) .

(fo I~flight vehicle will start from hypersonic carrier aircraft

(frexample, when M,,=6-12),thefl the necessary fuel reserve for

injection into orbit decreases; however, also in this case it will be 4
eqil o1T.nOT=O,78-0,64 forJ=40s (fuel/propellant H2*02).

only start with MIT >-18 gives the possibility of injection into

orbit (UT.noIT1O,45).
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47 X-E1I-Z(c no deeH

GT.no? T X-154-2-- I- - - ---- XO-70

06 5-57E X-1/7

/itCi
#00 800 1200 NO0 2000 2400 hoT 0 70040601 070 70 -

Fig. 11.12. Dependence of tue over-all payload ratio of AW

fuel/propellant, required for injection into crbit (1H=120-200 km),

from specific jet firing.

F Fig. 11.13. Change in over-all payLoad ratio of fuel/propellant and

construction of aircraft in dependence on operating temperature of

construction/design.

Key: (1). suspnsio tanks. c-)). L.'ZJO W146

i4.
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SFig. 11.14. The possible diagrauis of flight vehicles for the

[-. .Idelivery/procurement of the payload in orbit (as fuel for all engines

.- .is utilized liquid hydrogen): I -space ship with ballistic entry

r into the atmosphere; 2 -VKS.

Page 207.

.s- Therefore it is possible to draw a conclusion relative to the

~diagram of the apparatus: to suppiy the payload in orbit and to

• complete return and landing to tue, earth at present (when J,::45) )Can

, only multistage flight vehiles. Figures 11.14 show the possible (

* I

AL
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diagrams of such flight vehicles. hc1pi i

Payload in diagram I is space vehicle with ballistic entry into -

the atmosphere; landing to the earth is conducted with the use of

parachutes. The apparatuses oi diagrams II, III and IV have identical

payload - the aerospace aircrait, which accomplishes planning/gliding

entry into the atmosphere ana horizontal landing to the earth.

Diagrams I and II are identical and are characterized by only

payload. These diagrams are basea on the principle of the maximum use

of the existing construction/designs of rocKets. fhe high cost/value

of carrier rocket leads to the need for the searches of the repeated

use of step/stages. Is most expedient the rescue of first stage,

since in this case from 75 to 80o/o of weight of an entire structure

of carrier rocket it returns conversely.

The best possibilities in the creation of the repeatedly

utilized space systems gives the hypersonic carrier aircraft A

(booster), piloted by crew and which independently returns to the

place of start after the starting/launching of space vehicle (diagram :

V III and IV). Upon transfer from ballistic ones to the winged

aerospace systems of repated afplication/use, the cost/value of the -Z

delivery/procurenment of tne payload in c:bit considerably will be

lowered.

L L1--
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Diagram III is one of the Fossible versions of the rescue of the

first booster stage witsi Zn RD.

Diagram 1V is most promising. During use in the process of the

acceleration/dispersal ot highi sp~ecific impulse, VRD can he obtained

very large gain in useful load, concluded in orbit, in comparison

with the carriers, equipped with ZhRD. Carrier with VRD will be close

to aircraft: in diagram -nd accomplishinq of oFerations. X

~ The effectiveness of carrier with VRD is visible from Fig.

Certain representation of tne weight distribution of the

apparatuse; of the examined diagrams gives Fig. 11.16.

It should be noted that diagram IV provides not only the

repeated use of the expensive 1ficst step/stage, it makes it possible

1 o substantially raise value Fii. For an orbital injection one and the I

same of payload the launcning weight of the flight vehicle, designei 29

by diagram IV, will be two times less in comparison with the best

specimen/samples of the contemporary carrier rockets:

0 (0k12 cd a TO7 .2~,
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will change toward the decrease ot a quantity of step/stages.

So, when J.,.lOOU s VKS with YaRD, starting from carrier

aircraft, will leave in orbit without supplementary accelerators. Wkhe

JT;-z2 OOOs drops off the necessity also for carrier aircraft, since VKS

according to equation (11.4b) can independently (starting from the

Earth) emerge in orbit.

t ii

During wide use YaR) with specific impulse -2000 9 the era of

rockets as flight vehicles for the conclusion/derivation of payload

in orbit, apparently, it will end, since the key advantage of rocket 41

step/stages - a high lcad ratio on fuel/propellant - it will lose its

value, since required fuel loaa tor injecticn into orbit when I>2000

g. will be 6T.noT<0,4 (see Fig. 11.12).

The diagram of the aerospace aircraft must provide:

- obtaining -he necessary value of lift-drag ratio in hypersonic

and subsonic flight conditions;

- light thermal lcads upon entry into the atmosphere.

Apparatus with K-r=0 is experience/tested upon entry into the

atmosphere g-force from 8 to 10. An increase in the lift-drag ratio

iP
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in all to 0.5 makes it possible to decrease the g-force in an entire

line of descent to two.

F

Investigations shoved that iu the majority of the cases the

hypersonic lift-drag ratio VKS can be restricted by value

Kr= 1- 2.

N.

4!

E . VL

I.

>5, "
PI
gI

.&,t'tr .r ~ n ,?~m~f±, - - -
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Tonnado 4
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Figures 11.17 show a chanye o£ the physical characteristics VKS

in dependence on value Kr A gain in weight of apparatus during an

increase in the hypersonic lift-drag ratio is connected with an

increase in the relaticn to surtace area toward working volume, with

an increase in the duration or flight, which leads to large

common/general/total themal iloaus.

Acceptable landing data VKS are prov, id with the value of

subsonic lift-drag ratio uot less than fcur.

3; At present are conducted the widespread investigations of the

aerodynamic shapes of the maneuvering aerospace apparatuses of

repeated application/use, an this case, special attention is given to

the apparatuses with litting body. The major advantage of such

apparatuses (-n comparison with winged ones) is the less complicated

resolution of the problem or the tnermal insulation of

construction/design. For an improvement in the subsonic and landing -4

data VKS with lifting body, it is proposed to utilize a special wing

with the subsonic airfcii/proiiJe (with M>I wing is removed).

tA

The evolution of diagram VKS is shown in Fig. 11.18.

£2

rN
NA
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SOx7~name a31)ia C

Fig. 11.17. Effect of hyjkersonic lift-drag ratio on characteristics2 VKS. 4

Key: (1). Radiation cooliing. (2). cooling by ablation. (3). During

landing are required auxiliary devices. (4) . Is fulfilled landing

~ -~ independently.

Nj

V A

the aperture angle of 600; 1 - Lunted semicone with the aperture
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angle of 300; 3 -semicone with the endplates; 4 - VKS with lifting

body (lower surface oval); 5- winged VKS; 6 - VKS with lifting body

(lower surface flat/plane)
4

CIeN M > 10 M<I c M > 10 M<.

RI ! Kr -0,5 K 40 K - 1 ,3  K ~ 4

2 K-1.22 2 -2 .8

Key: (1). Diagram.

Page 210.

§ 3. Determination of the basic pdrameters of the aerospace flight

vehicle.
4

Let us examine the basic paraeters for panoramic sketches.

Let us consider that tue oigtimum parameters correspond (Y%,,)'nnx

in acceleration/dispersal to V,,.

Figures 11.19 show the project VKS, designed for 10-12 people.

Apparatus of multistage circuit.

The diagram of apparatus tney will in general determine: carrier

aircraft (retained E.te/stage), accelerators (ncnrecoverable
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; !step/stages) and VKS (retained step/stage) (see Fig. 11.14, diagram

IV).

Launching weight ot apparatus is equal to

00 .c.H+Oy1+... + my,,+ Oc, (11.47)

where G,.- weight of caxrier aircraft;

- weight of the first accelerator;

Gy,- weight of the , accelerator;

G O -weight VKS;

.,-number of accelerators.

For determining the optimum values of the parameters of a

similar flight vehicle, it is necessary to answer two questions:

1) what payload and to wadt speed (in these parameters) it is

capable to drive away carrier aircraft; 2) what part of this

load it is capable of leaving on near earth orbit. In other words, it

is necessary, providing the maximum of criterion 6,,.,,=GBKC/GO, to find
;4t

minimum launching weight of system, if is assign/prescribed

IA
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concrete/specific/actual weight VKS or, if has in mind

concrete/specific/actual carrier aircraft, to find maximally possible

weight VKS, capable of leaving in orbit with start from this carrier

aircraft.

Let us introduce following of concept and designation:

G- weight of the i step/stage:

G- useful load, accelerate/dispersed with the i step/stage to

speed V=V,.,i:-AVj and heigitt/aititude H=H,,i+AH( VCT c-,-,L H~-

respectively speed and height/altitude of the start of the i

step/stage; AV, and LAhI - supplementary speed and height/altitude,

acquired by load G~i due to tne tuel/propellant i step/stages);

-~ fuel load of the i step/stage, required for the

acceleration/dispersal cl load witrn a weight of G11, (on value AV,~ and

GI ±G i 0,

For carrier aircrait let us hiave:

.H 1= Gy + .+ Gy,.Gl,

Gc., + H. C.I Go C. G.
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-.

Fig. 11.19. VKS of firm "Lockneed", USA (figure).

A, Page 211.

For the first accelerator:

"H. yI= y2+. +fO "BKC;

S 
0

G-.yl Gy.VI

Ci For ~ I.Y1 0 + T.YI
. ~ For wt accelerator:

"'" " 1GT"Y nM " . G''mO..YMGBKc; GT.ym , .ym
Gym + GBKC Gy m

The supplementary speed, communicated by the i step/stage to the

accelerate/dispersed Icaa, will De in general equal tc

AVI=V. I- AV. ,

where Vi - the ideal velocity, which communicates the i grade of

load G. ;

I

V
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VAVni - speed losses from ',ie action of gravitation and aerodynamic

drag in acceleration phase fro& VCTi to VCTi+I.

It is easy to show that

G1 + GH IG1+ GHi)

and consequently, according to equation (11.46), will occur the

equal ity

G.1

From this equality let us find the weight of apparatus whenVC i.

at the moment of firing the euganes of the i step/stage (after the

isolation/evolution from i-I of step/stage),

G,+0.1Ot . (11.48)

Since for each preceding/pzevious step/stage the

acclerte/isprse lou i r-e sm o al suseqentstep/stages,

then on the basis of dependence (11.48) launching weight of

multistage flight vehicle will be equal to

O0 . GH.H+ (11-49)

e 9,811T1
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where n - a number of step/stages of apparatus;

sign [.- indicates product in-1) of terms;

n-l=m+l- number of the "wcring" step/stages of the apparatus

(fuel/propellant of which is expend/consumed in the process of

acceleration/dispersal);

al,,,- payload weight, concluded in orbit.

ic-- Page 212.

As was accepted, GU,,G,,KC . the aerospace aircraft is the

I last/latter step/stage of multistage orbital apparatus, moreover the

fuel/propellant of this step/stage in the process of

acceleration/dispersal is not expend/consumed (speed V1, is reached

at the end of the work ct the m accelerator). If VKS in final

trajectory emerges in cibit due to its own fuel/propellant, then the

im accelerator will acccl rate/disperse VKS to the speed

Value AV11;WC is definedi as
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AV .c =9,81J4.mc In .. c(1.50)

where ,GT.BKC= -G-"- - the over-all payload ratio of fuel/propellantGBKC

VKS, expendable in process injection into orbit;

AVBKc=f(V)_ with V>6.5 ku/s 4Vf.BKC 0.

One should note that in this diagram (multistage apparatus) it

is conformable, since this increases the weight of structure VKS and

substantially is decreased its maneuverability in open space.

The solution of task for tne optimization cf the parameters of

flight vehicle in the minimum of value Go with to assigned magnitude

G.,, is reduced to solution of system dGo~di,...,k=O during known

limitations (here L - parameter). A strict solution of this task is

very bulky, since the majority of variables, determining value GO, is

in turn, the functions cf unxnown parameters and characteristics of

the separate step/stages ot ±lignt vehicle, fcr example:

AV = V, (V. , ,1, K,, 01, H,...

J,. .,=J,.c.H(H, V Po, cp, . and so forth.

This problem in sketch design it is better to solve by the

approximation method which consiaerably simplifies the solution in it
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at the same time gives the necessary for sketch design

ercuracy/precision.

The essence of method consists in the fact that in equation

(11.49) the variables are record/fixed. Matter is facilitated by the

fact that some variables with sutricient accuracy/precision can be

determined on the basis of experiment in the design of identical

flight vehicles, other varianles during deviaticn from optimum exert

insignificant arror to the solution of task as a whole.

For preliminary design it is possible to accept O.Y=0,85-0,92

(this value of load ratio on fuel/propellant they have the upper

stages of modern carrier rockets) ; h.n=const (for example, for the

fuel/propellant H2+O02,1 ,.y450 !9j

AVy--- = AVYm=V -VY ,

or A VY, -v-- c (if the part of the fuel/propellant

VKS is spent on acceleration/dispersal),

where V - a speed of the start of the first accelerator (i.e. the

speed which communicates carrier aircraft to the accelerate/dispersed

by it load).

Increase AVni=f(VCTf) is taken either frcm curve/graph in Fig.
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11.11 or from the calculation oi the optimum trajectory of injection

into orbit.

Page 213.

A number of all step/stages of flight vehicle let us find, after

determining a number of accelerators, since n=m+2.

Value um. will be, obviously, is greater, the greater percentage

it will compose payload weighz, concluded in orbit, from weight of

J load, accelerate/dispersed with carrier aircraft (respectively

smaller percentage will comupose the weight of accelerators). From

this condition should be determined value m.

Criterion . can be presented as

where

GC.H +'G - ~C.H

Value . it is easy to determine from equation (11.49), which

will take the form

g: A
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-, m VI+AV,,Ie 9t;uylJ

From equation (11.51) it is possible to determine, what part of

the load, accelerate/dispersed with carrier aircraft, is capable of

leaving to near earth orbit.

Varying by the speed of the start of the first accelerator and

by Mach number, it is possible to determine the appropriate values of

value

In Fig. 11.20 shown graphical solution of equations (11.51).
'Vl

Analyzinq the obtained dependence, it is possible to draw the

co,%rlu!_on: for the real values of the parameters of accelerators, an

increase J.- ;mber m>2 virtually to an increase in criterion Cum does

not lead; .m,-i.',fore for a multistage orbital apparatus should be

accepted a number of accelerators a=2 and a number of all

step/stages, therefore, n=4.

Equation (11.49), which is determining launching weight cf

multistage apparatus, in that case will take the form

- - -
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T.C.3(

i 
-1ACK+ + 

T. H AV. I
+ 
AVJTy

9t81iTvCo f 9'Jtr i
e ' '

VC.y,. (11.52)

AVvISPAV,.).
" 8 9,81J,'Y2

It is obvious, for each value V,,.,, there is optimum value VeT.T 2

which is determining the optimum distributicn of the total weight of

accelerators (between the first and second accelerator). However, the

error in the determination of the maximum of criterion 611m, obtained

during the replacement of optimum value VCT.Y, by the recommended value

Vc,., = ,.y q- V 1, + Vc.,
2

will be insignificant (fig. 11.21).

Page 214.

Thus, solving assigned mission by the proposed approximation

method, it is possible to find with sufficient accuracy/precision the

optimum value Go and the row/sezies of the important parameters of

orbital apparatus, withcut resorting to the determination of the

extremum of the function of many variables.
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' 9,81J1

. .let us find the weights of the sepdrate step/stages of multistage

flight vehicle.

If is assign/prescribed pay-Load weight GBKc of concluded in

orbit, and is required tc determine the minimum launching weight Go,

then the sequence of determining the weight of separate step/stages

must be similar: the weight of the second accelerator; the weight of

the first accelerator; tha weight of carrier aircraft.

N
From *-uation (11.5.2.1 we will obtain:

- weight of the second accelerator

yG 2 1 GKC; (11.54)

e

the weight of the first accelerator

.: O~~y--- 2 Y -1 (y+GBIC); (1155)
: ~~~ . -1+"'vyl+&,.,,Yl
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. I - weight of carrier aircraft

~jj 1
U70" 1.I ( y + .- Kc). (11 .6)

-A-C.4 II.C.

4;

- - k~ -. ,--8-1-.= ..---

C.
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20

10 m= 15

a 91 . 3000 4000 5000 YC.yzMIC(3

Fig. 11.20 effect of a number or accelerators and velocity of start

from carrier aircraft tc value G'**(fuel/propellant H2+O 2,.T.I.45~

o.Y-O.: - 0.85

Fig. 11.21. Effect of speed of start of seccnd accelerator on value

.. y0.y; 0,9:- - pt- 8 - ; opt---exu

Gr. 0,s),,,IsY2+ -VI-I X -2 '-r Y

Page 215.

From equation (11.56) it is possible to determine, what load anJ

to what speed it is capakle to drive away the carrier aircraft
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stepstags. I forT.C. 1 C. H

&TCH (11.57)

In ord..z to solve systea ol equations (11. 52)- (11. 57), it is
necessary to know value 61 and value hT for of all working

ste/stges Ifforaccelerators value Ur.Y is determined only by the
perfection of construction/design and its possible value is actually

~ known (this load ratio cn the fuel/propellant of upper stages of

contemporary multistage xockets), then for catrier aircraft value

GTcJ=G~c,.GC,,determine i~n the stage of sketch design is considerably

more complicated. The necessary fuel load will depend (besides the

perfection of construction/design) from the characteristics of power

plant, from the maximum speed of flight, from the parallax of orbit,

-Vfrom the conditions of taxeotf, erc. Therefcre the final value of

value OTCHcan be establish/installed only as a resalt of working

design.

It is exactly the same also concerning specific impulses on

fuel/propellant. For power plant with ZhRD value JT=const, and its value

for different fuel/propeliants it is known. For the power plant of

carrier aircraft with VBL, value JT.C.JI in the given equations is not

true specific impulse on f':al/pLopellant for VRD. A Lrxm- required

conditional momentuut/impulse/pulse VRD, i.e., this is the specific
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impulse of conditional ZhRD, which, fulfillin, the same work, would

consume the same guantity oi fuel/propellant (by weight), that also

VRD. The values of the reguired of true and ccnditional specific

impulses VRD do not coincide due to different value of the optimum

thrust-weight ratio of aircratt with VRD and ZhRD. The true specific

impulse VRD, defined as

3600

CI)

must be considerably more than value J.,,, in crder to compensate

large weight VRD.

In the period of the preliminary design cf value . and JT.C.,,

it is possible to find, after determining the over-all payload ratio

Z. "of fuel/propellant, required for acceleration/dispersal and climb,

i.e., value GT.C.,f=GT c.,,I0o.

With the sufficient for a preliminary design accuracy/precision

(cyl+V~r~1 '2g) cp CT_ (11.58

1300VIT.Y1

where HCT.Y and VC.Y - height/altitude and speed of the start of the

first accelerator respectively in w and m/s;

Cp.cr - specific fuel ccusumption by the engines of carrier

aircraft at the moment of the start of the first accelerator in
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kg/kgos4

Page 216.

Po=PoIGo - starting (takeoff) thrust-weight ratio of flight

vehicle;

KC- lift-drag ratio of apparatus (aircraft with the

accelerate/dispersed ica) at the moment of the start of the first

accel ezrtor.

For preliminary (c- U4ploma) design it is possible to use data

of Fig. 11.22.

Value . let us iind, solving the equation of the weight

balance

tG...C(11.9

GC..,yCT + ZiT.C.

GC.H."YCTw h e r e U . H. ..y = G o

Gc,.UYCT - weight of carrier aircraft without the

accelerate/dispersed Icad and without the fuel/propellant, spent to

acceleration/dispersal to. 7.

.f-~
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For the heavy supersonic and hypersonic aircraft

-CW"VT0,3-0,4.

The required conditional aonentum/impulse/pulse VRD of carrier

aircraft it is easy to determine frcm equation (11.46), knowing value

JT.-. AVC.H+AVn.C.k (1160

9,81 In

After determining thus for all step/stages of the flight vehicle

of valueX and J,, it is possible to solve equations

(11.52)- (11.57)

A Figures 11.23 and 11.24 show the effect cf the velocity of the

start of the first accelerator on value am. C and . " Kc
o • o-

(for the recommended abcve rauye of the characteristics of carrier

aircraft and accelerators).

i-

~ ~ ?
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hACT Cp.C7 Ifrc/IY'rc *

2 ------o

Fig. 11.22. Dependence of val~ues and Cp.c?. cn Miach number.

AI, Key: (1). kg/kgoh. (2). kerosene. (3). hydrcgen.

Page 217.

Equations (11.52)-(11.57) ior the diagram of flight vehicle in

question make it possile to deterwine the optimum speed of

acceleration/dispersal witn tne aia of carrier aircraft (speed of the

start of the first accelerator):

for cryogenic fuel M0,Pt=8-10;

fPA fuel M 0pt=4-6.
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fr Payload weight. The most important factor during the design of

orbital flight vehicle i.s, obviously, the weight of the true payload,

V concluded in orbit.

If we under payload VKS understand the weight of the cosmonauts

and transported cargo, then value dUIHBKC=_(GU.HBKC/GoBKC can be determined,

using the equation of the -weiglit balance

011AN RKCI -(HX(CCc+GT Bn(C),

where UBKCIyCT BKC YCTIGOBKC -the over-all payload ratio of empty VKS A

(without load and fuel/p~ropellant);

UT BKC OT BKC/GOEBHC- the over-all payload ratio of full of reserve

fuel/propellant VKS;

o0 <H- weight of completely filled/charged VIKS.

Or'Z value Z;U..BKC essential effect exerts requirement for

maneuverability in orbit (necessary fuel reserve for a maneuver) and

requirement for maneuverability in the atmosphere at the hypersonic

speeds (since on the value of hypersonic lift-drag ratio (r. depends

the weight of structure VKS).

. . . . . . .. .
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During design VKS (in the first approximation,) it is possible

to bear in mind following of the value of the weight characteristics

(see Table 11.2).

In Fig. 11.25 is shown value Un.BKC depending on the hypersonic

13.ft-drag ratio of apparatus.

Fuel load. Gross weight of the fuel/propellant of separate (the

i-th) step/st age will he in general defined as the sum

OTGT+T.M G'T8+0T.R3,

where GT.P-GTi -the fuel load, reqjuired for the
yve

acceleration/dispersal cf load G,,i (to value AVi and Au);

GTM-fuel load, required for maneuver accomplishment;

-TA fuel load for a return to base;

i d
-T1. navigational fuel reserve.
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4's Fig. 11.23. Dependence of the over-all payload ratio of the load,

accelerate/dispersed with carrier aircraft wiith VRD, from the speed

~ of the acceleration/dispersal: a) engines wcrk on hydrogen; b)

engines work on kerosene.

Fig. 11.214. Dependence c± payload fraction, ccncluded in orbit, from

speed of start of first accelerator: a) engines of all step/stages

9 work on hydrogen. b) engines of carrier aircraft work on kerosene,

booster engines -on hydrogen.

Page 218.

Let us examine components full of reserve fuel/propellants for

the separate step/stages of multistage orbital apparatus.
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Knowing launching weights of separate step/stages and value 0%,

let us find fuel load, required for the acceleration/dispersal of the

load 'G :

GT.P

Virtually entire fuel/propellant of accelerators will be

expend/consumed on an increase in the energy cf the accelerated load;

therefore for accelerators as one-time stage GT.'M+GT.+ (T..3= 0 .

'he fuel/propellant, required to carrier aircraft with VRD for

t. maneuver accomplishment after the starting/launching cf load and for

a return on airport of departure in the first approximation, it is

equal (fuel/propellant - hydrogen)

-O .+G+ ,OT. . (0,02 - 0,03) 0,,,.

If in the process of injection into orbit fuel/propellant VKS is

not expend/consumed, then gross weight of fuel/propellant VKS will be

equal to

GT.BKC=O-T..+ (7T.5 + d..V

The fuel load, required Zor execution of maneuver in space,

depends substantially on the means of the maneuver which in turn, is

determined by value AV, - by a change in the velocity vector. The

relationship/ratio between value VM and required fuel load can be
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obtained from equation (11.45):

Here Gxc- initial weight of apparatus in orbit (before the

maneuver) ;

jT.I KC - specific jet firing VKS, with the aid of which is

fulfilled the maneuver.

,I

N.

4

)z
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<rable 11.2. eight characteristics VKS.

O- r o TeAbibIfl Bec K 1,0 K,- 2,3

Koic'rpyKu.Lm (c reno- 0,52-0,37 0,55-0,41
;13o imtlefl), o6opyltona-

' 111, ll e b re IA 6

Jh[t'raTenjibah ycTa- 0,015--0,03
'hr , IOBK;|

lllaccif~ 0,02-0035
Y1Iipaneiiue (aspomt- 0,015-U ,02

iiaMiIeKoe)
Ynpau2e e /(ra3o 0,01-0,015. : CTy Awle)

floeaiias nat'py3Ka6&) 0,12-0,18 0,09-0,14
(KocMoama~ It rpy3M)

Key: (1). Over-all paylcad ratio. (2). Construction/de3ign (with

thermal insulation), equipment, system. (3). Engine plant. (4).

: 4 Chassis/landing gear. (5). Control (aerodynamic). (6). Control

(gas-jet). (7). Fuel/propellant. j8). Payload (cosmonauts and loads).

~5-

Fig. 11.25. Dependence of payload fraction VKS on hypersonic

lift-drag ratio.

V~ Page 219.

- *I_______
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. i The representation of the numerical value of value AV. and
I corresponding value 7T.. gives lanle 11.3, in which are shown the

expenditures of fuel/pro~ellant (when JT.i¢c=450 S) for an increase in

altitude AH or on a change in tae angle of the slope A of orbit.

Fuel/propellant fox a return will be composed of three parts:

0 T.R= 0 T.CX + 0 ,.cT&6 + O.,OC,

where GT.Cx - a fuel load for an orbit ejecticn (for the creation of

retro impulse);

GT.CT86 - fuel/prcpellant for stabilization (and control) in

the initial stage of gliding/planning;

GT.nOC- fuel/propellant for landing on assigned/prescribed

airfield.

Value GT.cx is determined y equation (11.61), it is necessary

to have AV, =uS=3) a/s (see 2)

In the period of preliminary design VKS, it is possible to

accept:

GT.CiA6 (0,0 15 9 ,025) Go nxc;
S .1 1.1 , (0,015 - 0,030) Go 13Kc;

G,.,. a(0,010-0,015)Oo rBc.

V I
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Required thrust-weight ratio of multistage apparatus. The

starting thrust-weight ratio of multistage flight vehicle is defined

as the relation

P0__- • - a

where P0 - total boost for launching of the engines of carrier

aircraft.

The optimum value ot value P0 must correspond to the maximum of

criterion U.... Therefore selected the starting thrust-weight ratio of

multistage flight vehicle shouid be in such a way, as, other

conditions being e-ual, to ootain the maximum value of valueGHC., and

this can be made, after ensuring for carrier aircraft the minimum of

~~sum(a

Since GT.C.:I=f[(FO) and . then expressing the indicated

values through the characteristics of aircraft and solving the

equation
dGH. C.1 ,

dP0

we will obtain the functional connection of optimum starting

thrust-weight ratio with the t'ndamental characteristics of the

carrier aircraft:

-- 
2g)) 0 K,, 1690VcT Y7,,KCT (1 1.62) .

R-
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where KCT and cpT - see (11.58) and Fig. 11.22;

Y]w - the weight per horsepower of the pcwer plant of carrier

aircraft.

-- 9

4<

'K "
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fable 11.3. The initial orbit: i=200 km; Vo=Vh=7790 M/S.

A H B )) 10 100 300 A +0  >(2 1 7 15

A VU  V11 a Ic 10 85 200 A VM A V B mIc 140 950 2050

G T. mIBC 0,002 0,02 0,05 G1. IGDRc 0,03 0,19 0,38

Key: (1). in km. (2). in a/s.

Page 220.

The starting thrust-weight ratio of accelerators and VKS will be

defined as the relation

- p' __Pyl Py

P31  0~

A p2. y G , , -

_-- 02.2±0 ,y 2 Py- ; PB:xC --- C

where p. - the boost for launching of the first accelerator;

P - the boost for launching of the seccnd accelerator;

SPII6 - boost for launching VKS.

If on accelerators and VKS are establish/installed ZhRD, then

thrust-weight ratio will not be limited by the weight of engine

plant, since the specific gravity/weight of ccntamporary ZhRD is
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considerably lesser than the specific gravity/weight VRD

-,05.

Therefore the 1-brust-weight ratio of the accelerators (without

fearing overboost of engine plant) should be selected from the

condition of guaranteeing the acceptable g-force upon

acceleration/dispersal and the speed losses tc gravitation and

aerodynamic drag.AV., whichi, other conditions being equal, will

-i determine value 0,,.,. Figure 11.26 show the effect of the starting

thrust-weight ratio of the first accelerator cn value G, (for
MTY2 1 6).

In the period of preliminazy design, taking into account

possible g-limitations, it is pcss2.ble tc ac.,c

-Y y 58( 20

=7i777"
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I? 8 1,a , I I I 2 I y

/'1 I- -

,# ' i I i I I

Fig. 11.26. Effect of the starting thrust-weight ratio of the first

accelerator on value ... (Mm.Y=6)

Aerospace aircraft with YaRI) [38].

The aerospace aircraft with nuclear rocket engine (YaRD), as itF! was shown above, can leave to Barth-circling orbit without the aid of

intermediate steri/stage-accelerators, and when J7.1pa> 2000 with and

without the aid of carrier aircraft. The over-all payload ratio of

fuel/propellant, required for injection into crbit of single-stage

VKS, is determined by equa'cion (11.46), which will take the form
G. 1o 0,= - = i - 1 (11.63)

00 BKC1VI= -AV"

Here GOBKC - launching weight of VKS with YaRID (when (npH VCT O);

AV,- see Fig. 11. 11 (when VcT=O).

tV
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F Effect J,.sp on value'.,OT is shown in Fig. 11.12 (when Mc,=O).

If we payload weight, concluded in orbit, consider the weight of

repeated flight vehicle when Vj,, then for single-stage VKS with YaRD

payload will be equal tcO

- 011.14 GBKC 60 BKC -G~lT

and value o.., is equal to

lKC = (11.64)
.14 GO BK C VII+AVn

, 8 JT.RP .a

Page 221.

If payload for single-stage V(KS is understood just as for a

usual aircraft, then in that case payload will be determined by the

equation of weight balance, solving which together with (11.63), it

is possible to find the over-all payload ratic of the true payload,

concluded in orbit; and, consequently, the weight of single-stage VKS

with YaRD

S GOKC V+V 1  (BKC.nyr+ T.PeSep),

where ,.t,,,I,=7,0-.,o,- the over-all paylcad ratio of standby

fuel/propellant.

In the period of preliminary design VKS with YaRD the tentative

value of relative empty wexgun (taking into account biological

protection) can be taken in limits GBKC.,YCP=,-40---m0, 6 5.

V
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Li value w ili he equal to -

~r.I~e~ep T + + GT.H. 3  Q~Q 3  IIS

GO Bi(C
Fuel load for maneuver accomplishment in space is also

determined by equation J11.61), and value ?.and &ith frs

approximation, can be taken U~W 60o fsnl-tg K a

combined engine plant (VBD + YaBD) and YaRD is included whenVeT4# ,

then the over-all paylcad ratio of the true payload, concluded in

1165_ wllbedtemiedthnorbit, analogous ( 116)wl edtrie hn
Un~~~~w - ~rpap) (11.66)

0OBKC V~g 1194 t V cT

G-.p e '1 r5J
Here -over-all payload ratio of fuel/propellant VRD,

GOB K C

required for output/yield to height/altitude and speed at which it is

4included by YaRD. Value Uap is 'etermined from equation (11.58), in
__-

which the torque/moment of thae start of the first accelerator is the

torque/moment of connection/i~nclusion YaRD;

AVn corresponds to value VCT (see Fig. 11.11)

where 5,v..YlPaGj.y.ppn!oRKc-_ I,3,,,.ToBpf [coefficient 1.3 considers the

weight of air intakes, air duczs, etc.]. Starting thrust-weight ratio

j5oBPJ=pfilp'/o0"c is determined Dy equation (11.62).

Finally, if VKS has YaRID with ,.51pn<2000 s and for injection
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into orbit, is required the carrier aircraft, which

accelerate/disperses VKS to necessary value VC,. then this flight

vehicle can be considered as multistage with m=0. Due to its own

fuel/propellant VKS, it must increase speed by value
AVnKC- Vi- VeT.

Page 222.

Gross weight of fuel/propellant of VKS in this case will be equal to

G1.fixC U.- G+.R+Q, where GT.IoT - the fuel load, required for
output/yield VKS in orbit after start from carrier aircraft [see

(11.46) ]. All parameters of two-stage flight vehicle are determined

by the given above dependences.

Special feature/peculiarities oi the selection of geometric

i parameters VKS.

on geometry VKS, is had simuitaneous effect of requirements,

presented to flight chazacteristics during hypersonic

/$1~~O 4,,a 9 zAervctf-;fis ef crm r~e --,'*'
gliding/planning, and the reyuireaentsA 0,'1/*V)s e &e

expressed by the value of the iiypersonic and subsonic lift-drag ratio

(takeoff data have smaller value, since for the takeoff of the

aerospace flight vehicle to more expediently apply special rocket

dolly).

';- h
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11 Important effect on geometry VKS will exert aerodynamic reentry

heating. The solution of tasK requires comproffises between geometry

at hypersonic and subsonic flight speeds. A change in the hypersonic

configuration affects subsonic characteristics and vice versa. This

interdependence and incongruence of characteristics for hypersonic

and subsonic flight substantially complicates aerodynamic development

and requires often the application/use of the variable geometry.

Therefore large value in design VKS obtained the idea of the

k/ "separation of hypersonic and subsonic conditions/modes". The

configuration of the aparatus, designed according to this principle;)

,,, facilitates the problem of aerodynamic investigations and provides

the achievement of subsonic flight characteristics, close to usual

aircraft ones.

As the example VKS with the divided flight conditions can serve

the project of apparatus VL-JA (Fig. 11.27).

v - "The given VKS has the advanced wings for the separation of

hypersonic and subsonic conditions/modes. The hypersonic lift-drag

ratio of apparatus is equal to K&-2,3, at subscnic speed with the

pushed forward wings K=d.

I1
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A] 11,4M

Fig. 11.27. Diagram VKS VL-3A.

2 :Page 223.

After the completion of the hypersonic phase of

gliding/planning, the wings partially are advanced for the attitude

I. control center of pressure in transonic region. At subsonic speed the

wings are advanced completely. Are advanced and are started two TRD,

which ensure aircraft landing. There is a reserve of fuel (on 10 min

of flight with full thrust) ±cr approach guidance, "pulling" and

attendance/departure to the seccnd circle. For crash landing and

splashdown, is applied the parachute. Landing shock with parachute is

absorbed by the tail section of the apparatus which concerns the

- '--t 4f M fk2 :g ~ihi ~ *M -' A
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K I earth/ground of the first.

One of the most important geometric parameters of flight

vehicles is the specific wing load or on lifting surface (for

apparatuses with lifting body). By lifting surface, is understood the

A projected area of apparatus in plan/layout. Fcr VKS during hypersonic

Iflight, the specific icad on lifting surface will depend on equation
(11.1), therefore, the value of this parameter, necessary for

equilibrium flight (gliding/planning) at given speed at given

height/altitude, it is kcssible to determine from equation (11.4)
31. I OVr.,cy

62.106 - (Vr., ± 460 cos f)2 (11.67)

Values c,(a) and Kr(a) are given in Fig. 11.28. For calculation of load

on the m2 of surface VKS one should accept Cu1 appropriate Krmax-

J The task of the selection of the specific wing load, necessary

F ; for obtaining of acceptable subsonic characteristics of VKS (mainly

landing), does not have vital differences from analogous task for a

usual aircraft. Figure 11.29 givesan example of subsonic aerodynamic

characteristics VKS with lifting body.

On exterior form VKS, essential effect exerts aerodynamic

heating. Heat transfer rate, which enters the sheathing/skin from

boundary layer, as is kvcwn, it is proportional to the local

coefficient of convection heat transfer on boundary/interface an air-

E¢tI
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L. sheathing/skin (see equation (11.35)], which depends substantially on

the sweepback of the body (during an increase in the sweepback the

coefficient of heat transfer sarply decreases, Fig. 11.30).

Therefore all speakers into the flow of part YKS must have the large

sweepback (from these considerations the control surfaces, therefore,

must not be deflect/diverted to large angles). Sweep angle should be

accepted not less than 70-750.

i

A~
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K~ CY

~ 0,5 -

Rr 044 04z

0,1- - - -11,

' 0 1 JrTflu ( 0 0 12 1 20

Fig. 11.28. Hypersonic aerodynam~ic characteristics VKS with lifting

body in trim position center of gravity (apparatus VL-3A, V=6080 n/s;

H=60.8 kmn).

Fig, 11.29. Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of VKS with lifting

body (apparatus VL-3A;'972,= 28-j M2; S,,p=9,7 Mn2 ): with wing;

without wing.

Page 224.

The coefficient of convection heat transfer near critical point

depends on a radius of the nose section of the body. Solving together

the eguation, which describes heat transfer by beat radiation, and

the equation, which describes aerodynamic heating in critical point

ron sphere, it is possible to obtain the approximate dependence, which

KK iconnects a radius of fcrebody VI(S with the parameters of the

;gk -hypersonic flight
0,000 19. q [(VI 1000)2 + 0 ,6T1,,(, 100012

E2 (Till all 1000)8,(1.8
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where r - a radius of nose section m;

q - velocity head in the undisturbed flow in kgf/m2 ;

V -flight speed in m/s;

ST,,o- temperature of external surface in OK;

6' - coefficient of tfe heat radiation of material of nose

'. $section.

During the design of exterior form VKS, usually are examined two

systems of heat shielding from aerodynamic heating - ablation and

radiation. It considers tnat for apparatuses Kr<l.3 advantage in

ratio by weight has the ablation system of heat shielding, whereas

for apparatuses with the higher value of hypersonic lift-drag ratio

is required more complicated radiation system. Deserves considerable

attention the combined heat shielding, when ablation system is

utilized only for the protection ot lower surface VKS. The detachable

lower heat shield, covered with ablating material, shields well

construction/design VKS from high temperatures on lower surface.

As an example of the coabined system of heat shielding can serve-

the system of heat shielding VKS VL-3A (Fig. 11.31 and 11.32).

41-
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K

I ~L' ]IIiI LA -
0 10 20 70 10 5 40? 70 SO X°

Fig. 11.30. Dependence of the coefficient of heat transfer in the

zone of leading edge or sweep angle.

Matmcw1an~bHas
670 615 600 meMn.pamyp. 8 0C

.I I 8 op,% C-U, ,1 ap 47 Tonj7Uj0jjqjU Cz(3

1600 1580 1380 M~z~; c M0 z
memiuiep..mypa 8c

Fig. 11.31. System of heat shielding apparatus LV-3A (ablation

coating - purple mixture HASA, density of 650 k/.03 ; thermal

insulation- micro-quartz, density of 70 k-)/ 83 .

Key: (1). Maximum temperature in oC. (2). Thickness of thermal

insulation in cm. (3). Thickness of ablation coating in cm. (4).

Maximum temperature in 0C.

!A
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I iPage 225.

The given in present chapter recommendations are not, of course,

the comprehensive material accozding to the design of the aerospace

aircraft. Nevertheless they allow in the period of the preliminary

design of apparatus to solve many important problems.

For example, is regu.red to design the multistage flight

vehicle, capable of delivering to the near earth orbit H--150 km of

10 cosmonauts and 500 k9 of load (Gn.n.BKxC=0o kg). The last/latter

step/stage of apparatus - VKS aust increase orbit altitude to 500 km

and change orbit inclination by angle to 70. With return, in the

process of hypersonic gliding/planning, VKS must fly not less than

16500 km and accomplish lateral maneuver, reaching in this case12 lateral distance Ln.6o=4000 km. Maximum equilibrium temperature on the

surface VKS, not shielded by ablation coating, must not exceed

1400 0 C, and the time of action oi temperature t>O 000C must not

exceed 70 min. It iL reguired to determine the optimum values of the

basic parameters and flight characteristics VKS and multistage flight

vehicle as a whole. As fuel in the engines of all step/stages to

accept liquid hydrogen.
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: Utilizing the given in tis chapter formulas and graphic

dependences, we find:

a) the aerospace aircraft

Oo Bxc-1 2  G,..Bec= 0, 125; PBKC=2 0 TC;

O.BKc=3520 xr.c; GT.ajc0,3 ; SBKC=52 W,2

P,,C=2 3 0 icrcM 2 ; K,=2; V,,,=7810 (c);

AV,,f 109,4 MIC; AV,954 MJi?

Key: 1)t. (2). kg. (3). kgf/xz. (4). m/s.

b) the second accelerator
"(') 60

Oy2= 11,9 Tc; P 2 41 TC .y- -10,7 TC;
(2) ' .

VCT~y 2==:5265 m/C; 4Vy2==2555 M/C;

Key: (1). t. (2)-/s.

c) the first accelerator

(') 0Sy-- 29,2 TC; Py,=90 TC; 0,,7 --=24,9 TC;

V~~1 2700 m/C AV, 1  / c"z V,,,C.yl-2= O Mc; AVyl---2555 Mc;

Key: (1). t. (2). m/s.

d) the hypersonic carrier aircraft

Q*03 .=77,7 T; P,.,=P0 =76 Tc; 0..=33,8 1c;-. - .. (3) = 9
O }0 .=0,244; 0 ..,=0,411; J,:.=1422 C; 9

Key: (1). t. (2). t. (3). s.

_ _ _ _- - - - -
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e) the multistage flight vehicle

GO=130,8 t(with m=1; G0=175 t) ;

Gii.n,1 =GBIKC!Go O,O917; P 0O,58 sc forth.

Li
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CbeeIidmemn7

fzu4Umwbl2 vRpaHI, Fig. 11.32. construction/design VKS VL-3A.

Key: (1) . Detachable heat snield.
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